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ABSTRACT

Development and Evaluation of Curriculum Materials
to Teach Secondary Students About the Changing
Roles of Women Through the Use of Poetry
(September 1980)

Gayle Dodson Lauradunn, B.A., University of California
M.Ed., University of Massachusetts
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed by: Dr. Robert

L.

Sinclair

This study develops and tests curriculum materials for teaching secondary students about the changing roles of women through the

use of poetry.

Four research objectives guide the study: to determine

objectives for teaching secondary students to understand the changing
roles of women through the use of twentieth century United States

poetry; to develop curriculum materials for accomplishing the objectives; to evaluate the effectiveness of the materials; and to recommend

ways that the curriculum can be improved and research can be expanded

regarding adolescents and sex role stereotyping.
The five hypotheses which aid in evaluating the curriculum
are:

(1)

there will be no differences between combined experience and

no
control groups in attitudes toward female roles; (2) there will be

female
change in the combined experience groups in attitudes toward
on attitudes,
roles between immediate and delayed post questioning
(3)

groups in attitudes
there will be no difference between experience

questionnaire due to pre
toward female roles on the immediate post
vii

questioning about attitudes in one experience group;

(4)

there will be

no difference between experience groups on the delayed
post question-

naire in attitudes toward female roles due to pre questioning about

attitudes in one experience group; and (5) there will be no difference
between combined experience and control groups in attitudes toward female roles on the pre questionnaire.
The total curriculum contains 34 flexible lesson plans arranged
in progression from stereotyped views of women's roles to more liber-

ated alternative views.

A sample curriculum representing the spectrum

of objectives and learning opportunities of the total curriculum is
used with two classes of students.

Also,

a

questionnaire ascertains

the effectiveness of the curriculum in changing students' attitudes

from more to less sexist.

Two groups of students experience the cur-

riculum; the first group responds to the pre and post questionnaires
and the second group to the post.

A third group does not experience

the curriculum and responds only to the post questionnaire.

The re-

sults from the three groups are then compared.

Analysis is based on three types of data:

scores relating to

attitudes toward women's roles on the pre and post questionnaires; student opinions from their journals; and comments of the participant/ observer.

The findings indicate that the curriculum had no effect when

signifijudged only by the hypotheses, which reveal no statistically
female roles.
cant differences in mixed students' attitudes about

How-

statistical difference
ever, these findings do indicate a significant

between female and male students (.001).
vi
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This result is important in

that

n

indicates the possibility of this curriculum
producing

ing awareness in young females of the changing
roles of women.

a

growIn ad-

dition, other data (students' journals,
participant/observer comments,
and analyses of the questionnaires by objectives and
items) indicate
that the curriculum can be effective in changing attitudes
about gen-

der roles.
This study is

a

beginning toward developing and refining con-

tinued research in new curricula to increase adolescent awareness of

changing gender roles.

Paths emerge for further research on the atti-

tudes and perceptions of female and male students regarding their needs
and on teachers' attitudes toward female and male students and toward

changing gender roles.

In

particular, a long-range study using this

or a similar curriculum would be more accurately revealing of the ef-

fects of the materials in changing students' attitudes.

The study also

recommends different approaches, such as using other art forms or other
subject areas (i.e., history), to the curriculum than those it employs.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

The contemporary women's movement is having

ence on society.

a

pervasive influ-

Unlike the earlier Suffragist Movement, which had the

vote as its primary goal, the current movement has broader effects on
the life styles of women and, subsequently, on men.

Today's students

are in transition between the traditionally accepted and the newly

expanding roles of women.

Curriculum materials are needed to help

students understand these changing roles.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to develop and evaluate curricu-

lum materials designated to teach specified objectives about the changing roles of women through the use of twentieth century United States

poetry to selected secondary students.

Specifically, the research ob-

jectives and complementary hypotheses that guided the study are:
1.

To determine objectives for teaching secondary students to

understand the changing roles of women through the use of
twentieth century United States poetry.
2.

To develop curriculum materials for accomplishing the identi-

fied objectives.
3.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the materials for helping stu-

dents to understand the changing roles of women.

1

2

4.

To recommend ways that the designated curriculum can be im-

proved and to suggest further research on adolescents and sex
role stereotyping.
To aid in implementing objective number 3, the following hypotheses

were established:
Hypothesis 1: There will be no differences between combined experience and control groups in attitudes toward female roles.

Hypothesis 2:
There will be no change in the combined experience
groups in attitudes toward female roles between immediate and delayed post questioning on attitudes.
In

order to establish that the pre questionnaire of one exper-

ience group had no effect on post experience attitudes and to establish
the equivalence of experience and control groups at the outset of the

study, the following hypotheses were also examined.

Hypothesis 3: There will be no difference between experience
groups in attitudes toward female roles on the immediate post
questionnaire due to pre questioning about attitudes in one experience group.
Hypothesis 4: There will be no difference between experience
groups on the delayed post questionnaire in attitudes toward female roles due to pre questioning about attitudes in one experience group.
There will be no difference between combined
Hypothesis 5:
experience and control groups in attitudes toward female roles
on the pre questionnaire.

Differences in attitudes toward female roles between male and
female students were also explored.

In

addition to the above hypoth-

change in attitude
eses, which assisted in determining if there was any
in a short period of time,

ined:

two other types of information were exam-

in journals which reflect their
(1) written comments by students

poems; and (2) changes on
views of gender roles as expressed in the

3

specific items in the pre and post
questionnaires that relate to each

objective were examined for changing attitudes.

Student scores on

these items were examined for all the students
who were both pre and

post questioned, for those who scored low on
particular items and for

those who scored high on particular items.

In short, by tracing

changes in specific items, it is possible to get
some idea of whether
or not the curriculum did change students'

direction of
It is

a

thinking in the desired

less sexist view of women's roles.

important to note that the main thrust of the disserta-

tion is the development of the total curriculum; the two week field

experience and the evaluation are of secondary concern.

The purpose

of the field experience was to provide some evaluation data about

teaching this kind of material to adolescents.

Because it was not

feasible to use classes for the time period of the full curriculum,
only

a

part of it was used in the experience.

Ten of the total objec-

tives were selected using the criterion that they formed

a

in consciousness-raising vis-a-vis changing roles of women.

progression
This

progression (developed by the author in an earlier paper) consists
of seven stages with 29 sub-categories which begins with the traditional

conforming female who views herself through male eyes and moves

gradually through increasing awareness to the female who gains strength
in the process of learning to identify herself through her own eyes,

thus accepting the validity of a female perspective.^

4

Meaning of the Term s

Two terms used in the statement of the problem that
are key to
the study need further clarification:

Women's Movement--This movement began in 1968 as
of the Suffragist Movement which began in the 1840'
soon after women won the vote in 1919.

s

a

new stage

and became silent

Unlike the Suffragist Movement,

which had the primary goal of gaining the right for women to vote, the

women's movement encompasses all aspects of oppression experienced by
women from employment to sexual harassment to the image of women in
the media.

Expanding roles of women--Since 1968,

a

growing awareness by

women of their abilities has led to more women seeking fulfillment in
roles outside the usual ones of mother and wife.

For many women, this

expansion means deciding against marriage and motherhood, while for
many others it presents the challenge of combining marriage, motherhood, and career.

These changes in women's lives make it necessary

for men to examine their own roles in society and in interactions with

single women as well as the husband's role in the domestic realm.

Significance of the Study

The significance of the study has three dimensions.

involves the importance of using poetry as

about societal
practical

issues.

a

The first

procedure for teaching

The second and third are concerned with the

importance of the present study.

5

The first dimension is that the study will provide

a

lum model for using twentieth century United States poetry as
to teach about social

issues.

curricua

means

Most of the complex issues of today's

society are explored in this poetry in metaphors and language which
are meaningful to secondary students.

Rosenblatt (1938, 1968) dis-

cusses the interrelationship of social and esthetic values found in

literature and the importance of literature to students as
relating their own inner lives to the society they live in.

a

means of
She val-

ues the study of literature for the insights students gain into social

needs.

Other authors (Judy, 1975; Dewey, 1934; Moffett, 1968; Howe,

1972; Lukacs, 1964; Della Volpe, 1960; Holly, 1975) echo Rosenblatt

while Robinson and Vogel

(1972) say explicitly that literature is a

specific place for evoking discussion on social issues such as race,
class, or sex roles.
The second dimension is in providing

about the changing roles of women.

a

curriculum for teaching

Today's secondary students will be

the adults in future families where, potentially, the greatest effects
of women's changing roles will be felt.

Other than Beaven (1972) and

Howe (1974), little research has been published on the effectiveness
of any genre in literature as

a

guide for students to comprehend the

changing roles of women.
English teachers
The third dimension of significance is that
will

using this model, to
be able to expand existing curriculum, by

include more poetry written by women.

It is important to include more

to students which is too ofof this poetry as it gives a perspective

ten neglected or minimized in curriculums.

Hoffman (1972) says that

6

po6try is

place where new symbols for women in their
changing roles

d

are being created.

In the

more recent poetry authored by women, the

image of the self-actualizing woman--the woman
who is not passive but

who leads a challenging life— is beginning to emerge.

Register (1975)

comments on the failure of male authors to provide realistic
solutions
to common female problems.

Evans (1972) and Rich (1972) point out that

only in reading female authors do women have an opportunity to find
role models.

Through women writers, men have an opportunity to begin

to understand how women perceive the world.

Review of the Literature

To insure that appropriate objectives were chosen, an extensive

review of the literature was conducted including:

(1)

theoretical and

practical data about the changing roles of women; (2) existing courses

designed to teach about the changing roles of women through the use of
literature; and (3) adolescent understanding of sex role socialization
and their attitudes toward sex roles.

lected, they were reviewed by

a

After the objectives were se-

panel of judges consisting of a teacher

of secondary English, a feminist poet, and a curriculum specialist.
The objectives were then revised according to their recommendations.

Design of the Study

This section outlines the procedure used to achieve the purpose
of the study.

termined;

(2)

The design centers on:

(1)

how the objectives were de-

what steps were involved in developing the curriculum

materials for accomplishing the identified objectives; and

(3)

how the

7

effectiveness of the materials was evaluated.
Tho second part of the study involves the
development of

a

first draft of curriculum materials to achieve
the identified objectives.

As there are no other curriculum materials available
that have

combined poems about women to specifically reach the
objectives of this
curriculum, they were designed.
In this

curriculum model (Figure 1), the values concerning the

roles of women are those of society and the women's movement.

Data

sources which explicitly reflect or discuss these values and yield
both practical and theoretical

information were

a

review of the litera-

ture on the effects of the women's movement in high school and college

English classes and Women's Studies Programs, as well as literature re-

flecting the attitudes of high school women and their perceptions of
their needs.

evaluated by
cialist,

a

The objectives were selected from the data sources and
a

panel of three judges consisting of a curriculum spe-

teacher of secondary English, and

a

feminist poet.

The ob-

jectives were revised according to the panel's recommendations.

The

objectives were then evaluated by the teachers whose classes experienced the curriculum materials and, again, revised as necessary.

During the two-week field experience, student response to the objectives during classroom discussion were noted for consideration in the
final evaluation.

Learning opportunities which allow students to meet

the objectives are of six types:
1.

reading aloud twentieth century United States poetry containing
concepts, images, and forms relevant to the objectives;

2.

discussion of the poems initiated by open-ended questions

Figure

1.

Curriculum Model.

9

derived from the objectives;
3.

dramatizing poems when appropriate;

4.

role play derived from poems;

5.

writing poems;

6.

making comparisons with popular songs.

The organization of learning opportunities primarily consisted of pro-

viding copies of poems each day to meet specific objectives.

The next

consideration is the integration of the learning opportunities ; the integration is of two types:

horizontal and vertical.

Horizontal

inte-

gration means relating the learning opportunities to other subject

matter the students are studying in their level.

Vertical integration

means relating the learning opportunities to studies students have done

previously and will be doing at the next higher level.

The purpose of

horizontal and vertical integration is to keep the curriculum within
the context of the students' total school experience.

The integration

of the learning opportunities has three aspects:
1.

horizontal with the English curriculum:

form in poetry; punc-

tuation and capitalization; "schools" of poetry; grammar; writing and verbal
2.

skills; language awareness.

horizontal with other subjects:

sociological aspects vis-a-vis

vis-a-vis
the family and economic patterns; historical aspects

women in history:

the role of women in society at different

at this
historical periods, the rise of the women's movement

particular time.
3.

work:
vertical with previous and following years'
is more

this aspect

keeps in
implicit than explicit in that the teacher

10

mind such information as how much exposure
students have had to
poetry, what areas of history or contemporary
problems they

might cover the next year, etc.; in short, the
teacher needs
to keep in mind that this curriculum is within
the context of

the total school

curriculum.

Class discussions were the source of evaluation on the
learning oppor-

tunities and the final evaluation for the unit were the post guestionnai res

The third part of the study evaluated the effectiveness of the

curriculum in achieving its stated objectives.

Three groups of se-

lected secondary students were involved in experiencing

portion of the curriculum (Figure 2).

a

selected

Each group consisted of 14 stu-

dents which, according to Thelen {I960), is large enough for diversity
of reactions and small enough for individual participation (p. 43).

Group One responded to

a

pre questionnaire designed to ascertain their

degree of awareness about the objectives.
enced the curriculum materials.

completed

a

These students then experi-

At the end of the unit, the students

post questionnaire which determined to what degree the ob-

jectives were met.

Group Two experienced only the curriculum and the

post questionnaire, while Group Three responded only to the post ques-

tionnaire.

In

this study, it is assumed that Group Three (the control

group) was measured only when Groups One and Two (the combined experi-

ence groups) were assessed immediately following the experience.

It is

assumed that this measure adequately represents pre questionnaire attitude levels for Group Three.

Groups One and Two were selected from the

Department.
same school, at the discretion of the Head of the English

11

Group Three was selected from

a

second school, again at the discretion

of the Head of the English Department.

Groups One and Two were given

a

After

a

lapse of two months.

second post questionnaire to ascertain

to what degree the students retained increased awareness about the

changing roles of women.

First Post
Questionnaire

Second Post
Questionnaire

Group

School

Pre Questionnai re

Experience

One

A

X

X

X

X

Two

A

X

X

X

Three

B

X

Figure

2.

Field Test Design.

The data collected through the pre and post questionnaires was

compared and the curriculum was considered effective if
less sexist attitudes was apparent.

a

trend toward

The purpose of the field experi-

ence was to ascertain some positive degree of effectiveness of the
the use of
curriculum about the changing roles of women and men through

twentieth century United States poetry.
for improvement
The fourth part of the study suggests changes
in the

class meetings,
curriculum based on the students' responses in

response of the English teachers
the two post questionnaires, and the
in the curriculum.

12

Teaching Strategy

The teaching strategy for implementing the curriculum
is an ad-

aptation of teaching models created by Thelen (1960), Bruner
et al.
(1956), and Rogers (1969).

The strategy has six components;

student-

centered; group process; teacher as participant, exploring and discovering with the students; academic inquiry; concept attainment; and self-

enhancement (see Figure

3

for a graphic illustration of the interrela-

tionships among the components of the teaching strategy).
Herbert Thelen's Group Investigation Model combines democratic
process and academic inquiry.

The study of poetry as developed in the

curriculum combines experiences and perceptions from the students'
lives with the discussion of form and content in the poetry.
says,

Thelen

"The continuous dialectic between ideas and experience is the

means by which existing universals and principles are tested and new
ones are generated" (p. 41).

The discussions based on the poetry cur-

riculum potentially generated new ideas in the students based on an
increased understanding about the changing roles of women.
Basic to Thelen's model is the concern for inquiry of which
there are four elements:

reflection.

puzzlement, self-awareness, methodology, and

In the curriculum,

the teacher presents a problem for the

students to "puzzle" over, namely, the changing roles of women and how
this will potentially effect both females and males.

Through discus-

insions of the problem as it is presented in the poetry, students
to th^
crease self-awareness to the degree that each of them relates

probl em.

the
The methodology involves the increasing ability of

13
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students to relate the poetry and their own lives with
respect to the
problem.

Reflection follows as students give conscious attention to

their experiences--".

.

.

explicitly formulate the conclusions and in-

tegrate these with their existing ideas.

In this way,

ideas are shaken

up and reorganized into new and more powerful patterns" (Thelen,
p. 40).

The Concept Attainment Model, developed by Bruner, Goodnow,

and Austin, is concerned with categorizing which enables people to
.

.

describe similarities and relationships among things in the en-

vironment" (p. 109).
butes:

Further, the model defines two kinds of attri-

defining are those set by law; and critical are personal,

derived from experience, but having external referents

(p.

111).

Through discussions of the poetry, students can see new similarities
and relationships between women and the social milieu and between women
and men.

They can also compare attributes of female roles as defined

by law with their own critical view derived from personal experience.

They can, thus, be developing
Central

Teaching Model.

a

new concept about the roles of women.

to this teaching strategy is Rogers'

The non-directive, or student-centered, approach

trusts the student to learn in such
self;

Non-Directive

it permits control

a

manner that will enhance her/him

to reside in the student.

learning refers to growth which involves changes in the self.
Learning is the process of disorganization and reorganization in
which a new or revised configuration of self is being constructed.
It involves
It contains perceptions which were previously denied.
sensory
of
range
wider
more accurate symbolization of a much
with
It involves a reorganization of values
visceral experience.
eviproviding
as
recognized
the organism's own experience clearly
the
of
implementation
Teaching is the
dence for the valuations.
(p. zll)
facilitate learning,
which
situations
interpersonal

15

The student-centered approach is based
on several premises that
the most effective learning occurs when;

the student's needs are

(1)

considered and the student is able to perceive
that what
learned is relevant to her/his purposes;
(2)

a

is

to be

supportive, non-threat-

ening, non-evaluating environment is established;
and (3) different

perceptions and experiences are accepted.

Non-Directive Teaching encourages self-revelation rather than

self-defense and the idea of difference as being good; it
emphasizes
that learning is an ongoing process and that
son is in flow rather than in a static state.

tive Teaching are:

(1)

a

fully functioning perTwo goals of Non-Direc-

improving the general functioning of the

individual and especially her/his ability to develop the self on her/
his own terms; and (2) developing an integrated self--a person able to

reach out to others, able to develop and modify goals and means, and

able to empathize yet remain independent.

Through discussions of the poetry, centered on the students'

perceptions of the poetry and how it relates to their lives, opportunities arise for students to express ideas and experiences they usually

keep submerged.

By reading the poetry, students can come to understand

the evolving nature of individual
the greater society.

lives, of particular groups, and of

The poetry serves as

explore the changing roles of women in
ing atmosphere.

a

a

catalyst for students to

supportive and non-threaten-

The classroom format is that of discussion initiated

by open-ended questions from the teacher pertaining to the poetry.

After
sions.

a

few meetings, students should be able to initiate the discus-

The teacher's role is to explore and discover, along with the
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students, to insure that differences are considered
and to move each

student toward developing an integrated sense of self
(Figure 4).

It

is this teaching strategy combined with the written
learning opportuni-

ties that comprise the curriculum.

Delimitations of the Study

There are five delimitations of the study.

ment of awareness is
given time period.

a

First, the develop-

long process and cannot be restricted to any

Also, the evolution of awareness is an individual

process and, therefore, occurs at different times for different people.
Second, the subjective nature of the problem and the curriculum

materials indicates subjective responses from the students.

The pre

and post questionnaires will attempt to take into consideration

a

wide

range of responses.
Third, only
field experience.

a

segment of the curriculum was included in the

An attempt was made to include a representative sam-

ple of the entire curriculum.

Fourth, the students did not know the investigator prior to the

field experience.

Therefore, there was not sufficient time to estab-

lish as completely as is desirable a trusting, non-threatening atmosphere.

Fifth, because of the short time the students were exposed to
to result bethe curriculum, no significant differences were likely

tween pre and post questionnaires.

The purpose of the field experience

receive the material in
was to ascertain whether or not students could
a

positive manner which would result in learning.

Figure

4.

Teaching Strategy Design.
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Chapter Two consists of

a

review of the literature including:

(1)

theoretical and practical data about the changing roles of women;

(2)

existing courses designed to teach about the changing roles of wo-

men through the use of literature; and (3) adolescent understanding of
sex role socialization and their attitudes toward sex roles.
ter Three, the field experience is described in detail.

In Chap-

Chapter Four

presents the evaluation of the effectiveness of the curriculum in

achieving its stated objectives.

Finally, Chapter Five contains the

summary, implications, and recommendations of the study.

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The purpose of this chapter is to review the literature in

three areas from which objectives for the curriculum (developed in

Chapter III) will be drawn.

The three areas are:

(1)

theoretical and

practical data about the changing roles of women; (2) existing courses

designed for teaching about the changing roles of v^omen through the
use of literature; and (3) adolescent understanding of sex role social-

ization and their attitudes toward sex roles.

Theoretical and Practical Data About
the Changing Roles of Women

The purpose of this section is to review historical and contem-

porary perspectives on women's roles through statistical information
and socioeconomic trends.

The relationship of the contemporary women's

movement to the long struggle of women for their rights, the myth of
women's changing roles, the effects on family, women themselves, and
men are examined.

Historical background

.

It appears that there is quite a discrepancy

between what women have actually done over the last three centuries
and acts passed by Congress in this century and in the social attitudes,
or stereotypes, of women's roles.

In

1919, the Nineteenth Amendment

which granted women the vote was passed.
19

The Equal Rights Amendment
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was introduced for the first time in 1923 but passed only
in 1972 and

remains unratified.
men

After 1919, it was not until the 1960's that wo-

rights were again of sufficient concern to Congress which passed

s

three major policies.

In 1963,

the Equal Pay Act was passed.

had first been proposed in 1868 out of

a

concern for men, but after un-

dergoing some changes, gave support to women also.
includes

a

This act

Title VII, which

ban on discrimination in employment on the basis of sex as

well as race, was part of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.

And in 1967,

Executive Order 11375 added "sex" to E.O. 11246, passed in 1965, which
stated that all employers holding federal contracts must not discriminate in employment practices, but also must establish affirmative action

procedures.

It should be noted that all

three of these policies were

passed prior to or in the early days of the Women's Liberation Movement.

By 1970, the influence of the Women's Movement was strongly felt

and the 92nd Congress (1971-72) passed eight pieces of women's rights

legislation:
1.

anti-sex discrimination provisions in the Comprehensive Health

Manpower Training Act of 1971 and the Nurses Training Act of
1971
2.

Child Development Act of 1971--to provide day care; vetoed by

President Nixon
3.

Revenue Act of 1971— to deduct child care expenses by working
parents from income tax

4.

and equal
the Equal Rights Amendment--to grant women full
1972
rights under the Consti tution--passed March 22,
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Educational Amendments Act (1972)--includes Title IX which pro-

5.

hibits sex discrimination in all federally aided education programs

jurisdiction of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights was ex-

6.

panded to include sex discrimination--1971
bill

7.

equalizing employment benefits for married women federal

employees--1971
Equal

8.

Employment Opportunity Act--1972

2

Freeman (1975) points out that the major impact of the Women's

Movement on these national policies on the status of women has been in
their actual passage, not in the implementation, of them.

Policies can

be legislated but attitudes change slowly and it is attitudes which ef-

fect the actual administration of laws.

Chafe (1977) traces the legal

and social history of women in this country which led to the passage
of the 19th Amendment and subsequent women's rights legislation.

He

says,

women constitute the only group which is treated unequally
as a whole, but whose members live in greater intimacy with their
oppressors than with each other, (p. 3)
.

.

.

Within this intimacy, women have made three distinct attempts to gain
rights as full persons:
the 1830' s;

(2)

(1)

the abolitionist struggle which began in

the social reform ethos of the early 1900's which grew

women's
out of the abolitionist struggle; and (3) the contemporary

movement which has grown out of

a

period of generalized social ferment
3

stemming from World War

II

and the Civil Rights Movement.

all classes were
From the beginning of this country, women of

which was centered in the home.
an integral part of the economic unit
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Husband and wif6 wgtg Gconoinic partnGrs and all family
liGd on to contributG for thG survival of all.

inGnibcrs

were tg-

ChafG dGseribes women's

Gconomic rolG:
Crops had to bG plantGd and harvGStGd, animals tGnded, clothes
made, gardens cared for, and food prepared.
Even in households
with many servants, the mistress spent her day coordinating work
activities, keeping accounts, and planning how best to produce
the goods required to satisfy the clothing and food needs of various members of the household.
In most cases, of course, it was
the women of the family who spun the yarn, wove the cloth, kept
the poultry, made the butter and cheese, harvested the vegetables,
and prepared the food.
The value and variety of women's economic
activities were well illustrated in an 18th century Pennsylvania
advertisement. Women settlers were needed, it said, who were capable of "raising small stock, dairying, marketing, combing, cardIt
ing, spinning, knitting, sewing, pickling, preserving, etc."
was the 'etc.' which perhaps spoke most eloquently of the demands
made on women,
(pp. 17-18)
Yet such women were buried with nothing on their gravestones except

"Jane Doe, loving wife of John."

The reality of women's hard, busy

lives and the denial of them as legal persons is completely smothered
in such epitaphs.

The Industrial Revolution of the mid-nineteenth century effected the separation of economic center from the hone.

With the decline

economic role of
of the economic importance of the home, the central

women also declined.

Male and female labor were no longer related,

"feminine."
giving sharper definition between "masculine" and

Victorian lady came to be the model woman.

Soon the

Passive and dependent, the

was embraced because for
opposite of the reality of woman's role, she
the social stereotype.
the first tim e, women existed who fulfilled

upper-middle or upper class
However, the Victorian lady was white and
(see Chapter

II

of Chafe).

doing?
What were the majority of women

Revolution by going to work in the
They were entering the Industrial
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mills at long hours, for low pay, and in harsh
working conditions.
This situation spurred the women's rights struggle.
In the

1870's, a series of novels by Marietta Holly (Curry,

1975) began to appear whose main character was the folksy,
coninonsense

Samantha Allen.

Samantha spoke eloquently, specifically, and humorous-

ly about women's rights and women's roles:

Marryin ain t the only theme to lay holt of. ...
No woman can
feel honorable and reverential toward themselves, when they are
foldin' their useless hands over their empty souls, waitin' for
some man, no matter who, to marry 'em and support 'em.^
However, Samantha was married to the mousey Josiah and, while supposedly accepting the stereotype of her role, she ran the show.

who is bald,

a

Josiah,

weakling, unsuccessful, sentimental, impractical, vain,

proud, and egotistical, believes that woman's place is in the home
".

.

.

cuz it says so in the Bible, women have weak minds, are consti-

tutionally fragile and must be protected by their stronger menfolk"
(p.

808).

put

a

Samantha calls things as they are.

When her town decided to

statue of liberty on the new courthouse grounds, an argument en-

sued over the male sculptor's assumption that it would be

a

female lib-

Samantha argued that "Liberty here in the United States wuz

erty.

a

man, and, in order to be consistent, ort to be depictered with whiskers
and overcoat and

a

standin' collar" (p. 810).

Marietta Holly was the only female humorist of her time (18361926) whose main character was a woman who spoke specifically about wo-

men's rights.
tween

a

Through Samantha, Holly exposed the contradiction be-

democracy based on consent of the governed and the disenfran-

chisement of half of the population.

Women's powerlessness was
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perpetuated without the vote.

Curry summarizes Holly's position:

Common law provides that a woman's property,
her body her children, even her clothing belongs to her husband,
and she has no
recourse under the law to take exception.
She is not allowed equal
education, equal job and professional opportunities
or equal pay
bamantha illustrates woman's place in the land of
liberty in several ways and then proposes solutions:
the vote, economic independence, freedom to speak publicly against wrongs,
(p. 810)

Holly's Samantha books (1873-1914) were popular enough for
her, an un-

married woman, to earn

a

living from.

But women gained the vote in

1919, and by 1926, when Holly died, her books were unknown.
In the meantime,

the number of women in the labor force stead-

ily increased until, during World War II, the number of women workers

reached

a

peak of six and one-half million.

These women, once again,

showed that women were capable of non-stereotyped activities; they ran
huge cranes, repaired aircraft engines, drove taxis.

Most of them were

housewives with no previous work experience outside the home.

Even

more contrary to the stereotype was the startling fact that 75% of them
were married and 60% were over 35.

Ideas among women about their roles

changed drastically and by the end of the war, approximately 80% of female war workers indicated that they intended to continue working.

5

From the late 1940's through the 1950's, women's issues had

little popular support amid

a

ladies magazine campaign to put the "lit-

tle woman" back in the kitchen to ensure enough jobs for men.

Women's Bureau memorandum described feminists as

".

.

.a

A

small but

militant group of leisure class women giving vent to their resentment
at not having been born men."^

But, moving into the next decade, a

change in attitude was in the air.

A 1962 Gallup poll showed that a

against.
majority of women did not believe that they were discriminated
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In a

1970

poll

one-half of the female respondents supported greater

equality for women.

By 1974, two-thirds of women responding supported

the equality movement.^

The Feminine Mystique by Betty Freidan had

been published in 1963 which gave popular voice for the
first time

since World War

II

to the unacknowledged female experience.

National Organization of Women,

a

The

highly structured group of academics

and professionals was founded in 1965 and by 1967, the more amorphous

Women's Liberation Movement was taking hold.

Socioeconomic trends

.

Women in the labor force
force help to present

a

.

Statistics on women in the labor

clearer illustration of women's lives.

Zuersher (1975) says that more than 35 million women--representing twofifths of all workers--are in the labor force.

Such figures challenge

the myth that women marry and are dependent on their husbands.

Zuersher further states that 60% of the women who work do so from economic necessity; they are single, widowed, divorced, separated, or have

husbands who earn less than $7,000 per year.

Again, this percentage

challenges the myth that women work only to be able to afford extras
for themselves or their families or because they have nothing else to
do.

Women are currently clustered in low paying service jobs and the
training they are receiving in high school indicates that

a

large num-

programs
ber of young women are still being channeled into vocational

another onewhere more than one-half are studying home economics and
third are learning office skills.

Seventy-five percent of women
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employees are in sales, clerical, service, factory, or domestic work.
Only 16% of women workers are classified as professional or technical,
and of these 40% are elementary or secondary teachers.^

Keyserling (1976) indicates an increase in the number of women
in the crafts fields as can be seen in the table below:

TABLE

1

NUMBER OF WOMEN IN CRAFT FIELDS

1960

1970

carpentry

3,300

11,000

electricians

2,500

8,700

,000

4,000

2,300

11,000

,100

4,200

pi

umbers

1

auto mechanics
tool

and die makers

1

However, women are still only 1-2% of all workers in these fields.

Keyserling says that in 1974, women were 7% of all lawyers, 10% of
and 31% of coldoctors, 14% of chemists, 20% of computer specialists,

lege and university teachers.

Given that over half of the population

meager.
of the country is female, these figures are

The high percen-

until it is broken down.
tage for colleges and universities seems good
In

professors, 15% of associate pro1974, women were only 9% of full

45% of instructors.
fessors, 25% of assistant professors, and

figures represent

a

These

when women were
loss from 1959 at the higher levels

associate professors.
10% of full professors and 17.5% of

The number
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of women increased at the two lower levels
over the 1959 figures, but
not enough to compensate for the losses at
the more influential

levels.

In addition, women lost salary ground relative
to men.

M arried wo men.

Van Dusen and Sheldon (1976) say that labor

force statistics reveal two new social and demographic trends
which
are becoming common in the United States:
(2)

the dual-career woman.

In the 1920's,

(1)

two-career families and

the typical working woman

was single, under 30, and from the "working class."

By contrast, in

the 1970's, most working women are married, over two-thirds have chil-

dren, more than half are 40 or over, and they represent the entire so-

cioeconomic spectrum.

The female life cycle is traditionally equated

with the family life cycle yet between 1950 and 1974, the labor force

participation of married women living with their husbands rose over 80%
(from 23.8% to 43.0%).

Van Dusen and Sheldon say, "The family life cy-

cle is becoming but one of

American women

.

.

."

(p.

a

number of sub-currents in the lives of

107) as it already is in the lives of Ameri-

The rate for never-married women rose only 13% (from 50.5%

can men.

Q

to 57.2%) during the same period.

The proportion of husbands in pro-

fessional-technical work more than doubled between 1950-1974 while the
proportion of wives in this work increased by 85%.

Between 1950 and

1960, the greatest increase was in married women over 35; by the mid1960' s, more women under 35 were also working due to increasing infla-

tion and

a

lower birth rate.^^

Hayghe (1976) comments further about

this shift between 1950 and 1974:
in the
American families have undergone a fundamental change
famThe
welfare.
economic
manner in which they provide for their
tor
valid
is
wife-homemaker
ily model of husband-breadwinner and
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only 34 out of 100 husband-wife families
compared with 56 out of
100 a quarter century ago.
This is only one indication of the
alterations taking place in husband-wife roles and hence
in the
family,
(p. 18)
It

is

important to note that even in 1950, only 56 out of every 100

husband-wife families fit the stereotype.
Some of the alterations taking place within the family are ex-

plored by Douvan (1974).

She sees the greatest danger to be for the

husband-wife relationship in the form of envy.

As women's opportuni-

ties for promotions and salaries exceed (or equal) that of their hus-

bands, conflicts arise as the male stereotyped identity as primary, or
sole, breadwinner is "threatened."

In turn,

the woman who has brought

her share of the stereotypes to the marriage of the husband whom she

must lean upon is also threatened by her success and potential independence.

Douvan sees the changes in the last few years as positive.

Previously, couples who were both highly successful have maintained the
myth that no matter what the woman did it was the man's work that
counted, but now

"...

couples are beginning to risk

a

freer recogni-

tion of equality in the talents, competence and success-potential of

both partners" (p. 51).

Douvan notes that studies comparing working

and non-working married women reveal that non-working women have both
the greatest satisfaction and the greatest problems and resentments in

the family while working women have greatest satisfaction in the family

and greatest problems in work.

It would appear,

then, that the working

harmony.
woman's family would experience fewer tensions and greater

Female head of household

.

Another segment of the working woman

population that needs to be considered

is

the women who are heads of
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families.

In 1974,

female heads of households represented 10% of all

households in the U.S. and approximately 15% of all families with children.

The following table shows the increase in female heads of

households

^ ^
:

TABLE

2

ALL FAMILIES

1940

1975

Total

32,166 m.

55,700 m.

Headed by men

28,550 m.

48,462 m.

3,616 m.

Headed by women

Percentage of total
families headed
by women

7,238 m.*

11.2

13.0

*0ne out of every eight families

While the number of families in the U.S. has less than doubled in 35
years, the number of female-headed families has exactly doubled.

Since

of white women family
1960, there has been a 10% increase in the number

heads and
In

a

heads.
35% increase in the number of Black women family

female heads.
1973, Black women represented 28% of all
heads of households is
A significant factor regarding female

high school education.
that two-thirds of them have less than a

Lack

which in turn limits job possibilof education Implies lack of skills
ities.

As a result,

one-half of fam1972 figures show that more than

below the poverty level
ilies headed by women have incomes

($4,254) as
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compared with less than 10% of families headed
by malesJ^

Of these

female headed households, three out of four
had children under 18 as

compared with female-heads with an income of over
$10,000 of whom only
four out of ten had children under

IsJ^

McEaddy (1976) indicates that

the number of poor families headed by women is
continuously rising.

The effects of society of raising an increasing number
of children in

poverty are obvious and need not be discussed here.

The median income

for all female heads in 1974 was $6,400, compared to that of
husband-

wife families of $13,800.
How do female-headed families develop?

According to Grossman

(1977), the U.S. has the highest divorce rate in the world:
1000 population.

There were over one million divorces in 1975 and the

figures are rising.

Between 1960 and 1975, the number of divorced wo-

men heading families nearly tripled.

factors to the divorce rate:
laws;

(2)

4.8 per

(1)

Grossman gives three contributing

effects of new and revised divorce

greater availability of free legal services; and (3) increas-

ing social acceptance of divorce.

that divorce might have been

earlier times.
divorce rate.

a

All

three factors tend to indicate

more frequent recourse to people in

And, if so, there might now be little increase in the

McEaddy adds two factors:

(1) wives are having fewer

children and are, therefore, child-bound for fewer years; and (2) wives
feel

the job market is more open to them.

Although women separated from their husbands are

a

different

category from divorced women, the two groups can be compared by kinds
of jobs and children.

There has been little flux in the number of

separated women over the last two decades.

Separated women tend to be
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younger than divorced women, therefore, less
educated and less skilled
and.

If working,

hold lower paying jobs.

They are more likely to have

children, especially preschoolers, who are,
historically,

mothers obtaining jobs.

a

barrier to

However, divorcees also have preschoolers,
but

because they tend to have more education, they are
able to obtain jobs.

Grossman says that

"...

mothers whose youngest children were of

school age (6-17 years) had the highest labor force
participation rate;

80% of these women were in the work force compared with
66% of the divorcees with preschoolers"

(p.

49).

Thus, the unskilled younger, sep-

arated mother stays home with her preschoolers.

Who, then, takes care

of the preschooler of the more highly skilled, older divorced mother?
In

1975, 12.3% of the female labor force was divorced or sepa-

rated, up from 10.7% in 1970.

The following table compares three cate-

gories of working women--di vorced

husband

,

separated, married living with

1

TABLE

3

THREE CATEGORIES OF WOMEN IN THE LABOR FORCE (1975)

72% of 4 million divorced women in the labor force
55% of

3

million separated women in the labor force

44% of 47.5 million married women living with husband
in the labor force

Single women and widows

.

While the number of divorced women

heading families tripled in the last 15 years, the number of single
(never married) women nearly doubled, and the number of widows (who in
1960 accounted for one-half of all women heading families) increased by
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only 14%.

There will be no further discussion on these
two categories

of women since widows (it can be assumed) have not
chosen their situation and are, therefore, not part of the influence
of women's changing

roles.

Although the increase in the number of single women may well be

(and it is my bias that this is so)

a

direct result of increased oppor-

tunities for women, this review will continue to focus on families.

Single women, unlike the majority of female heads of families, tend to
have more education and, thus, higher paying jobs.^^

Children

.

An important aspect to consider in the changing

roles of women is the effects on children and the effects of children
on mothers whose lives do not match the stereotype.
In

1975, 22 million children, or four out of every ten under

the age of 18, were in families where both parents worked.

In the

same year, one out of seven children under age 18 were in female-headed

families, up from one out of ten in 1970.

More than nine million chil-

dren were in these families, of which one-quarter were under the age of

six.l'
Douvan, Van Dusen and Sheldon, Chafe, and others see that women
in the labor force continue to function as primary child raisers.

Thus,

women's choices are affected, limited and circumscribed by family responsibilities.

Their job choices are limited, as are job mobility

and the freedom to take on the extra work that is often required to

Society has not taken responsibility for

gain promotion or higher pay.

working parits children in terms of providing adequate day care for
ents.

Even during World War

II

when women were encouraged to work in

care were not
the war factories, community services such as day
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available on

sufficient scale to relieve mothers of the anxiety about

a

the welfare of their children.

As a result, the phenomenon of the

"latch-key child" has developed, particularly in female-headed households where from the first grade children wear their own house key on
a

chain around their necks and let themselves into an empty house every

afternoon.

Often in towns where some, usually expensive, child care is

provided for preschoolers, there is nothing for the older after-schooler.

Thus, children are left unsupervised for several hours everyday

from an early age as well as being deprived of
ship.

a

mother's companion-

The point is that neither the children or the mothers should

suffer because the mothers work.

Although many studies suggest that

children left unsupervised by working mothers is one cause of increasing juvenile delinquency, these studies fail to look at the broader

picture of why these mothers work and society's responsibility toward
both the mothers and their children.

Education and women

.

According to Van Dusen and Sheldon (1976),

more women than men finish high school, but more men finish college.
Michelotti

(1977) points out that in 1976, 75% of females in the labor

force had graduated from high school compared with 71% of males, while

only 14% of females in the labor force had finished college compared
to 18% of males.

It is clear from these figures that something happens

for women between high school and college.

educational
Three stereotypic explanations for differences in

attainment between females and males might be:
vest more in

support

a

a

(1)

a

family will in-

will have to
son's education because it assumes the son

family;

(2)

open to her
even if a daughter works, most jobs
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do not require a degree;

(3)

a

daughter will get married and have
chil-

dren, therefore wasting the
education.

However, Van Dusen and Sheldon point to
three factors which are

changing the above reasoning;

(1)

increasing numbers of women are

heads of families or remain single and
economically independent;
(2)

increasingly women's jobs require more education
because women are

bringing more education to the jobs (e.g.,
secretaries are now often
required to have some college education); and
(3) more women are combining families and careers.
The number of females seeking to gain more education is
rising

faster than the number of males.

Van Dusen and Sheldon report that:

the proportion of Americans between the ages of 25 and 34
with at least four years of high school has risen from 35% in 1940
to 80% in 1974.
The percentage of female high school graduates
20 and 21 years old who have completed at least some college has
risen from 24% in 1940 to 46% in 1974; the comparable figures for
males are 30% in 1940 and 49% in 1974.
(p. 107)
.

.

.

Thus, women have increased by 22% and men by 19%.

Zuersher's (1975) prognosis for today's high school women is
that more than half will work for 35 years or more contrary to the per-

sistent belief that woman's proper role is that of wife and mother.

Consciously and unconsciously, society negates the significance of education and career aspirations for women and women continue to learn
that they have to seek their identities through men.

To reflect the

reality of the increasing number of women who will be in the labor
force, Zuersher says:
Two changes are necessary in our educational system to meet the
Both the formal and informal
needs of today's women students.
curriculums must change. The formal curriculum is that which is
planned and organized in an effort to impart knowledge, attitudes.
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“

younger

generation. The informal curriculum is
is learned tacitly through the attitudes
and behaviors
teachers and peers; it contains the hidden messages
that

?hs/whl’h
that which
ot

ricochet throughout the schools, which in this case,
reinforce the cul
ture s stereotypes,
(p. 120)
I

jomen's sex role a ttitudes.

their changing roles, or do they?

How do women themselves perceive
Mason, Czajka, and Arber (1976) say

that women's sex role attitudes are changing and compared
five surveys

(conducted between 1964 and 1974) to ascertain the reasons for these

changes
From the results of their study. Mason et

al

.

conclude that wo-

men's sex role attitudes have changed since the mid-1960's.

Although

not all groups of women were included, the sample is broad enough to

generalize from.

They report that changes have occurred in married

Southern women, in Northern metropolitan working women, and in married

college educated women.
the surveys.

women.

Both Black and white women were included in

Better educated women have not changed more than other

"Recent sex role attitude change has occurred at approximately

the same rate in all educational and socioeconomic strata" (p. 585).

While traditional sex division of labor within families is
still

highly supported, there has been

equality in the labor force.

a

definite rise in support for

One change notable in family roles is the

sharp decline in the proportion of women believing that the mother's

employment is harmful to the well-being of her children.
Of 13 sociodemographic variables

Mason et

al

.

found potential-

showed
ly relevant to women's sex role attitudes, the only ones that

significant correlation with less traditional attitudes were education
and employment.

Better educated women and women with the most recent
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employment experience are the least supportive of
traditional norms and
beliefs.

Three other variables are worthy of note, especially
as they

may relate to education and employment:

(1)

divorced and separated wo-

men are more traditional than married women in the
mother-wife role but
are less traditional on the labor market and more supportive
of equal

rights; (2) women who marry young are less traditional in their attitudes; and (3) women with large families and women with no children are
the most traditional, while those with small families are the least

traditional
If education and employment are the major factors in changing

women's sex role attitudes, it

is now time to look at the changes

which

have, apparently, taken place in society that allow these two factors
to influence women.

Analysis of changes

.

Various authors referred to above have

offered suggestions for the current changes in women's roles.

They

have mentioned everything from the increasing mobility of society to
the fertility of women to the Women's Liberation Movement.

Chafe

(1977) points out that although the cultural norms for women's roles

have remained fairly stable through the last three centuries, social
and economic conditions have not.

He says:

The behavior of women took shape against the backdrop of shifting
economic demands, demographic patterns, and personal aspirations
As institutions changed and the contours of the naand crises.
tion's economy altered, women responded differently from generation to generation, sometimes initiating change, at other times

reacting to it.

...

(p.

17)

be
Institutional changes based on economic necessity seem to

the primary factors affecting women's lives.

According to Chafe, one
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of the primary characteristics of social and economic
structures is the

tendency to generate and maintain values and modes of behavior
for the
society.

Chafe, Van Dusen and Sheldon, Keyserling, Mason et al

.

McEaddy , and Hayghe discuss specific factors influencing women's changing roles.

Each one will be briefly discussed.

The economic factors of World War

II

required society to call

on women to enter the labor force in larger numbers than ever before.

Subsequently, women found they were capable of doing jobs ordinarily

thought of only as male province.

Their new found abilities enhanced

their self-concept and earning money developed

many women refused to relinquish after the war.

a

sense of independence

However, many women

did return home, succumbing to another shift in the country's economic
needs:

returning veterans needed jobs and now that the war was ended,
The stereotype of woman's place in

many war-related jobs were deleted.

the home gained dominance through the medium of ladies' magazines such
as the Ladies Home Journal

and McCal

1
'

.

But this return to home and

hearth had its consequences for it produced the baby-boom of the late
1940's and early 1950's.

Skrabanek (1974) points to this baby-boom as effecting

publicized but significant factor:

a

little

the trend of more women than men.

that the trend
This study is limited to the state of Texas, but he says
is nationwide.

He gives the following figures for Texas:

males

1960

1970

Projected
for
1980

98.1

95.9

93.8

(per)

females

100

100

100

100
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In

1970, Texas had 234,000 more women than men; the 1980 projection is

410,000 more women than men.

1

Skrabanek comments on possible implica-

tions of this change:

This shift toward an excess of females has a variety of social and
biological implications for the state as a whole. Men and women
differ with respect to the amount of schooling, age at marriage,
entrance into and length of labor force activity, types of occupations held, amount of income received and amount of social group
activity.
They are also purported to have different social, psychological, and cultural characteristics. To a high degree, the
tempo of life in any community is the function of the ratio of
males to females in its population.
Particularly now that the role
of women in American society is in the process of redefinition, a
review of the changing balance of the two sexes becomes a matter
of special interest,
(p. 23)

Since women tend to marry men

few years older, the baby-boom women

a

reached marriable age when there were not enough men.

Also, during the

1960's, many men of marriage age were killed in Vietnam.

However, the baby-boom and its repercussions may be short-lived
due to a decline in family size
one:

the sexual

.

Several factors contribute to this

revolution which allows women to marry later, to have

fewer children, and to have the last child at an earlier age; decreasing fertility of women

,

as judged by the fewer number of women with

children under the age of six; and "liberated" personal life styles
outside marsuch as communal living, lesbianism, sexual relationships
remain single.
riage, the choice to remain childless, and the choice to

family size is the
Another major factor contributing to decline in
inq cost of raising children

,

rii."

which includes the high cost of child^

necessity.
care for the millions of women who work from
be a result of women's
A r ising divorce rate which seems to

that they do not have to be
improving self-image and their realization
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dependent on men either economically or psychologically for self-identification.

Mason et

al

image to three factors:

.

contribute women's increasing posi tive self(1)

the model of working women with young

children who suffer no harm from mother's employment; (2) increase in
number of years of women's education; and (3) exposure to feminist
ideas

Chafe, more than other authors, gives much credit to the

Women's Liberation Movement for effecting change.

Unlike the earlier

women's movements, the contemporary movement both draws on and reinforces the socioeconomic changes in society and added its own perspective of ideology and activism which raised women's consciousness re-

garding their personal lives.

Feminism, in its pursuit of

a

wide range

of social problems, e.g., equal pay, women's health care, welfare and

child care rights--strikes at many of the root causes of sex inequality.

Feminism, according to Chafe, has become relevant to most peo-

ple's daily lives.

Although most authors do acknowledge the oppression women experience in the labor force in the form of sex-labelled jobs (female
equal

secretary, nurse; male equal manager, doctor), unequal pay rates,

more
and lack of community child care, the consensus seems to be that

change, not less, in women's roles is on the way.

Van Dusen and

come.
Sheldon and Chafe believe the greatest changes are yet to

Van

for women in the
Dusen and Sheldon say [that the oppressive factors

labor force]

"...

of drahave been remarkably persistent in the face

matic demographic and socioeconomic changes.

But it is precisely these

career experiences and
changes that will Inevitably restructure the
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labor market activity of women in the next several decades"
(p. 114).

Chafe speaks of the need for
tive behavior as

a

a

collective consciousness and

prelude to change.

oping rapidly among women.

a

collec-

He sees this collectivity devel-

He summarizes the milieu out of which these

greater changes are to come:
one might expect the greatest change to occur when a pronounced contradiction exists between cultural norms and actual behavior, and when external conditions facilitate the development of
new social and economic patterns and the emergence of heightened
consciousness about group behavior,
(p. 11)
.

.

.

The myth of women's changing roles

.

The purpose of this third section

is to bring into sharper focus what the information in the first two

sections points toward, namely, the myth of women's changing roles.
The actual case is not that women's roles are changing, but that wo-

men's and society's awareness of the reality of women's roles is changing, and, simultaneously, those roles are expanding.

Yet, the myth is slow to die.

Even with the number of men and

women in their twenties and thirties who, as children, had working
mothers, the number of high school and college students whose mothers
work, and the publicity given to the contemporary women's movement,

there is still

a

strong belief in the dependent, incapable female.

myth is televiIt appears that the primary perpetrator of the
sion.

child reaches
Levinson (1975) finds that by the time the average

watching TV than being in
the age of 18, she or he "has spent more time
a

time in front of TV
school classroom, or, more dramatically, more

sleep" (p. 561).
than any other single activity except

Levinson sum-

(and adults, for that matter)
marizes studies which show that children
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learn the most from watching other people's
behavior and that the "model" on film facilitates learning and
imitation even more than live ob-

servation.
A study of the Saturday morning cartoon
"ghetto"
1

p.m.) reveals the following.

females three to one.

In the

females four to one.
their absence.

(8 a.m.

to

Males (human, animal, thing) outnumber

adult human category, males outnumber

Thus, adult human females are conspicuous by

When present, their roles are those of secretary,

teacher, entertainer, or witch.

The females are defined by their rela-

tionships to males and generally play supportive, passive roles to the
males'

active ones.

On all of these programs, the female is either

waiting to be rescued from the (male) arch-villain, or plotting to
trap the right boy, or is the mother-wife drudge at home.

Although

these cartoons do not mirror real world events, they do reflect real

world val ues concerning traditional sex role assumptions.

What

Levinson does not mention is the phenomenon on such cartoons as "The
Flintstones" of the mother-wife drudge who is depicted as the clever,

manipulating, intelligent, but subtle, controller of her dumb, bungling, plodding husband.

These are not positive models for either fe-

males or males.
Some of the greatest oppression resulting from the myth of

women's changing roles is that experienced by people who do not conform
to that part of the myth called the nuclear family.

The belief per-

sists in this country that the nuclear family is the life style struc-

ture for the majority when, in fact, the 1970 census shows that the

husband-wife household was 70% of all U.S. households.

These households
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were either childless couples or couples living with relatives
other
than children.

In 42% of these, both the husband and wife

worked.^®

Thorne (1976) states that no more than one-third of all U.S. families
have all the ingredients in household composition and in sexual division of labor that make up the ideal nuclear family.

He says:

The assumption that the nuclear family is the norm or ideal sets
up blinders:
it turns attention away from the strengths of other
family forms, and away from the problems and disadvantages of life
in nuclear families,
(p. 84)
The nuclear family myth which perpetuates the idea of the wo-

man being dependent and weak has serious consequences for the reality
of work income distribution and is, therefore,

a

major contributing

factor in policies of pay for women, hiring and promotion, and child
care.

But the myth of the nuclear family may begin to change through

the erosion of another myth

— that

of the woman who is either wife-

As more women become both, it remains only

mother or career person.

for society's attitudes to catch up with reality and one of this coun-

try's "best kept secrets"--the working women--will be in the open.

Another strange yet significant contributor to the
men's changing roles is

a

ary women's movement.
its editorial
Ms.

n\yth

21

of wo-

product which has evolved from the contempor-

magazine supports the new image of women in

policies, articles, reviews, poetry, and stories.

Yet,

publishes the same ads for alcoholic beverages, cigarettes, etc.

roles and
which appear in every other magazine with males in dominant

females in passive roles.

Given the well-established fact that people

are influenced by advertising, what kind of

readers?

Ms.

a

message is

giving its

which the women
appears to be an example of the way in

s
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movement (like other movements, such as the
Blacks) has been co-opted
by society.

Society's thinking Is something like—
give them

bit, their own magazine, and they'll
simmer down.

azine must advertise.

a

little

To survive, the mag-

The strength for women would be In
the publish-

ers of Ms. controlling the content of ads
to match the editorial content.

As long as women's Image can be co-opted In ways
such as this,

the myth will not die.

Some effects on mdles of women's chdnqinq roles

.

As women's roles ex-

pand and the myth is eroded, men's lives are greatly affected.

The

purpose of this section is to look at male roles and how changes in

women's lives may affect them.
Bell and Jones (1976) focus on the suppression of emotions in

males as a means of being "masculine."
the cost of feelings.

Men are trained to be doers at

The less men are allowed to recognize and ex-

press their feelings, the less chance they have of developing the

skills to handle them, and the less skillful men are, the more threat-

ening feelings become.

According to Bell and Jones, in the areas of

friendship and aloneness, men fear going inside themselves
cause it is basically un-masculine behavior.

".

.

.

be-

This is because it is

introspective rather than gregarious, emotional rather than rational,
and private rather than social" (p. 4).

The stereotypes which require

men to participate in the world outside home with little or no time
for aloneness provide women, especially during early and middle child-

rearing years, with far more time alone.

Women, therefore, become more

introspective and in touch with their feelings which tends to lead to
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a

greater sense of individuality and self-knowledge.

Such women do not

meet the male ideal of the female stereotype and can
be threatening to
the male.

This threat is one of the reasons, according to Bell and Jones,
that men tend to relate to women primarily as sexual partners while

spending most of their time in the company of other men.

However, men

relate to each other primarily as competitors both in work and social

activities and, therefore, cannot, as women can, express their feelings
to each other.

Being trained to

be

outward oriented, men

tend to construct roles about behavior.
They see persons not
human beings but as persons filling particular roles.
They may see another man as a lawyer, a competitor in golf, a coworker, or a drinking partner.
In this sense, most men do not see
women as full human beings,
(p. 9)
.

.

.

as total

Many men appear to be threatened by the changes they see in women, es-

pecially their wives.

They seem to feel that women have something to

reach for which is not available to them.

Another part of the threat

is that these changes necessitate men losing power which consisted of

dominance over women.

Men now have to turn to women for their

strengths, not their weaknesses
Bell

and Jones say

"...

— men

have to lose their sexist bias.

real change will occur when power relation-

ships are exchanged for caring ones.

...

In

caring relationships,

both partners continue growing and becoming" (pp. 16-17).

According to Harrison (1977), one of the important insights of
was not simthe Civil Rights Movement was the realization that racism
by social strucply personal, but that it is sustained and perpetuated

tures.

perpetuated
The same is true for sexism which is expressed and

of society:
through four separate but interrelated dimensions

"Sexism
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is

expressed objectively through institutions, justified subjectively

by ideology, transmitted through language, and perpetuated by
academic

scholarship"

(p.

22).

Women are changing the face of society by forc-

ing alterations in the patriarchy.

Harrison warns, however, that social change is usually accompanied by feelings of uncertainty and anxiety whether social change is

intentionally sought or brought about through stresses induced by economic, political, and technological conditions.

"This is especially so

when the changes involve aspects of men's and women's definitions of
themselves, their expected roles, and the ways they relate to one an-

other and the world at large (p. 21).

Roles changes, then, will be

especially difficult for men since, unlike women, they did not seek
change, but, rather, had it thrust upon them.

It is, however,

diffi-

cult for both men and women because society provides no models for what
an egalitarian world would be like.

Harrison lists four aspects of the male role with which little
boys are indoctrinated:
1.

"no sissy stuff"--a negative definition of manhood rooted in

the secondary status of women
2.

be "The Big Wheel "--emphasis is on external validity and compe-

tition with others; idea of being the biggest and strongest
3.

defeat,
"The Sturdy Oak"--men must always cope, never admit

never express emotions
4.

1
bragging; swagger,
"Give 'em hel "--expressed in violence, loud

motorcycles and cars
smoking, drinking to create male image;
used as weapons.
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Most males do not know how to blend these
factors with the more

positive, or stereotypical ly feminine, ones
of fairness, sensitivity,

compassion, and gentleness.

According to Harrison, men who are char-

acterized as having the more feminine traits are
discriminated against.
Men who would like to work in nursing or child
care cannot get these

traditional female

Jobs

or are ridiculed if they do.

Young boys in

the arts are ostracized for not spending all their
time with a football.

Many men do want to facilitate changing roles.

Some work on a

private level within their families or in their relationships with women.

Others are forming consciousness-raising groups, men's centers,

and MAN (Men's Awareness Network), holding bake sales for charity, and

providing child care for feminists groups.

Men are coming to realize

that perhaps they, not women, are the most damaged by sex role stereotyping.

Harrison summarizes:

The polarization of human characteristics into two separate
spheres marked 'masculine and feminine' is a fiction. At worst,
this has produced men who are brittle, rigid, and violent; at
best, men with damaged self-esteem and hampered creativity,
(p. 25)

Existing Courses Designed for Teaching About the Changing
Roles of Women Through the Use of Literature

The purpose of this section is to review published syllabi of

secondary level courses in literature by and/or about women.

Although

there are many references in the literature on women's studies courses
in women's

literature created by secondary teachers, very little has

been published and none has been published on poetry alone.

Most wo-

men's studies courses are interdisciplinary and have the same general
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objectives along with more specific objectives

in

accordance with pro-

gram content such as sociology, history, or literature.

Since those

offered in literature programs are closest to the
purpose here,

a

re-

view of women's literature courses and their objectives is
appropriate.

Historical background

.

Fowler (1973) points out that there is

a

large

amount of literature at the elementary and college levels for non-sexist courses but very little at the secondary level.

five years later.

This is still true

She accounts for the situation by suggesting that

tight budgets and subsequent short tempers find an understanding of the

female role in literature

a

low priority.

Fowler also suggests that

the high proportion of male administrators who have accepted the pat-

triarchal role in the school structure may account for the lack.
But opportunities are being missed to use literature to its

fullest and to capitalize on the broadening perspective of adolescents.

Fowler views the secondary level as the key place to discuss women in
1

iterature:
It is in high school that students begin to read and analyze literature, to some extent for its esthetic value, but more for its
probing of universal concerns as they are reflected in a specific
cultural pattern,
(p. 1124)

She believes that students respond much more enthusiastically to liter-

ature when
in

"...

the stated purpose of study is to examine a tradition

which all students--male or female, Black or white, college bound or

non-college bound--have
In short,

lives.

a

personal and significant interest" (p. 1124).

when literature is analyzed with its relevance to students'

releAnd the perspective of women in literature is certainly

vant for everyone.
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Fowler offers three possible approaches for
organizing
school

literature course on women:

in the traditional

(1)

a

high

way— themat-

ically and chronologically--but focussing on female
heroes; (2) focus.

sing on repressive patterns in societies that generate
various forms of
revolt; and (3) focussing on the stereotyped roles of
women--growing
up, falling in love, becoming a mother.

She then lists six questions

that teachers can ask to help raise consciousness about women's issues:
1.

What were things like for women at

2.

How did they get to be that way?

3.

Have things always been like that?

4.

Are they like that now?

5.

Do women act and speak differently from men?

given time or place?

a

[How? and Why?

should be added here.]
6.

In what ways are their interests different,

their lives easier

or more difficult?

The only comprehensive publication of secondary courses in wo-

men's studies is High School Feminist Studies by Ahlum and Fralley
(1976).

In their "Textbook Analysis" article in the book,

Phyllis

Arlow and Merle Froschl examined the literature anthologies most widely
used in U.S. secondary schools and found that

Most of the literature taught in high school classrooms, whether
in anthologies or in supplementary readings, is male-centered in
Men who are successful
imagery, theme and characterization.
in their work outside the home are portrayed often in the literature examined, while almost no literature presented women who are
The language used is also
engaged in work outside the home.
male-centered,
(p. xviii)
.

.

.

In

.

.

.

with adthese anthologies adolescent females are not being supplied

mirable role models, and adolescent males are not receiving

a

more
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healthy perspective of women.

Instead, the prejudices of

a

white,

male-dominated culture are being perpetuated.
In her introduction to

Ahlum and Fralley's book, Florence Howe

lists some general objectives of women's studies:
1.

to raise the consciousness of students about the sexist
curric-

ulum and the wider society
2.

to compensate for the omission of women from the curriculum

3.

to develop the knowledge, through research, necessary to broad-

en the curriculum
4.

to recover the lost or neglected history and culture of women

of all classes, races, nationalities;

and the ultimate purpose of women's studies is
5.

to improve the status of women in the society, to render to wo-

men the dignity and social justice due them.
To accomplish these objectives, Howe says that high school women's

studies courses are demanding, reading assignments are heavy, and writing and action projects emphasize independent and thoughtful

investiga-

tion and analysis.

Ahlum and Fralley list seven literature courses sent to them by
teachers from diverse areas including New York City, Ohio, Virginia,
and California.

All

the teachers stressed the importance of letting

the literature speak for itself with the teacher's role being that of

facilitator who asks encouraging questions.
assumed

a

Also, all these teachers

certain level of awareness on the part of any teacher reading

her/his syllabus; as
teachers is offered.

a

result, no consciousness-raising information for
All

these teachers seemed to agree with Carol
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Lindsay of New Canaan, Connecticut High School that "books became more

fascinating to students who had some stake, direct and personal, in

what the literature had to say"

(p.

novels, with some short stories.

88).

These courses concentrated on

Several used some poetry but usually

did not specify which poems or their sources.

They were usually listed

as "poems by Plath and Sexton," "poems on Harriet Tubman," or "contem-

porary poetry about witches."

The courses reflect the interdisciplin-

ary nature of women's studies, and, after being offered once or twice
by the originating teacher, several of them were then team taught with
a

teacher from another department, usually social studies.
The seven course syllabi were examined for six components;

length, elective or required, taken by both females and males, specific

course objectives, ideas for learning opportunities, and sources of materials.

Table

4 on the

following page summarizes the examination.

A ten-week modular course. Women in American Literature, (a

fiction course) taught at San Pedro, California High School, fulfilled

half of the five credits required in the junior year for American lit-

erature and composition (Wells, 1973).

The course was also offered as

all students.
an elective for sophomores and seniors; it was open to

The primary goal for the course was

"...

to introduce the concept of

alternative choices for women in our American culture"

(p.

To

1159).

female characters
meet the goal, fiction was chosen which included

authors which had been neg
created by male authors and works by female

lected but presented alternatives.

Pedagogy included

a

variety of activities.

process:
scription of one part of the pedagogical

Following is

a

de-

After reading and
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discussing My Antonia and Island of the Blue Dolphin

,

several small

groups were formed for discussing historical alternatives and
stereo-

typing for women in American literature and culture.

Students then

presented individual oral reports on the same topic.

Then

identification" project was chosen as

a

class activity.

a

"self-

Everyone be-

gan by reading Edna Ferber's autobiography "High School Days," then

each student created an arts project which best expressed her/him as
an individual.

The only restriction on these creations was that no

words be used.

Photographs, colors, designs, symbols were used to

create crests, posters, collages, or mobiles which were placed about
the classroom.

Everyone then tried to define which student made which

display; they learned
selves.

a

great deal about each other as well as them-

In the last step,

the students wrote papers which more fully

explained their "self-identification" project.
Each student also pursued individualized reading from

a

biblio

graphy supplied by the teacher and books they discovered themselves.
They gave oral reports on these readings which were focussed by answer
ing the following questions:
1.

What are the moral problems involved in the work?

2.

What alternatives of life style, career choice, adventure, or

experience do the female characters have?
3.

What decisions must the reader make?

4.

What questions are left unanswered by the author?

in this way.
The teacher summarizes her thoughts on the course

of the time when filmMy experience with this course reminds me
The students
making was first introduced into the curriculum.
faculty, and English
were ready for it long before some of the
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teachers were ready for it long before teachers in other subject
areas.
Our students have expressed their concerns about the role
of women--historically, in contemporary society, and in the future.
I
believe that as it was with film study, English teachers are the
logical people to help students examine this concern,
(p. 1161)
The syllabus statement for another ten week unit at the high
school

level on the image of women in literature (Goldstein, 1973) in-

cluded two objectives:

(1)

to introduce students to works containing

statements about the changing role of women; (2) to raise students'

consciousness concerning problems that have confronted women throughout
their struggle for independence and identity.

The syllabus continues:

As the subject for our course is controversial, controversy will be
welcome in the classroom. As you read the various material that
will be assigned, be sure to note your reactions, and do not hesitate to voice your opinions, objections, challenges, etc. during

our class discussions,

(p.

4)

The movement of the course was from the negative to the positive, from

stereotype to reality.

The teacher considered the course to be highly

successful

Repeatedly, similar general objectives are listed in Women's Studies
courses, whether they are on the secondary or college level.

Studies No.

2

In Female

(Howe and Ahlum, 1972), a compilation of college syllabi,

these objectives were found, in various wordings, in most of the
courses:

(1)

and
to challenge traditional assumptions about the nature

self-definition
role of women; (2) to increase women's consciousness of
various definitions and
and their role in society; (3) to indicate the

roles suggested for women in literature.

The literature used is mostly fiction.

One teacher says,

Fe-

a function of cultural values
male characters in fiction are most often

accurate portrayal of woman's real
and male subjectivity rather than an
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situation and her reactions to it" (p. 7).

compare to using poetry?

How does this statement

Howe suggests that autobiography is more ac-

curate and should be used along with fiction.

Poetry, however, is

a

mixture of fiction and autobiography and, therefore, could be used
more
extensively in the classroom as

a

means of intensifying the process of

awareness
Only one syllabus on poetry was found:
at Foothill College (Howe and Ahlum, 1972).

high school level.

"American Women Poets"

None were found at the

Three questions formed the focus of this course:

1.

Do women write 'important'

2.

What are the topics that have engaged the interests of women

poetry?

poets?
3.

What forms have American women poets used?

These questions suggest that the purpose for the course was to expose

students to more women poets but not necessarily to raise consciousness

about women's roles.
An unusual women's studies course is offered at The Cambridge

Group School, an alternative high school for working class students
(Steinberg, 1977).

The course grew out of the need to improve the

self-concept of working class women and give them

a

sense of power.

Schools tend to label working class women as dull, slow, and unmotivated and to track them into business and homemaking courses.

men soon give up.

The wo-

Schools also tend to ignore class, race, and sex

inequalities in developing curriculum.

Since the women's movement is

teachers who delargely middle-class and college-educated, the three

materials and developing
signed the course had to be creative in finding
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a

pedagogy suitable for the students.

The pedagogy and curriculum de-

veloped out of learning what the students' lives are like:
Our goal.
is to reverse the downward spiral, to give students
the sense that, in spite of what is stacked against them, they can
exercise some control over their lives and work with other people
for change.
Over time, we have realized that the best way to do
this is to start with what the students already have accomplished:
the skills they have learned, the strengths they have built in
struggling for what they want and need. By the age of 14 or 16,
they have had to learn for themselves how to handle the dangers of
the city streets, the institutional discrimination of the courts
and schools toward poor people and minorities, and the more subtle
condescensions of the social welfare bureaucracy.
In learning to
deal with these situations, they have gained a maturity incommenThey have developed survival skills.
surate with their years.
.

(p.

.

49)

The goals for the curriculum were:
1.

students recognize own strengths and build self-confidence
and self-esteem

2.

students develop new competencies in areas in which they have
felt inadequate

3.

students believe in importance of their feelings and experiences as working class women

4.

students understand that, contrary to the prevailing ideology,
and
there are systematic inequities in regard to sex, class,
race.

to "control impulses to
For pedagogy, the teachers found that they had

of experiences and intertalk too much, to assume too much commonality

with our own rhetoric.
ests, to label other people's experiences

We

their ideas, needs, and feel
had to give the students space to express
ings"

(p.

48).

is important to re
This pedagogy seems obvious, but it

trained in male-dominated
member that these teachers had been
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universities where classrooms are hierarchical and "knowledge"
down

is

handed

.

To alleviate the lack of curriculum information in high school

women's studies. The Feminist Press is preparing

a

twelve volume cur-

riculum with teachers' guides. Women's Lives/Women's Work

.

The first

four of these volumes have been field-tested and are soon to be published, although at this time, the guides have not been written.

A

perusal of two of the field-test texts. Women Working in the Arts and

Women Working:

Stories and Poems

,

reveals that the emphasis in these

curriculums will also be on fiction.

The first book contains 13 poems

and 15 pieces of prose (both fiction and nonfiction); the second book

contains 12 poems and

21

stories.

Sandy Weinbaum, teaching guide editor for the project, shared
some of what the staff had learned through the in-service training and
22

the field-testing.

High school teachers have extreme feelings of

isolation in the lack of materials and innovative ideas pertaining to

Women's Studies.

The sense of isolation is heightened for female

teachers because only 30% of all high school teachers are women.

Weinbaum said there are three negative attitudes teachers have:

(1)

an

literaover-concern for male students; (2) an over-concern for "great

herself up by the
ture"; and (3) the idea that each woman has to "pull

bootstraps.

Responses to these three points might be:

(1)

teachers tend to

and it is time to inforget that males have been included all along

dude

has always been
females along with males; (2) great literature

women have been ignored;
defined by males, therefore, most works by
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(3)

the bootstrap theory reflects a lack of awareness on the part of

teachers that no one woman can be

a

whole human being as long as other

women are oppressed; it also reflects

a

class bias in ignoring poor

and working class women who seldom have the opportunity to use the

bootstrap.

Comments Weinbaum shared about students included:

high school

students are sensitive to anything about their bodies--sexual ity, men-

struation--these are difficult topics to discuss in class; the enormity
of peer pressure; students are searching for positive images and,

therefore, did not like some of the poems in the field-test texts which
set up obstacles for women; teaching on motherhood is difficult because

this age group cannot empathize with mother; male students often feel

guilty and become hostile--teachers must be prepared to handle this in
Students like learning that women do have

positive manner.

and enjoy discussing what has been passed on.

a

culture

They also want to know

about alternatives for women.

Pedagogy for the poetry in the field-testing texts focussed on
two questions:

What kinds of themes are in women's poetry; and. From

what perspectives do women poets write?

Learning opportunities in-

clude:
1.

How would it (poem, story) be different if written by

2.

Role play

a

situation in

a poem,

a

man?

take it further and write

a

different ending.
3.

Pressure circle game-role play pressures on
life.
to do something different with her

a

woman who wants
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What would you want to keep, what change in women's culture?

4.

What would you choose to pass on?

What would you do if making

child care arrangements?

Adolescents' Understanding of Sex Role Socialization
and Their Attitudes Toward Sex Roles

The purpose of this section is to ascertain how secondary stu-

dents perceive sex roles and their attitudes towards these roles.
ever,

a

paucity of research in this area exists.

How-

Most of the research

connected with sex roles in secondary schools appears to have been done
with the attitudes of counselors.

Some research has been conducted

with teachers but, like the students, not enough.

Much research needs

to be done in secondary schools directly involving the students.

develop

a

To

learner centered curriculum, the research needs to reflect

directly the students' thoughts, concerns, and needs rather than what
adults think they are thinking.

Much of the student connected research

has been accomplished through questionnaires and such techniques as

writing stories around sentences like, "Anne has just finished medical
school."

What appears to be missing from the studies is

of students'

emotions and feelings about sex roles.

a

reflection

The issue of sex

role socialization is highly charged, highly subjective.

It would be

if some research
beneficial in developing curriculum for adolescents

discussing the topic.
was available which was based on students

Se lf-concept and self-esteem of students

.

Using students from third

Simmons (1975) conducted a study
through twelfth grades, Rosenberg and
in the development of self-esteem
to measure how girls and boys differ
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and self-consciousness over time.

that

.

.

Their study was based on the belief

self-concept evolves through social interaction [and] is

largely the product of the socialization process

.

.

(p.

149).

Following are the variables they studied and the results.

Self-esteem and self-concept:

In 8 to 11

year-old girls and

boys, girls are slightly lower in self-esteem and slightly higher in

self-consciousness than boys.

But by age 15, girls are considerably

lower in self-esteem and sharply higher in self-consciousness than boys.

Other-directed or people-oriented:

Adolescent girls are much

more other-directed than boys as reflected by their higher self-consciousness.

They tend to see themselves through the eyes of others.

Care about being well liked and worry about what other people

think of you:

Adolescent girls are far more concerned about these two

variables than boys.

In the 8 to 11

age group, boys and girls are es-

sentially the same.
Smile even when I'm not happy:

After age 14, girls score much higher.

rate the same on this variable.

Act nice even to people

every age, although in the 8 to

Boys and girls ages 8 to 14

I

don't like:

11

More girls do this at

age group, only 9% more girls do it

while 16% more girls do it in the adolescent group.
In the following variables,

boys in every age group:

girls are rated much higher than

very upset if someone gets angry, bothered

laughed at, feelings hurt
when someone blames you, feelings hurt when
very easily, high vulnerability score.

"interpersonal success" is of
Rosenberg and Simmons found that

"achievement" to adolescent
prime importance to adolescent girls and
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boys.

They conclude:

But a concern with interpersonal success, with acting pleasing
and personally attractive, heightens the individual's selfconsciousness, for it obliges the person to view himself or herself through the eyes of others. The greater rise in selfconsciousness among girls during adolescence may thus be due in
part of the diverging self-values and idealized images to the
sexes in our society at this age.
(p. 157)

Baruch (1975) confirms Rosenberg and Simmons through her study
of sex role stereotyping, the motive to avoid success and parental

identification.

Although there is some evidence, according to Baruch,

that male identification with the same-sex parent is positive, there
is

little empirical evidence that female identification with the same-

sex parent is related to feminine well-being.

"Mother identified girls

have been found to be less likely than father-identified girls to have
such desirable qualities as autonomy and adjustment.

Research on the

motive to avoid success also reflects the negative impact of the feminine sex role standard" (p. 304).

Baruch found that as females get

older (comparing fifth graders to high schoolers), there is an increase
of sex role related variables that reflect anxieties and conflicts as-

Two are especially notable:

sociated with sex role socialization.
(1)

the desire to emulate the father, with subsequent rejection of the

mother as model; and (2) sex role stereotyping.
Fear of success

.

Of the small amount of research done on high

success.
school women, most of it centers on the "motive to avoid

Doherty and Culver (1976) say that

".

.

.

female students of high abil-

not want to succeed despite
ity with an internalized fear of success do

educational barriers and despite
the removal of many previous legal and
(p. 3).
the presence of more opportunities for women"

They found that
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high school women with non-tradi tional

,

extra-familial orientation tend

to have higher IQ's but lower academic achievement,
while high school

women with traditional, intra-famil ial orientation have
higher academic
achievement.

While Baruch, above, focusses on parental identification as

a

possible cause for fear of success, Doherty and Culver suggest that the
school environment causes or exacerbates the fear.
".

.

.

They point out that

non-traditional girls may violate teachers' expectations of ap-

propriate feminine perceptions and behaviors and may thus receive less
reinforcement" (p. 3).

This conclusion is based on their study which

shows that teachers rate much higher on

a

number of intellectual and

social dimensions students who are conforming, rigid, dependent, and

passive as compared to the flexible, non-conforming, independent, and

assertive child.
tend to be

".

.

Doherty and Culver assert that teachers as
.

(

group

more conforming, restrained, controlled, cautious,

and acquiescent than non-teachers" (p. 3).

graduate

a

High School Women's Liberation

,

A recent female high school
1976) confirms Doherty and

Culver's conclusions:
The good student in high school is passive, does it the 'right'
way, is neat, follows directions, says what the teacher wants
to hear--and all of these are attitudes women know well because
they are expected to act this way all of the time. The obedient
woman and the obedient student are both 'good' in society's and
the school's terms--and both lack creativity and independent
thinking,

(p.

7)

Caballero et al.

(1975) conducted an experiment for Fear of

Success on 33 women ages 24 to 40.

The group included housewives,

from the cue
white collar workers, and professionals who wrote stories
at the top of her
"At the end of first term finals, Anne finds herself
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medical school class," and responded to

a

questionnaire which contained

items concerning sex role traditionalism and
their attitudes toward the

Women's Liberation Movement.

The stories these women wrote were

very similar to the ones written by high school and
college student females" (p. 324).

The conclusion of this experiment was that Fear of

Success is more common among non-tradi tional

,

politically liberal,

well-educated women because they see the possibilities for alternatives, yet know it will affect their social life and is in conflict

with the role society dictates for them.
A study conducted by Joestring and Joestring (1975) of ninth

grade boys and girls in
view their role in

a

a

southern junior high school showed that girls

more equal itari an manner than do boys.

This discrepancy raises their anxiety, and possibly contributes
to their fear of success, larger number of suicide attempts,
illegitimate pregnancies, and other emotional disturbances as
late adolescent and adult women in our society.
These differences between the sexes may serve to train future anxious, depressed, and nagging wives for men clinging to the traditional
roles for women,
(p. 61)

These girls scored significantly higher than the boys in the following
points:

blushing, hands and feet cold, lose sleep over worry, easily

embarrassed, more sensitive than most other people, less calm, easily
upset, cry easily, worry excessively over things that don't matter,

have more fears than their friends, think they are no good at all sometimes, lack self-confidence.

However, the girls did not feel that men

are better leaders than women, that in marriage husbands should make the

major decisions, or that men are more aggressive than women.

Overall,

the
the girls' expectations of equality are much higher than those of

girls.
boys for the girls, leading, therefore, to higher anxiety for the
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The boys thought that for

a

college girl, social poise is more

important than grades, that English is

a

better major for girls than

economics, that men are better able to reason logically than women,
that men are more intellectual, male doctors are better than female

doctors, that in hiring or college admissions men should be given pref-

erence over women because men will be the breadwinners.

One surprise:

more boys than girls thought "that some men were more suited to the
care of young children than are some women" (p. 68).

Student perceptions of women in literature
(Rosenblatt, Mandel

,

Many authors

.

Howe, etc.) believe in the value of literature to

provide models of behavior, goals, morality, life style for adolescents.
Beaven (1972) conducted

a

study with 953 secondary students to learn

students' perceptions of female characters in literature.

She found

that in the assigned fiction they read, girls and boys encounter few

women whom they admire or identify with in terms of their own lives.
Boys identify with no women while girls identify with many males and
a

few females.

However, Beaven points out that there is little literaStu-

ture taught in secondary English which has women in major roles.

dents frequently responded that they couldn't remember any female

characters, or, at least, not any they would like to identify with or
have as mothers or, for the boys, as wives.
literaBeaven emphasizes the importance of carefully choosing
girls and
ture which provides positive female role models for

ent perspective of women for boys.

a

differ-

She suggests that in our mobile

ever before (along with
society, books become even more important than
TV and movies)

in supplying sex role models:

".

.

.

adolescents seek
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information according to their needs"--dating,
falling in love, sex,
marriage, the relationship between love, sex and
marriage, career
choices, identity, relating to others

Female identity possibilities

(p.

.

In

64).

light of the present chang-

ing sex role standards for women, Dellas and Gaier
(1975) suggest that

three possible female identity patterns have emerged;

(1)

traditional

role and stereotype--focus is family (husband and children); woman is

dependent, nurturant, passive, sensitive, and compliant; (2) achievement and role success--opposi te of number one; focus is on fulfillment
of human potential, the development of self as person in her own right;

woman is independent, active, autonomous, aggressive, and high-need
achieving; marriage, if any, is usually deferred until career is established;

being

a

(3)

bi-modal sexual identi ty--combines being

a

woman with

person in one's own right; career and family commitments co-

exist; blending of traditional male and female characteristics such as
skill

in interpersonal

relationships, sensitivity, independence, and

need achievement.

According to Dellas and Gaier, support for numbers (2) and (3)
comes from the

growing awareness and consciousness of women as individuals
in their own right, a condition spurred by the women's liberation
and equality movements; the cultural realization that the progress of society and the solution of its problems can be fostered
by tapping this previously ignored natural resource--the energies
and intellectual capabilities of its women; an increasing concern
regarding the population explosion which bolsters the acceptance
of women in roles other than the 'natural' one of child-bearing,
.

.

(p.

.

401)

achieving idenThey see the major problem of the adolescent female in
tity to be that of choice and decision.

She is reared to be dependent
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and passive, to deprecate her intellect and her abilities.

Dellas and

Gaier believe that it is the responsibility of the schools to provide

guidance for adolescent females to develop

a

positive self-concept.

It is clear from the review of the literature that a discrep-

ancy exists between the stereotype of women's roles and the reality of
those roles.

Although there is

a

recent increase in the number of wo-

men in the labor force, in working wives/mothers, and in female heads
of households, it is only an increase, not a new phenomenon.

Yet, the

stereotypes about women persist as attitudes are slow to change.

The

schools can be a powerful means of changing attitudes by creating non-

sexist curriculums which offer alternatives to both female and male
students.

CHAPTER

III

DEVELOPMENT OF THE TOTAL CURRICULUM AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FIELD CURRICULUM

This chapter discusses the development of the total curriculum
and the selection and implementation of the field curriculum.
of the process are;

(1)

Aspects

design of the objectives for and development

of the total curriculum; (2) selection of

a

secondary school and stu-

dents to receive the experience; (3) design of the field curriculum;
(4)

development of the questionnaire; and (5) implementation of the

field curriculum.

The purpose of the field curriculum is to ascertain

if the material can be taught to this age group, if it is written in a

way that it can be used by teachers, if refinements are needed to present it in a more cogent manner, and if it is possible to implement it
in a school

setting.

Design of the Objectives for and Development
of the Total Curriculum

The completed version of the curriculum (which is contained in

Appendix D) consists of objectives, learning opportunities, poems,
poetry bibliography, and

a

developed in three stages:

resource bibliography.
(1)

a

The curriculum was

design of objectives; (2) selection of

poems; and (3) creation of learning opportunities.
students
The review of the literature indicates that secondary

changing roles of
have little knowledge or understanding regarding the
66
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women and the subsequent effect on men's roles.

The objectives, there-

fore, were designed to enhance students' awareness of
changing life

styles in society which will affect them as adults.

were then arranged to follow

a

The objectives

progression in consciousness-raising on

women's changing roles which was developed in

a

previous paper by the

investigator.

After selection, the objectives were reviewed by

a

three-member

panel consisting of a curriculum specialist, a secondary English teacher, and a feminist poet.

They agreed with the choice of objectives but

made suggestions for different wording in some cases.

The final word-

ing of the objectives reflects the contributions of the panel.

Once the objectives were completed, hundreds of poems were read
to find those best suited to help learners meet the objectives.

The

following criteria were used in selecting the poems:
1.

twentieth century poetry by United States authors;

2.

content related to women's roles;

3.

suitability in content for secondary students;

4.

low degree of abstraction;

5.

variation in form when content similar.

Creating learning opportunities related to the poems was the
final

step in developing the curriculum.

The learning opportunities

were designed to meet the criteria described in the Teaching Strategy
section of Chapter

I

(see Figures 3 and 4).
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Selection of

a Second ary School and Students
to Receive the Experience

The school selected to receive the experience is
school

in Greenfield,

a

public high

Massachusetts containing grades 10 to 12.

Both

college bound and non-college bound students attend classes but are
separate from each other.

The school reflects the surrounding commun-

ity which is predominantly white and middle to low-middle class, with
a

few upper-middle income and welfare families.^^
Two English teachers--one female, one male--volunteered to have

classes experience the curriculum for

a

two-week period.

One was a

non-college bound sophomore class in the fundamentals of English; the
other was

a

college bound junior class studying poetry and drama.

The

teachers were asked to review the curriculum prior to the experience.

Their review indicated that they were comfortable with the objectives
and were highly pleased with the variety and inventiveness of the

learning opportunities and the quality of the suggested questions.

They thought the content of
poems were eliminated.

a

few poems was too sophisticated and these

Although the male teacher had volunteered, he

exhibited some degree of hostility toward the project until he read
the curriculum.

He then expressed his delight with the balance between

men and women, with the choice of poems and perspectives they illus-

trated, and with concluding the unit on androgyny.

Selection of groups one and two.

A total of 28 students attended these

junior.
two classes, 20 in the sophomore class and 8 in the

Because of

of the combined classes to
this uneven distribution, a random selection
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form two groups of equal number was conducted.

Female/male distribu-

tion was two males in the junior class and seven males in the sophomore
class.

Students'

names were written on individual strips of paper

which were then folded and placed in two boxes, one for each class.
A disinterested person drew four names from the junior class and ten

from the sophomore.

These fourteen students formed Group One; the re-

maining fourteen formed Group Two.

Group One members were assigned

identification numbers one through fourteen; Group Two were numbered
fifteen through twenty-eight.

At the beginning of Day

1

of the experi-

ence, Group One responded to the questionnaire while Group Two com-

pleted an exercise assigned by their teacher (see Chapter

IV for re-

sults of the evaluation).

Design of the Field Curriculum

Following the teachers' review, an eight day field curriculum
was derived from the total curriculum.

Since classes in Greenfield

plans fulfilled
High School meet only four times per week, eight lesson
the two week field experience requirement.

The criterion for selecting

of the consciousnessthe eight lessons was to reflect the progression

raising process.

in
Although these lessons are not identical to those

come from that curriculum.
the total curriculum, all their components
total curriculum to
Eleven objectives were selected from the

for presentation from the most
use in the field curriculum and arranged

roles of women.
traditional to the most newly developing
a

objective.
statement and brief discussion of each

Following is
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1.

To identify personal values regarding sex roles.

The learners

focus their attention on how they view sex roles and what they

think about them.

They specifically define those roles in

their own terms from personal experience in their families and

observations of friends' families.
2.

To recognize traditional views of women's roles.

A full under-

standing of changing sex roles is based on knowledge of the
traditional, or stereotyped, view of those roles.
tional

The tradi-

views are compared to the learners' own ideas about sex

roles and the differences and similarities noted.
3.

To recognize women's discontent with their traditional role in
the family.

Women's expression of discontent is often subtle.

Many of women's attitudes are considered by society to be pe-

culiar to females when, as has been recently found, these attitudes are peculiar to the role, not to the gender of the person filling the role.
4.

To become aware of language used to describe women and men.

Language both reflects our attitudes and shapes them.

The

strength of the emotive effect of language and differences between connotative and denotative uses of language are illustrated.
5.

To recognize sexism in advertising.

Advertising is used as an

visual
example of perpetuating sexism through both language and

arts.

It

society.

of sexism in
is also an example of the pervasiveness
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6.

To examine the lives of working women.

One of the strongest

myths about women is that most of them stay home.

Another

is that of the women who do work, most do so to fill

earn

pin

money.

rnyth

time or to

The actual reasons most women work and the

effects of their jobs on the family situation are discussed.
7.

To recognize that women in different cultural groups have com-

mon problems.

Racism and ethnicity are divisive issues at many

levels in society and also are often instrumental in keeping

women from communicating with each other.

Many of the problems

women have are gender connected rather than race or ethnic related.
8.

To become aware that women in different economic levels often

oppress each other.

Classism is an issue which divides women

and influences the oppression of lower class women by higher

class women.
10.

Classism often prevents women from recognizing

that they do have common problems based on gender in spite of

differences in income.
9.

To recognize sexist language and illustrations in children's

books.

The abil-

Books influence the learner throughout life.

ity to recognize sexism in books is an expansion of the critical

faculty of reading.

To recognize women's connections with other women.

Not only

relate to
do women have common problems but, also, women can

socially
each other in ways which have often been considered

unacceptable.
of strength.

The mutuality among women can serve as

a

source
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11.

To understand the concept of androgyny.
all

old,

Although the idea that

human beings have both female and male
psychic aspects is
it is a new concept in our society.

Androgyny, as an ac-

cepted attitude, allows for flexibility in
sex roles and diminished stereotyping.

Since the medium used to achieve the objectives
on sex roles is
poetry, it is necessary to list some objectives
which will help stu-

dents develop their confidence in working with
poetry as it cannot be

assumed everyone will feel comfortable with this medium.
a

Following is

list of objectives which teachers can add to as the need arises
in

individual classes.
1.

to relate ideas to poetry;

2.

to relate form to content;

3.

to compare free verse and structured verse;

4.

to learn about Haiku;

5.

to learn about new Black poetic forms;

6.

to understand some origins of the Blues;

7.

to compare the different forms of two poems;

8.

to compare different poetic forms on the same subject.

These particular objectives were chosen to help students understand the

connection between form and content, especially as this connection relates to different class and cultural groups, such as the Blues and

newer Black poetic forms; other forms, such as Haiku, reflect the in-

tensity of emotion felt by women.

Also, these objectives will help

students to become more comfortable with poetry by demystifying some of
its aspects.

It is

assumed that teachers will explicate rhyme, meter.
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alliteration, simile, imagery and other aspects of poetic
craft as they
arise in specific poems.

Because poetry is the medium through which

the curriculum concepts are presented, it is not necessary
to spend

time emphasizing poetry as craft.

The craft should be discussed only

where needed to facilitate the learners' understanding of the poems.
The appropriate learning opportunities and materials from the
total curriculum were then matched with the objectives to complete

the field curriculum.

Development of the Questionnaire

A questionnaire was designed to be used before, immediately

following, and, again, two months after the experience.

The first step

in the process was to write each of the eleven objectives on a notecard

with one or more suggested items which would reflect the respondent's
degree of sexist attitude.

Four readers--two statistical psycholo-

gists, a secondary English teacher, and a college English teacher--

then reviewed the cards by the following criteria:
1.

look at objectives for clarity of wording

2.

look at items and suggest word changes

3.

look at items and write one additional

4.

eliminate any items you think inappropriate by writing "elim-

item

inate" on the card
5.

write your initials by all changes and additions you make.

of concensus
Three items were chosen for each objective on the basis

of the readers.

questionTwo sophomore students then responded to the

naire, making suggestions to enhance clarity.

Because of the
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difficulty in wording items for objective number 7--to recognize
that
women in different cultural groups have common problems--the items
were
eliminated.

The final questionnaire consists of 30 items, three for

each of the ten objectives (see Appendix C).

jectives as referred to hereafter

is

The numbering of the ob-

changed as follows: 1=1, 2=2, 3=5,

4=3, 5=4, 6=6, 8=7, 9=9, 10=8, 11=10.

Implementation of the Field Curriculum

Field curriculum
first (e.g.. Day

In this section the lesson for each day is given

.

1

process (e.g.. Day

Curriculum) followed by a description of that day's
1

Class Process), first for the sophomore class,

then for the junior class.

The process is reported to show teachers

how the investigator worked with the curriculum and what other factors

emerged.

Since the purpose of this chapter is to report process, the

evaluation of each day's process for each class

is

reported in Chapter

IV under "Participant/Observer Comments."

Additional points which need to be noted are:

(1)

each class

meeting was approximately 50 minutes long; (2) poets were identified by
their ethnic background when it was relevant to the students' understanding of the poems; (3) the poems appear in Appendix A; and (4) the

assignment sheets appear in Appendix

B.

Following are the objectives covered by the field curriculum:
Day

1

values regarding sex roles

1.

to identify personal

2.

to recognize traditional

3.

to relate form to content in poetry

views of women
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Day 2
1.

to become aware of language used to describe
women and men

2.

to explore socially accepted views of women

3.

to relate form to content

Day 3
1.

to extend the exploration of language pertaining to sex
roles

2.

to work with poetry

Day 4

Day

1.

to compare male views of women's roles

2.

to recognize that male views of women cross cultural

3.

to compare forms of two different poems

4.

to experience rewriting poetry

lines

5
1.

to recognize sexism in advertising

2.

to recognize women's discontentment in selected poems

3.

to examine women's expression as they begin to leave traditional roles

4.

to increase confidence in relating to poetry

Day 6

Day

1.

to examine the lives of working women

2.

to recognize that working women's experiences cross cultural
lines

3.

to become aware that women in different classes oppress each
other

7
1.

to recognize women's identification with other women

2.

to become aware of strength women gain from newly discovered
sel f-pride

3.

common
to recognize that women's sex role consciousness can be

across cultures
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Day 8
1.

to examine sexism in children's books

2.

to discuss the concept of androgyny

3.

to re-examine use of language relating to women

Day

1

curriculum

.

objectives:
1.

to identify personal

2.

to recognize traditional

3.

to relate form to content in poetry

values regarding sex roles
views of women

learning opportunities (L.O., hereafter)
1.

in small groups (separate males and females) plan the future
of a hypothetical person of the opposite sex; assume you will
marry or live with someone of the opposite sex eventual ly-what role do you expect your mate to play in the relationship?
What will she or he do all day? Choose one person to be the
recorder and list the group's ideas; turn in the lists

2.

share lists in large group; teacher write lists on board;
teacher's comments based on lists the students generate

3.

pass out copies of "Her Predicament"; three people read it
aloud

4.

groups discuss: What is happening in the poem:
Through whose eyes does she see herself? What is the girl/
woman feeling? Would you call her a "girl" or a "woman"-why? What difference does it make? Does it have anything to do with age? Have you ever had a similar experience?

5.

How does the form of the poem relate to
in large group:
the content? What is the form? Would the poem have a
different feel or mood if written in a different form?

in small

assignment
1.

look up in an unabridged dictionary: man, male, masculine,
woman, female, feminine, feminist; make a list of the definitions and synonyms for each word; bring the list in
tomorrow
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keep a journal of daily entries on your
reactions to poems we
discuss; to be turned in at the end of the
two weeks

2.

evaluation:

discussions during learning opportunity number

Emerging curriculum was important to class process.

4

Therefore, the

daily descriptions do not always match the stated curriculum.
Day

Sophomore

:

1

class process

.

Responding to the pre-questionnaire and the teacher's an-

nouncements consumed 24 minutes of the 50 minute period, therefore,
only the first learning opportunity was accomplished.

discussions were lively and humorous.
rection; they are not

a

L.

0.1— Group

This class needs specific di-

self-motivated group and rely on the teacher

to push, cajole, and encourage every step.

Dictionary and journal as-

signments were made.

Junior
all

:

Responding to pre-questionnaire took six minutes, therefore,

learning opportunities were completed.

L.0.1--This class was ac-

tive but subdued in vocally expressing agreement and disagreement.

The

lists reflected concern for qualities of personality, character, and

intellect rather than physical characteristics.

expressed the desire for

a

career option while males were uncertain

about the advisability of this.
ments insued.

Most of the females

A discussion on child care arrange-

Some thought that a sitter was fine; others that

a

rel-

ative should take charge, but mostly they were stymied by the problem.
The facilitator suggested three alternatives:
full

the husband stay home

time while the wife works and carries the financial responsibil-

ity; or, each parent have part-time jobs with each staying home part

time; or,

if the parents are in the same field,

they share one full
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time job.

All of these alternatives to traditional
male and female

roles are growing in popularity.

Following are the lists suggested by

the students for learning opportunity

1:

male

female

intelligent
good companion
share housework
share care of children
varied interests
responsible

L

a

good housekeeper
share problems
similar interests
not a clinging vine
college-educated
part-time work o.k.
good mother

.0.4--Because the class is small, "Her Predicament" was discussed as
class with the facilitator asking the questions.

Comments on the

poem:
girl

views herself through her own eyes

she is simply waiting
she cannot do anything until
si

a

male comes along and changes her

tuation

would not call her

a

"woman" because a woman would act, not wait

The facilitator suggested that the female views herself through male
eyes, that she

Day

2

her physical appearance.

curriculum.

objectives
1.

to become aware of language used to describe women and men

2.

to explore socially accepted views of women

3.

to relate form to content

learning opportunities:
1.

share in large group definitions students found in dictionary
teacher write words on board; discuss the implications what
is the effect of words on our views of female and male roles?

—
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2

.

3.

pass out copies of "The Empty Woman" and
read aloud three
times;
J^rge group ask: Why is the woman considered empty?
Compare what her sisters have with what she
has.
What judgment
IS the narrator making on the woman?
Is she making a judgment
on the sisters also? Are these judgments
valid? What are two
primary aspects of the poem's structure? (rhyme
and 3 line
stanzas
in small groups discuss:
Do men and women have the same privileges in our society?
If yes, what are they?
If no, why not?

--record ideas
4.

large group sharing of responses; teacher write ideas
on board;
discussion

assignment:
bring in a list of adjectives used to describe men and one used
to describe women; ask your family, friends, etc. for suggestions

evaluation:
Day

Sophomore

:

discussion of words from dictionary
2

class process

.

L.0.2 (from Day 1)

— The

constituted other groups' lists.

students were eager to learn what

Females were indignant and loudly

angry over many aspects of the list for females.

They objected to the

physical description as being one that described none of them.

females objected to being required to cook and keep house.

Several

The males

exhibited discomfort with some of the physical aspects expected of
them but primarily objected to allowing the wife to work and to helping

with the cooking and shopping.

The males were sharply divided on the

issue of responsibility; some of them felt that men should carry all
the responsibility while others felt that it was better to share.

Re-

sponsibility seemed to translate into economic support of the family.
The emphasis in the lists, however, was on the physical aspects of both
sexes:
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male

f ema

good physical condition
good with children
have a good job
be kind and considerate
honest
trustworthy
clean
helpful
not prejudice
loving, caring

dependable
able to talk things out
down to earth
like the same things
cooks
doesn't argue
some shopping
likes to travel
works part-time
businessman
helps around house
go out at night with me
sense of responsibility
allow wi fe to work
couple activities
respects wife
dresses nicely
hairy body
older than woman
sweet

1

5'5"

nice figure

no

lbs.

blond hair
blue eyes
36-24-36
likes motorcycles
likes horses
uses little make-up
rich
good personality
shorter than male
si im

loving
works at a job
nice parents
good brain
clean
tan skin
nice skin
dependable
good cook
good education
healthy
good housekeeper
lot in common
mother-in-law live far away
easy to talk to
natural in person and appearance

The students were highly stimulated by this learning opportunity.

Several made comments such as, "This is fun," and "No one ever asked
me to think about these kinds of things before."

There was

a

lot of

laughter and many expressions of anger, hostility, fear, love, resentments, and tenderness.

L.0.4 (from Day 1)--Results of discussion of "Her Predicament"

female waiting for

a

guy to do something

led to discussion on dating, marriage, husband/wife roles

concluded that females could also ask for dates and share expenses
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men might like to be relieved of always having to earn
the money
her

call

a

"girl" because a "woman" wouldn't wait

"This is the way it's always been"
L.0.1

(Day 2)--0nly three students did the assignment; most

do not know how to use a dictionary.

They need careful, detailed in-

structions and more one to one attention than class size and time allowed; they expressed surprise and confusion over the definitions.

Assignment on adjectives given.
Junior

L.0.1

:

(Day 2)--Learners expressed acceptance of the word "man-

kind" yet the females expressed feelings of exclusion.

A discussion

followed on how language shapes and reflects attitudes.

L.0.2--0riginally , "The Empty Woman" was scheduled at this
time, but through class discussions it became clear that the learners

first need poems which would indicate the stereotypical housewife role.

"Kitchen Poem" and "Women" were read and discussed to fulfill this
women are stuck; stereotyped; it

need.

Learners' comments included;

is the

woman's fault; women are not adventurous.

The learners ex-

pressed confusion in thinking that women choose their passive stereotype roles yet they say that women are left out of active society, but

they don't understand why.
L.0.3 and 4--The lists they produced and the subsequent dis-

cussion helped to clarify some of their confusion about women's pasIn the process of

sivity.

actually recording women's privileges, stu-

can help to
dents realized that women have very few and that this lack

create

a

sense of powerlessness which results in passivity.

Assignment on adjectives given.
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Day 3 curriculum

,

objecti ves
1.

to extend the exploration of language pertaining to sex roles

2.

to experience a part of the poetic process

learning opportunities;
1.

teacher write adjectives on board students share--one list for
women, one for men: What is the difference in the two lists?
(passive and active); Are lines between men and women clearly
drawn according to this list? (yes); According to the way women and men actually live their lives? (yes and no); Why this
mixed response? (this should lead to more discussion)

2.

in small groups, pass out copies of "Heard by a Girl" with
blanks; allow 10 minutes to fill in the blanks

3.

in large group, share words for blanks; teacher write them on
the board; have the class narrow the choices down to one or two
each, then give the poet's choices

4.

pass out copies of "--Ess"; read aloud three times; note that
What is it? What
the poem is for fun but has a sharp point:
is the effect of putting "ess" on the ends of words? (diminishes) Read Robert Graves' essay "--Ess" to the class.

assignment:
bring in ads for magazines, newspapers, TV, radio, etc.; paste
or write them out on a piece of paper and alongside the ad
write out in what ways the ad is sexist or non-sexist (for TV
or radio, the ad may be drawn)

evaluation:
1.

discussion on adjectives

2.

choice of words for blanks
Day

Sophomore

:

both lists.

3

class process

.

L.0.1-"Strong," "weak," "suave," and "sexy" were placed on
and
Learners had to be guided to the stereotypes of passive

active for female and male, respectively.

The teacher explained the

students placed "ag"
difference between "aggressive and "assertive";
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gressive" on the male list but did not know what to do
with "assertive."
L.0.2 (from Day 2)--As with the junior class,
"Kitchen Poem"
and "Women" were read at this point to illustrate the
stereotype house-

wife role.
to do.

Learners felt the women were bored, lonely, and had nothing

They decided that women wait just as girls do and that women's

main function is to serve others.
L.0.3 (from Day 2)--Small group discussions of special privileges.

Lists made for discussion at next class.

Assignments for journals and ads project given.

Junior

:

L .0.

1

—Learners derived stereotypes of passive and active for

females and males; they also decided, on the basis of the adjectives

generally used to describe adult females, that women wait just as girls
Explanation given on the distinction between aggressive and asser-

do.

tive.

L.0.2--"The Empty Woman":

Learners were disturbed with the

idea that women need to have children to be fulfilled as human beings.

One female asked "But what if it's true?"

The class challenged her

and pointed out the emptiness of the lives of the women in "Kitchen
Poem" and "Women" who had had children.

L.0.3--In groups, students wrote poems using their adjectives
lists.

These will be shared during next class.

Assignments for journals and ads projects given.
Day 4 curriculum

,

objectives
1.

to recognize differing male views of women's roles

2.

cultural
to recognize that male views of women cross

lines
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loam about poetic craft

3.

to

4.

to experience rewriting poetry

in two different poems

learning opportunities:
1.

in large group, discuss Williams' "The Young Housewife" after
reading aloud three times: What do we think about the wife
being in her negligee at 10 a.m.? (slovenly, unorganized)
Why does the speaker say "husband's house"? (wife has nothing)
How does this reflect on the wife? (she is dependent, a nonentity)
How is the wife like a fallen leaf? (loss of beauty,
vitality, no longer useful)
Is this comparison justified?
Why or why not? What is the effect on us of the speaker's
car rushing over dried leaves? What is his attitude toward
the woman? (male world passes heedlessly over female world;
condescending; lack of compassion) What is the role of the
speaker in the poem? (solitary, quiet, observant yet superior,
condescending)

2.

still in large group, discuss Norman Jordan's "When A Woman
Gets Blue," after three readings; What is the speaker's attitude toward women? (compassionate) How does this poem compare
with Williams'? (opposite)

3.

Jordan's repetition, rhythm, blues; Williams'--three
form:
stanzas, different number of lines, assonance, alliteration
(explain these last two terms, as necessary)

4.

—

groups--wri te a new last stanza for Williams' poem
different perspective on the housewife

in small

with

a

assignment reminder:
evaluation:

bring in ads tomorrow

rewriting last stanza of Williams' poem

Day 4 class process

.

Because of the slow pace of the sophomore

class and because it was considered necessary for both classes to have,
eliminate
as near as possible, the same experience, it was necessary to
one lesson.

in
This lesson was chosen because the objectives were not

the questionnaire.

This day served as

a

much needed "catch-up" time

time for the juniors.
for the sophomore class and as expanded discussion

Learning Opportunity

1

classes (see page 86).

from Day

5

Curriculum was carried out in both
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Sophomore

:

L.0.1

(Day 5)--0nly a few students brought in ads, but,

with those, the use of sexist language was illustrated
and many students volunteered oral descriptions of sexist TV commercials
and billboards.

During the discussion, one student referred to women as "old

maids" which led to the reading of "The Empty Woman."

L.0.2--Reading of and discussion of "The Empty Woman."

Stu-

dents quickly grasped the idea of a woman being considered unfulfilled

without children, but the discussion was limited and students were not
as engaged as previously.

L.0.3--In small groups, students wrote poems based on yesterday's adjectives list.

These poems will be shared tomorrow.

Assignments--journal entries and sexist books project.

Junior

:

An active discussion en-

L.0.1--A11 students brought in ads.

sued on how language influences people and how image-makers control

people's ideas by manipulative use of language.

Males became concerned

with discrimination against males in society and offered such examples
as men having total

financial

responsibility,

a

limited amount of time

to spend with children, and pressured to be "he-men" and physically

powerful to the exclusion of creative sensitivity.

L.0.2 (L.0.4 from Day 3)--"--Ess" read and discussed how words
can be used to diminish people.

Graves' essay "--Ess" (see Resource

inBibliography) read by facilitator to clarify context of poem and to
is not
dicate that the awareness of use of words to shape attitudes

just contemporary.
difference in speL.0.3 (L.0.3 from Day 2)--Discussion on the
cial

privileges allowed females and males.

Students were able to make
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connections between poems read thus far, ads, adjectives, and
concerns
expressed about discrimination against males.
L.0.4--Group poems from yesterday were shared (see Chapter IV).
Assignment--journal entry and sexist books.
Day 5 curriculum

,

objectives
1.

to recognize sexism in advertising

2.

to understand women's discontentment with their traditional
role in the family

3.

to recognize women's uneasiness as they begin to leave tradi-

tional
4.

roles

to increase confidence in relating to poetry

learning opportunities:
1.

2.

3.

4.

have students tape or tack ads up
take a few minutes to walk around
you disagree or agree with; which
with the person's comments on the
sexist ads in your search, or was
only one you found? Teacher look
and questions to ask based on the
Day 4 Class Process)

around the room; everyone
and read them--note the ones
ads do you disagree with or
ads? Did you notice other
the one you brought in the
for other comments to make
see page 84
(Note:
ads.

pass out "I Sit and Sew," read three times; What is the speaker's view toward sewing? What is the movement in the poem and
how does the form reflect the content in making this movement?
(tight rhyme scheme; reflects tightness--rigidi ty--of woman's
place)

What do you think it is
pass out "Sonnet XXXI" by Millay:
for? What is the
sorry
be
will
addressed
that the person
be gone? What is the
speaker
will
speaker feeling? Why? Why
speaker's emotions)
the
controls
(discuss how the form
form?
"Don't Look For
pass out, read three times, and briefly discuss
family?
her
love
longer
Me, I'm Gone"; does the speaker no
does to
family
her
feel
What is she feeling? What does she
way?
this
her? Do you think your mother ever feels
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assignment
go to the library and report on three sexist
or non-sexist
books; describe each book and tell in what ways
they are
sexist or non-sexist; get the books from the
library to share
with the class; due in three days

evaluation:

ads they bring in and the comments on them; discussion
of "Sonnet XXXI"

Day 5 class process

Sophomore:
ter IV).

L .0.

1

.

--Sharing of group poems written yesterday (see Chap-

Students pleased with their efforts and enjoyed discussing

each group's poem.

A few more students brought in ads which were

briefly discussed, expanding the variety of situations where sexism
is reflected.

L.0.2--"I Sit and Sew" read and discussed.

Learners derived

the idea of the woman's discontentment and connected it with women

wanting to do more glorious acts than sewing.

Some thought the woman

wanted to be part of the violence of war, but others counteracted that
she simply wanted to be part of any action as opposed to sitting.

L.0.3--Copies with blanks for 10 words of Millay's "Sonnet
XXXI" passed out.

Working in small groups students chose words for the

blanks they thought the poet might have used.
in

large group by writing on blackboard.

written on board.

Each group's list shared

Then the poet's words

The woman's intention to act is clear, as opposed

to "I Sit and Sew" where the action is imaginary.

L.0.4--Read and began discussion of "Don't Look For Me, I'm
Gone.

Junior:

L.

0.1-Read and discussed

notion of the woman's discontent.

"I

Sit and Sew."

Learners derived

Speculation on why women dream but
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do not act; suggestions offered related to the stereotype of
what is

expected of women--passi vity
they identified as

a

,

nurturance, domesticity.

Related to what

defeated attitude as in "Kitchen Poem" which re-

sults from the oppression women feel.

They were glad that this woman,

at least, was dreaming of acting.

L.0.2--In pairs, learners filled in the blanks of Millay's
"Sonnet XXXI."

Lists were shared by writing them on the board.

Learn-

ers compared this woman's clear-cut expression of discontent with the

more passive expression in

"I

Sit and Sew" and the difference in aware-

ness on the part of both women of the cause of each one's specific op-

pression.

L.0.3--Discussion on the relationship of form to content in
both poems.

The rigidity of the form in Nelson's poem reflects the

lack of flexibility and choice in the woman's life.

also

a

The sonnet is

tight form, but Millay's use of humor relaxes the form and

leaves the reader with a feeling of potential for change.
Day 6 curriculum

,

objectives
1.

to learn about the lives of working women

2.

to recognize that working women's experiences cross cultural
lines

3.

levels often
to become aware that women in different economic

oppress each other

learning opportunities;
1.

2

pass out "Ella, in
three times

a

square apron, along Highway 80"; read

Ella like a
groups (or individual writing): Why is
has made her
rattlesnaL? (self-profective, sharp bite) What
in small
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this way? Do you know any woman like this? What
has made
them this way? How would you describe Ella (other
than like
a rattlesnake)?
What choices do women have? What choices
would you like for them to have?
Pass out and read three times "Bronzeville Woman in Red Hat"
(Note:
this is the first section of a longer poem); Who is
the speaker?
Describe her and her life. Who is the "one" in
the house? What are her feelings? How does the speaker feel
toward the "Irishwoman"? Toward the "dusky duffer"? Are the
feelings any different? Why does one woman oppress another?
(class differences)
Should all women be sisters?

3.

Day 6 class process

Sophomore

:

.

An all-school fire drill consumed 25 minutes of the 50 min-

ute period, therefore, writing of haikus was not assigned.

Only L.0.3

was accomplished.

L.0.3--Read and discussed "Bronzeville Woman in

a

Red Hat."

Students seem to have the idea that women work because they want something to do or to earn extra money for the family.
of this poem, two ideas were clarified:

Through discussion

(a) many women work out of

necessity; and (b) the prejudice felt between the women in the poem is
class not race.

The statistics on working women (see Table 3) were re-

lated to the students.

Learners asked what choices women had, pointing

out that these women worked in menial jobs.
of them, were discussed at length.

Job alternatives, and lack

"Bronzeville Woman

.

.

."

was re-

lated to "Don't Look For Me, I'm Gone" for class differences and alternatives.

Students expressed confusion on why women lack alternatives.

Assignment--The questions from L.0.2 were written on the board
and students were asked to respond to them in their journals.

Junior

:

L.0.1--Read and discussed "Don't Look For Me, I'm Gone."

Stu-

not think she loved
dents expressed compassion for the woman and did
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her family less.

However, most students could not
envision their own

mother feeling the way the "red queen" feels.

Students felt women's

choices are limited.

L.0.2— "Bronzeville Woman

in a Red Hat"

read.

women have other work choices besides menial
jobs.

Students felt

Discussion of kinds

of jobs women have illustrated that most are
low status and low pay.

Inequality of male-female wages (same statistics on working
women given
as for Sophomore class).

Class prejudice rather than race prejudice in

poem pointed out and the differences between the two.

Classism seems

to be a new concept to the students.

Assignment--Respond in journals to questions on "Ella.
Day

7

curriculum

.

.

."

,

objectives
1.

to recognize women's identification with other women

2.

to become aware of strength women gain from newly discovered

self-pride
3.

to recognize that women's sex role consciousness can be common
across cultures

learning opportunities:
1.

in small groups relate "16." by Rich to other poems we've read
--What women are dangerous? Who is groping through nightmares?
Who dreams of frontier women? Who is suicidal? Why does any
woman's death diminish the speaker?

2.

in

3.

poems: What statement are they making? (pride of culture and womanhood)

4.

read "ii," "iii" by Kudaka and "To My Black Sisters" by Mayhen:
Why do these women feel identity with women of other cultural
groups? What earlier poems which we read do these relate to?

large group, share responses

in large group, read Paulzine's and Evans'
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Write a paper or poem based on feelings
stimulated by your
discussion in this unit or any of the poems
we've read

5.

assignment reminder:
1

bring

.

oral

2.

Day
•

time.

i

n

journal

reports on books; bring books with you

class process

7

.

Registration for next semester consumed 15 minutes of class

Small group work eliminated to make up the time.
by Rich discussed.

The discussion of this poem

drew together many of the ideas the class has been discussing while

pushing them

a

step further.

Ideas which emerged are:

changing roles

of women upset the "order of things"; contemporary women are pioneers
in changing these roles; women are causing threat to themselves because

they are going against the stereotype; no one woman can change (be lib-

erated) in isolation from other women; women need to support each other
in this difficult time of transition.

L.0.2--Paulzine'

s

and Evans' poems discussed.

pressed pride of womanhood and culture.

These poems ex-

Students perceived that the

poems illustrate connections between all women in strength and pride;

common identity among women; celebration of the self as woman.

Assignment

— Form

of Haikus explained.

Write a Haiku for

journals.

Junior

:

L.0.1--"16." by Rich discussed.

The discussion was similar to

that in the sophomore class except the juniors were themselves able to
do more of the work of connecting the different ideas in the poem.

which
They were intrigued by the idea of women supporting each other
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led to an explanation of women's support (or consciousness-raising)

groups which arose from the Women's Movement and the more recent
de-

velopment of men's support groups.

Both females and males favored the

concept
L.

form.

0.2— Same

as the sophomore class except for discussion of

Students voiced the opinion that these poems were less interest-

ing, less "poetic" than others used in the experience.

Students were

then asked to consider who sets the standards for good poetic form and

whether or not the standards are sufficient to express the feelings and
images of groups different from the standards makers.

It was pointed

out that in U.S. society, the standards for poetry are set by white

males.

These standards do not necessarily suffice for expressions by

women and other cultural groups.

It was also noted that any emerging

group always tries to find its own voice and the arts of such

a

group

are in a transitional, or developing, stage for some time searching for

new forms.

Poems by Kudaka and Mayhen passed out but not discussed.

Students given the option of writing on them in their journals.

L.0.3--The form of Haiku explained using Sanchez's poem.

In-

dividual Haikus written in class.
Day 8 curriculum

,

objectives
1.

children
to recognize sexist language and illustrations in

books
2.

to understand the concept of androgyny

3.

relating to women
to gain further insight into language

s
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learning opportunities:
1.

reports on sexist and non-sexist books duej give reports
in
small groups and share books with other groups

2.

pass out and read aloud two times "The Stranger" and
"Diving
Into the Wreck":
What do you think "androgyne" means? What
is the speaker doing in these poems?
Why does she say language
is dead?
Whose language? How do her comments relate to the
work we did with language at the beginning of the unit? What
other alternatives would you like to see for women and for men?

evaluation:

reports on books; journals.

Day 8 class process

Sophomore

:

.

L.0.1--Students brought in one or more of the books they

critiqued and displayed them to the class as they pointed out sexist
or non-sexist aspects.

Students reported individually.

L.0.2--"The Stranger" and "Diving Into the Wreck" discussed.
"Androgyne" explained as

a

human being having both female and male as-

the female in the male, the male in the female.

pects:

The "dead lan-

guage" was explained as being current language which stereotypes every-

one and does not allow for the androgyne except in negative terms such
as "sissy" for males and "brazen" for females.

In a society which

recognizes androgyny, males have as much right as females to express
loving, tender feelings and females have as much right as males to de-

velop muscles.

Most students found androgyny to be a strange concept

but did not appear to be negative toward it.

Junior

:

L.0.1--Same as for sophomore class except that students made

more comments on each other's selections.
L.0.2--Same as for sophomore class except students were inevolved into
trigued by the concept of androgyny and the discussion

androgynous beings.
structuring fanciful, or utopian, societies based on
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Following this description of the field experience, Chapter

IV

reports the data from the pre and post questionnaires and includes observational data from the investigator's teaching experience.

The ma-

jor purpose of this study is the creation of the total curriculum.
The purpose of the field curriculum is to supply
in

implementing the curriculum with adolescents.

agreed that attitudes change only over
in Chapter IV are of secondary concern.

a

a

model for teachers

Since it is commonly

long period of time, the data

CHAPTER

IV

EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE CURRICULUM
IN

ACHIEVING ITS STATED OBJECTIVES

This chapter reports the beginning stages of

a

long term pro-

cess of teaching and revising to perfect the total curriculum developed
in the present study.

See Appendix D for

copy of the curriculum.

a

The field experience (described in Chapter III) is the first step in

determining whether the curriculum shows promise as

a

means of teaching

adolescents about the changing roles of women and in what ways it needs
refinement and further development to insure more effective presentation.

Three types of data were used to evaluate the effectiveness of

the curriculum in altering students' attitudes about women's roles from

more to less sexist:

(1)

analysis of scores on the pre and post ques-

tionnaires by total scores, by objectives, and by item; (2) comments in
students' journals; and (3) participant/observer comments.
more, the field curriculum was intended to be used as

a

Further-

model for de-

termining whether the total curriculum can be taught to this age group,

whether it is written in such

a

way as to be useful to teachers, and

whether it is possible to implement it in

a

school setting.

Students'

journals and participant's observations are useful in supplying infor-

mation in these areas.
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Questionnaire Results
By total
3

scor^.

As a means of accomplishing research objective
number

(to evaluate the effectiveness of the materials
for helping students

to understand the changing roles of women), a
questionnaire (described
in Chapter III) was designed which incorporates the
ten curriculum ob-

jectives covered by the field curriculum.
of three items for each objective for

should be noted:

a

The questionnaire consists

total of 30 items.

Two points

clearly, these items are not the only way to arrive

at determining effectiveness; and the items were not proven for relia-

bility and validity.

It will

be recalled that the draft of the instru-

ment was given to secondary students to ascertain if the organization
and diction could be understood by the age group who would be responding to the instrument.

This trial testing of the instrument contrib-

utes in a small way to its content validity.

Because the present ex-

ploratory research was directed toward the conceptualization and creation of the curriculum, the instrument used in the field experience was
of lesser importance; hence, the researcher decided that for purposes
of the present study, it would be more appropriate to develop rigorous

instrumentation during future investigations.

Because validity and re-

liability were not determined, the findings of the field experience as
they relate to changing attitudes toward women's roles are tentative
and must be seen as only

a

small beginning to a more elaborate process

of determining the effectiveness of the curriculum.

The researcher an-

alyzes and reports the field experience data in the context of realizto
ing the lack of strength of the data and, thus, the ability
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generalize from the findings.

To assist in the analysis of the
data

from the questionnaires, five hypotheses were
formulated (see Chapter
I).

However, because the students in Groups

1

and

2

expressed strong

resentment over responding to the same questionnaire
three and two
times respectively, the results of the delayed post
questionnaire were

eliminated as being biased.
Hypotheses

2

Therefore, no results are reported for

and 4.

Hypothesis 1: There will be no differences between combined experience and control groups in attitudes toward female roles.
Results:

Means for the control group and combined experience groups

are presented in Table

5.

An analysis of variance indicated no signif-

icant effects from the experience on the post questionnaire in attitudes toward female roles when the control and combined experience

groups were compared, F(l,51) = .77, p>.38.

Therefore, the hy-

pothesis is accepted.

Hypothesis 3:
There will be no difference between experience
groups in attitudes tov/ard female roles on the post questionnaire
due to pre-questioning about attitudes in one experience group.
Results:

Subsequent analysis indicated that pre-questioning of one ex-

perience group did not effect post experience attitudes.

Means for the

experience groups on the post questionnaire are presented in Table

5.

An analysis of variance indicated no significant differences on the
post questionnaire in attitudes toward female roles between pre-ques-

tioned experience groups and experience groups that were not pre-questioned, F(l,24)

=

.49, p>.49.

Therefore, the hypothesis is accepted.

Hypothesis 5: There will be no difference between combined experience and control groups in attitudes toward female roles on the
pre questionnaire.
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TABLE

5

ATTITUDES OF EXPERIENCE AND CONTROL GROUPS ON
PRE AND POST QUESTIONNAIRES

Attitude Measures
Pre

Groups

Questionnaire

Combined
Experience
Groups

Experience
Group 1

Experience
Group 2

X

61.27

s.d.

11.29

n

26

X

65.43

62.71

s.d.

12.45

12.97

n

14

14

X

s.d.
n

X

Control

s.d.
n

Lower score

=

Post

Questionnaire

less sexist

59.58
9.25
12

63.89
10.62
28
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Results:

Means for control and pre questioned experience groups are

presented in Table

5.

(In this study, the post questionnaire results

for the control group are used as a pre questionnaire measure for that

group.)

An analysis of variance indicated no significant difference on

the pre questionnaire in attitude toward female roles between experi-

ence and control groups, F(l,40)

=

Therefore, the hypoth-

.17, p>.67.

esis is accepted.
In addition to the above hypotheses,

the effects of gender on

attitudes in the combined experience and control groups was looked at.
Results:

Means for females and males in the combined experience and

in the control

groups are presented in Table 6.

A two-way analysis of

variance indicated that females and males differed significantly in
their attitudes toward female roles, F(l,50)

=

21.55, p<.001.

The at-

titudes of combined experience groups did not differ significantly from
those of the control, F(l,50) = .929, p>.340; the interaction between
sex and group was not significant, f(l,50) = .117, p>.733.

Therefore,

it is implied that female adolescents have less sexist attitudes toward

women's roles than do male adolescents.

By objective

.

The averages by score on the pre and post questionnaires

for each objective are presented in Table 7.

Group

1

These averages are from

and post
which is the only group to respond to both the pre

questionnaires.

one
Initially. 14 students were in Group 1, however,

post, leaving 13 to
student dropped out of school between the pre and

average.

on the three items of
To arrive at the averages, the scores

for each respondent.
each objective were totaled, then averaged,

These
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TABLE

6

ATTITUDES OF EXPERIENCE AND CONTROL
GROUPS
according to sex

Sex

Group

Marginal
Means

Females

Males

X

57.66

69.38

61.27

s.d.

10.62

8.55

11.29

n

18

8

26

X

59.52

73.11

63.89

9.10

7.32

10.62

9

28

Combi ned

Experience
(Post
Questionnaire)

Control

s.d.

Marginal
Means

n

19

X

58.62

71.35

9.78

7.91

s.d.
n

Lower score

=

less sexist

37

17
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TABLE

7

AVERAGES FOR EACH OBJECTIVE BY SCORE

Pre

Questionnaire

Post
Quest ionnai re

1

6.84

6.76

-

2

5.84

5.69

-

3

7.07

6.69

-

4

7.61

7.53

-

5

5.76

5.38

-

6

6.00

5.53

-

7

6.07

5.92

-

8

7.15

6.38

-

9

6.46

6.84

+

10

5.61

5.38

-

Objectives

Low score = less sexist

minimum

=

1.00

maximum

=

12.00

Difference
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scores for all

13 students were then averaged.

the less sexist are the attitudes.

The lower the score,

Post questionnaire scores on objec-

tive 6 (to learn about the lives of working women) and on objective 8
(to recognize women's identification with other women) show the great-

est decrease, and, thus, the greatest change in student attitudes.

These findings suggest that these objectives may have provided students
with more complete information on these aspects of women's roles.
total

The

results indicate that all objectives except number 9 were accom-

plished, thereby suggesting a trend toward the curriculum contributing
to student responses in the anticipated direction that suggests effec-

tiveness.

It should be noted that although objective 9

(to recognize

sexist language and pictures in children's books) was not accomplished

according to questionnaire results, it was accomplished by student reports given in the classes on the last day.

ticulated the sexist (and, in
one,

a

All

students clearly ar-

few cases, the non-sexist) aspects of

two, or three children's books.

The averages by right answer (or, yes/no) on the pre and post

questionnaires for each objective are presented in Table

8.

To arrive

a dichotoat these averages, the four point scale was transposed into

mous scale of yes/no.

The responses to each item were:

agree, strongly disagree, disagree.

strongly agree,

On the dichotomous scale, the

considered "yes"; the
"strongly agree" and "agree" responses were
were considered "no."
"strongly disagree" and "disagree" responses
13 students as indicated
These answers were averaged on the basis of

above.

In this

the less
approach to scoring, the higher the number,

sexist the attitudes.

responded to
The results indicate that students
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TABLE 8

AVERAGES FOR EACH OBJECTIVE BY RIGHT
ANSWER

Pre

Objecti ves

Questionnai re

1.76

1

Post

Questionnaire

1

Di

fference

.69

-

2

2.15

2.46

+

3

1.46

1.76

+

4

1.46

1.46

5

2.38

2.69

+

6

2.23

2.53

+

7

2.30

2.53

+

8

1.53

1.92

+

9

2.00

1.84

-

10

2.53

2.46

-

High score

maximum

=

=

less sexist

3.00

same
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six of the ten objectives in a manner that showed
less sexist attitudes.

These results, like those above, indicate
of the curriculum.
9,

a

trend in the effectiveness

These findings suggest that either objectives

and 10 need refinement as

a

1,

4,

means of improving the curriculum, or

that the questionnaire items need to be changed.
item

The score of students'

.

responses by item on the pre and post

questionnaires are presented in Table
a

Each item was concerned with

9.

specific characteristic of women's roles.

the responses of the 13 students in Group

the 30 items.

objective

2

1

To arrive at these scores,

were averaged for each of

In this approach to scoring, all

three of the items for

((1) women who marry have a more satisfying life than women

who don't get married; (2) men make as good nurses as women do; (3) to
lead a happy life, women need to have children) showed a decrease in

sexist attitude.

Of the 30 items, two showed no change and ten showed

an increase in sexist attitude.

However, 18 items showed

sexist attitude, thereby suggesting
the curriculum.

a

a

decrease in

trend toward the effectiveness of

These findings suggest that items 2,4,5,6,7,13,14,

16,24, 26,28, and 29 need refinement as

a

means of improving the cur-

riculum.
Students' Journals

As part of the field curriculum assignments, students were

asked to write in journals their reactions to the poems.

The purpose

of this assignment was to gain specific information on how students

were thinking about women's roles with respect to the content of the
poems.

It was hoped that students might write down thoughts,

feelings.
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and ideas they might not be willing to express in front of their peers.

Because of the differences in tone of the responses between the Sophomore and Junior classes, they are presented separately.

Also, because

of differences in tone between females and males within each class,

these groups are presented separately.

The selections are given ex-

actly as written by the students but are presented randomly.

Sophomore

.

Students tended to explicate the poems more than giving

their reactions.

They indicated an inability to understand poetry

which may account for the need to write out what they thought each poem
was about.

They did well on explication with such straightforward

poems as "Kitchen Poem" and "I Sit and Sew" but had difficulty with
poems based on an image such as "Don't Look For Me, I'm Gone."

Female students often expressed disagreement with the passive,

unadventurous role of the women in the poems.

Most of the students,

including the males, thought both women and men should have choices.
Thus, what the males wrote in their journals was often contradictory to

their responses on the questionnaires.

don't think women should be said they are weak because it's
not true for some women are, others aren't.
female
I

I
think the women and men should do everything together.
don't think one is better than the other.
female
I

when we go over
Some of the poems I have read are confusing but
over it seems
them in class and when we recite them over and
understand.
easier and easier to
to get
^
female
do all these things
It's not right if the man can go out and
to come home to
them
and the women sit at home and wait for
dinner.
female
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[on
Ella.
She was very sneaky and slithery.
]
Sort of
hides everything she is from the world.
Nervous of the world
isolated, secluded.
.

.

.

female

Many students had difficulty identifying with "Kitchen Poem."
The Feminist Press found in its field-testing experience that high
school students

".

.

.

had little or no compassion for their mothers
pc

and disliked poems about mothers."

However, this poem was often

referred to in subsequent meetings indicating that the students

gradually came to

a

fuller understanding of its contents.

If a man does not want to be the only one bringing in the family income he could suggest to his wife that he would like to
help with the kids house, etc. and would help her find a job.
female

The reason I like this poem ["Her Predicament"] is because its
more of what I understand instead of a poem that uses big words.
female
didn't like predicament
I
The poems we read in class are o.k.
understood all the other
I
because I didn't understand it.
ones.
female
.

.

.

If we look at each other as "men" and "women" we can become
very confused, but if we all look at each other as human
maybe we wouldn't look at it as roles.
beings
.

.

.

f ema 1

HAIKU
both men and women
should treat each other equally
because we all are

female
The
To me, a woman should do exactly what she wants to do.
yourfor
only way you can find happiness is to make it good
self.

female
should
don't really know what I thii k there (women's) role
in life
role
own
there
make
to
women
be I think its up to the
role
mans
a
think
I
be.
were ever they think it should
don't think
should be whatever he wants it to be because I
I
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there is any restriction to what

a

man should be

male
I
really don't get into talking about girls all the time.
It's
not bad though.
A woman could have alot more time for herself if
she didn t have kids, she wouldn't have to clean up as much around
the house.

male
I
think this poem ["Her Predicament"] is really confusing at
first but after a whill you start to see that it kinda makes
sense.
It also starts you to talk about other subjects such
as girl asking guys out things lik that.
male

Womens roles should be that they could do what they want to do.
Mens roles should be the same as womens.
male

Junior

Students' responses indicate an unwillingness to confront the

.

oppressive nature of many women's lives.

Most students simply want to

let everyone go their own way without interference from anyone else.

These students had been studying poetry from the perspective of craft
only and some of them were disturbed about the concentration on conThey seemed to think that the only purpose of reading poetry

tent.

was to analyze its structure and some of them found that the content

emphasis stirred up emotions they were reluctant to confront.

...

if a woman doesn't have children she could just live off
If she wants a job society would prefer only a
her husband.
The job would be a woman's job though (secretary,
part time one.
Society would frown on a professional
nurse, teacher, etc.).

career but not so much as before. Only conservatives would
Others would just mumble discontentedly.
frown now.
female
The above statement expresses

standing women's roles.

a

certain confusion in under-

This same student repeatedly wrote that the

or like caged an
poems were depressing because the women were pitiful
i

ma 1

s

the women but
She frequently states that she identifies with
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thinks po6try discussions should rovolvG only around rhymG,

stylG and that discussion of contGnt doGS not bGlong in

rriGtGr,

and

poGtry class.

a

SGVGral students expressed feelings similar to the following:
I
am a strong supporter of equality for women but I feel that
pushing it on people sometimes stirs up negative affects (responses).
To me poetry should be poetry.
female

This statement indicates
to the poems.
is

a

need to discuss

a

content approach

Such an approach was briefly explained on Day 1, but it

necessary to mention the value of the approach and to make the point

that poetry is written in the context of

a

poet's life.

don't like the division of the sexes.
I
I
think it is a great
contributor to a lot of the sexism in the world.
If people
would just relate to each other as people they might stop putting so much emphasis on one's sex.
female
it brings
think I'll always remember this poem ("--Ess").
I
out the fact that names of jobs really create an image of the
This fact really disturbs me.
sex of the person who is working.
female
.

.

just wish everybody would stop cheating everybody in matters
I
think that every human is mentally
I
concerning discrimination.
capable of achieving to a certain point.
male
A woman in our society is relatively free to pursue an education
defy a woman to state
I
or start work anywhere in the country.
Their are still
discrimination.
an example of educational
women.
against
fields that probably discriminate

male

am personally in favor of the present professional balance befeel women are better at raising young
I
tween men and women.
think
I
children, and men are better at earning a living. ...
whatever
almost
both men and women have equal opportunity to do
Anything they want is theirs for the taking, all
they like.
they have to do is work for it.
male
I

A week later this student wrote:

no
In my opinion, men will always abuse women, in
taking advantage
of women that don't have a man to watch out for them.
So, women don't really have any alternatives.

Some unsolicited comments written in the journals from both
classes:
I
really like what we do in class,
subject.

I

feel

strongly about the
female

I
just wanted to mention that I liked the poem called "The Secretary Chant" because I think if I were a secretary Id feel the
same way.

female
I
think what you are doing is pretty interesting I'm glad you
came to our class.
female

On a whole I like what we did.
It was fun and interesting,
which is good because most of the other classes are boring.
Also I feel I've learned some about being a woman.
It was

good.

female

These selections reflect strong feelings on the part of the
students about the roles of women and men.

On the whole, the students

have a definite sense of equality for both sexes and express a desire
for everyone to be treated as a person without regard to gender.

Their comments reflect

a

confusion which has five aspects:

(1)

wonder-

ing why there is discrimination between the sexes; (2) feeling the need
to accept what they have been taught about sex roles;

(3)

having their

own sense of justice for equality; (4) a growing awareness of changing

gender roles; and (5) thinking about how these new roles should be
sorted out.

Thus, the journal entries reveal the effects of the cur-

riculum in stimulating students to think about the issue.

The journal

comfortable
entries also indicate that students gradually became more
their ability to
with reading poems and increased their confidence in

Ill

comprehend poetry.

Participant/Observer Comments

These comments made by the investigator are of two kinds:

ob-

servations of students, teachers, and the classroom situations; and
daily evaluations of the class process.
From the first day, the two classes differed in their ability
to cope with the material and the pace.

The sophomore non-college

bound class needed much more time for comprehension, more definitions,
and more extensive explanations.
to moderate rate.

In general,

this class read at

a

slow

These students also felt tension over reading po-

etry; some of them were convinced that they could not possibly under-

stand it.

Time also became

a

factor as the regular teacher often took

five to ten minutes at the beginning of the meeting for announcements.
As a result, some of the learning opportunities had to be eliminated
to insure covering the range of the field curriculum.

The class was

mixed in its ability and willingness to complete homework assignments.
However, the teacher said that they did as well in completing assign-

ments for the experience as in regular assignments; several students
did better in that they turned in homework for the experience while

they had not turned in regular homework.
its expression of personal

This class was much freer in

feelings than the junior class.

In general,

they related to the poems more personally.
briefer explanThe junior college bound class needed fewer and
able to handle all asations, felt comfortable with the pace, and was

signments.

with poetry.
They read quickly and were comfortable

As a
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result, the curriculum experience for this
group was completed.

This

class was more guarded in expressing feelings
and related to the poems
both intellectually and personally in

a

low key manner.

These students

had greater ability to perceive the logical
sequence in poems.

Also,

the small number (8) of students allowed for a
faster pace.

The two classes were similar in their highly active
participation, lively--and often heated--discussions of the issues
raised by the

poems, and in their generally positive response to the nature of the

experience and the learning opportunities.
On the first day both classes were told that they were selected
to be the first students to experience part of a new curriculum and

that their responses to it would influence revisions of the curriculum

before other students used it.

Pre-existing factors in the classes influenced students prior
to and during the experience.

In the sophomore class,

Charlene and Jim, had recently ended

a

two students,

three-year relationship.

Jim

was interested in another female and rejected Charlene who was deeply
hurt.

She used the experience as a means of expressing her pain

through pointed barbs and arched looks at Jim while making comments on
the poems or the role of women.

Although Jim, as well as several of

the other males, began the experience with a fairly open mind,

Charlene's implicit attacks caused resentment and he slumped lower in
his seat every day.

He and other males became increasingly hostile.

The facilitator attempted to redirect, smooth, or expand on Charlene's

comments but with little success.

By the end of the experience, Jim

and some of the other males were extremely hostile.

It should be
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noted, however, that Jim had compassion for Charlene's feelings
which
he never expressed in any way except for the Haiku written at the end

of the experience:
The girl has feelings.
She shows them when she has to.
Sometimes too much so.
In the junior class,

Carol was already noted as a feminist.

Apparently, she seized every opportunity to express her views, developed from personal experience, on enlarging the alternatives for women.
As an alto saxophonist who wanted to play in a jazz group, she was con-

stantly excluded only because she was

Recently, an all-male

woman.

a

group had reluctantly admitted her but made her feel uncomfortable by

frequent sexist comments.

She is, evidently,

a

good saxophonist and

Carol's often expressed feminist

the males do not like to admit this.

perspective had already increased the awareness of sexism for this
class.

Daily evaluations
Day

1

.

class process juniors

.

The learners thought there was

nothing else for the female to do but wait, that she had no choice;
however, most of the learners did not like the lack of options.

Dis-

cussion on females taking initiative in male-female relationships.
primarThey did not understand the idea of females viewing themselves

herself through
ily by male criteria for females (i.e., a woman viewing
should be or do).
male perspective or by male definitions of what women
Day

2

class process sophomores

after discussion.

.

Learners comprehended the poem

idea of waiting
Most of the females did not like the
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but felt that was all that could be done; some of the males thought
the

female should take the initiative while other males were adament in

preserving their power prerogrative.

Like the junior class, this class

thinks the older female would act instead of waiting.

This age group

of females seem to think that they will have more power with age.

Charlene made several barbed digs at Jim.

She clearly identifies with

the female in "Her Predicament."

Day

2

class process juniors

Learners do not understand the

.

concept of language shaping and reflecting attitudes.

The confusion

students feel at this point indicates they are absorbing new ideas

which contradict or disturb old ones.
Day 3 class process sophomores

Many of these students did not

.

know what adjectives are, nor did many of them know words which were

suggested by other students.

Time was taken to explain adjectives.

Thus, for slower students, the curriculum offers multiple opportunities
A female student asked why all

for a variety of learning experiences.
the poems read so far were by women.

then echoed the question.

Both female and male students

Their need for

a

sense of balance supports

the inclusion of male poets in the full curriculum.

These students are

capable of grasping concepts if close, careful guidance is given.
Day

3

class process juniors

.

Learners were quick to grasp the

idea of how use of adjectives reflects attitudes.

have

a

tudes.

They now seem to

reflects attibetter understanding of how language shapes and
asked why all
As in the sophomore class, a female student

the

poems were by women.
Day 4 class process sophomores

.

The regular teacher has been
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in and out of the room on each of the three previous
days, but today

she was absent from school.

A substitute teacher was in the room.

Students seemed to be more interested in challenging the facilitator's
control of the situation (completely ignoring the substitute who sat

passively) than engaging in the work.

acterizes this class reached

a

The restless energy which char-

peak today.

It was necessary for the

facilitator to assume an authoritarian posture and deliver verbal
reprimands.

As this style was quite different from the facilitator's

usual one, it was effective.

phere with
rectly.

a

Charlene enhanced the disruptive atmos-

highly emotional attack on Jim, although she did it indi-

Jim is becoming increasingly hostile to the project as

Charlene continues to use it as an opportunity to vent her pain publicly.

Jim gives her scornful, resentful looks, becomes more sullen, and

slumps lower in his seat.

Some of the other males are beginning to as-

sociate with his feelings and are participating less.
Day 4 class process junior

terday were shared.

.

Group poems (see below) from yes-

Duplicated copies were given to everyone.

Poems

indicate that learners are increasing their comprehension of sex role
stereotypes.

The males' concerns about discrimination against men pro-

vided an opportunity to expand the discussion and introduce the idea

more concretely than previously possible that the changing roles of
for
women are not limited to women but also suggest positive outcomes
men.

difference between male
It was necessary to clarify an important

options than females
and female roles which is that males have far more
than that of wife and
and that the ability to choose a life style other

mother is what many women seek.

\

While females indicated agreement with
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GROUP POEMS

BY

JUNIOR CLASS

1978

(poems are included exactly as written by the students)

A weak woman doesn't lift weights
He was sexy but irrational
She fit in with the flirtatious.
Wolves devour foxy chicks.
All women go about everything they do gently.
A cold man needs a hot woman.
His macho air filled the room.

her husband told her she was shallow.
So macho, hairs were coming through his shirt.
Her coy flirtations riddled his
She giggled and bubbled out the door.
They keep each other in balance.

She was always told to be dainty
He dominated her with his presence.
Men are clumsy when it comes to doing things they don't want to do.
A loud man needs a muzzle.

The potent male confronted
the fox, flirtatious, long of leg
Always trying to catch men's eyes.
Her sexy voice made him wild.

strength is needed to control.
shrill voice nagged at him constantly
cold heart, wallowing she bent.
cold hand, she cried
long-legged and graceful as a cat.

His
her
His
His

She flipped her hair daintily into place
Everybody put tags on her reading "sexy"
A clean shaven man uses Gillette
The dainty ladies go out and pick flowers all day.

Women are dainty, coy, and shy
Dainty and frail like a flower.
Her shallow mind was weak in thought
His loud heart hurt her gentle thoughts.
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this goal, the males were divided.

Day
cise.

what

5

class process sophomores

Learners enjoyed this exer-

.

They felt somewhat apprehensive at first about dari
nq to know
a

poet might do, but, with encouragement, launched into the game.

Lively discussion within each group; good-natured arguments.

When the

lists were compared by writing them on the chalkboard, everyone seemed
to feel

they had done as well as everyone else and there was

of increased confidence in relating to poetry.

a

sense

Learners were choosing

the language and, therefore, making conscious choices between sexist

and non-sexist words.

Comparing their choices with those of the poet's

helped them to understand a little more of how
Day 5 class process juniors

.

a

poet works.

The junior class is much more

comfortable working with poetry and, although they have some problems
with individual poems, they do accept poetry as part of their lives.
Also, they spent eight weeks working with poetry before beginning the

experience.

As the major emphasis during the eight weeks was on form,

learners have some facility with the language used in discussing form.

What is new to them in the experience is relating the form to the content and understanding how the two work together to convey the poet's

meaning.

The students seem to be following the traditional stages of

women moving from passive to active lives which the poems reflect.
Day 6 class process sophomores

.

Students were surprised by the

statistics and derived an explanation based on last six days
sion.

discus-

equalMost expressed an awareness of the lack of justice in the

males--who by this time
ity of job alternatives for women, but a few
are quite hosti le--thought it was just fine.

Group poems (see below)
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GROUP POEMS

BY

SOPHOMORE CLASS

FALL 1978

(poems are included exactly as written by the students)

Men are sometimes bossy and show offs.
Girls are cute and sophisticated.

Beautiful soft sly and small
perhaps a little tall
he wanders through streets, tough and rugged,
her voice was loud and shrill
The way he is, is beautiful
Cleans the house all the time.
She stays in the house and looks
always in the kitchen to cook
cute and cuddly shy and small
he's dependable, but unpredictable
he was sophisticated and handsome
agressive and strong

her voice was shrill but weak
liberation is life the way it should be
hammers all day and stays all night
weak and meek and always neat
his weak but masculine body.

Sophistication is participation in society
Rough and strong with a beer
giggly and happy full of life.
he's beautiful but strange,
she was dependant in a cute way.
He was loud and boisterous.
A giggly girl is not always loud sometimes she laughs
Some women can be very giggly
liberation was her stronghold on the edge of night
A hairy man is said not to be nervous
Men and women can be very dependent
ladylike she bowed down to the masculine man
the man was very handsome and the lady was very beautiful

Some men are strong.

writer said the shrill boisterous masculine man
he was tough and rugged
A weak lady is only weak in strength not spirit.
The shrill ladylike scream
She was giggly but still ladylike.
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Strong mon hdVG dlwdys beGn so with beautiful women
Some men are handsome.
Girls are nicest on the sandy beach and in the tight
bikinis.
They flex their muscles and strenthen their "bods"
Men sometimes are aggressive and tough
Girls are very coy and beautiful.
Girls are supposed to be ladylike
Not all men are handsome
Blond hair and blue eyes will do the trick every time
Guys try to be so masculine and strong,
women are sometimes giggly and very fickle
When you hit a girl she gives off a shriek.
Men think women are small weak people that giggle a lot.
men are masculine while women are soft and tender
He's loud, but weak,
he was strong and masculine
he is cute and dependable
Muscles like iron and drinks beer
Quiet, cute and giggly shrill
But his bright giggly smile makes me love him!
Not all men are as masculine as they are loud
Women shouldn't try to impress men with beautiful looks or meek
actions.

Men and women are equally dependant of each other.
They both should care for each other, loving, caring, and strong
in their actions.
Men are supposedly rugged and brave, bold and coy.
Women are very ladylike while men are bold and outgoing.

Women are sweet as candy
men are tough as rubber
both are very beautiful
Never underestimate the power of a woman
Because they all are not weak.
Men don't have to try to impress women with their masculine
For we are all equal.
bodies.
Men try to act masculine.
The female is the sexier sex.
At the end of the day the guy comes home and sits and watches
his wife run around.
Women act dumb just to have guys notice them.
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were shared; everyone received

a

copy.

The poems reflect

transition in awareness and feelings of ambivalence.
level

a

state of

The awareness

is higher than at the beginning of the experience;
many of the

lines in these poems articulate the stereotypes which these students
are intrigued with and are just beginning to understand other ways of

viewing the sexes.
Day 6 class process juniors

These students had more diffi-

.

culty than the sophomore class in understanding class prejudice.

except one have mothers who work, but none work in menial jobs.
the families have a cleaning woman come in once a week.

All

Two of

In both cases,

these women are white.
Day

7

class process sophomores

.

Students had some difficulty

with "16." but, by being led slowly through each question, were able to

comprehend and, once understood, reacted with some shock.

The concept

of mutual support through identifying strongly with other women seemed
to please the females and threaten the males.

More time needs to be

spent on alleviating males' fears and developing their trust that role

changes can benefit them also.
Day

7

class process juniors

.

Both females and males were in-

trigued by the idea of women supporting each other and both favored the
idea as beneficial to society.

The students' complaints about the

quality of poetry by people other than white males stopped while they
absorbed the possibility of there being different standards for poetry
other than the rigid ones set by white males.
to put a crack in the students'
a

technical perspective.

This information seemed

hold on dealing with poetry only from
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D_aj^

8 cl ass process sophomores

.

Approximately three-fourths of

the students gave reports on books which clearly
illustrated that they

understood stereotyped roles for women and men.

This project was pre-

pared individually outside of class with excellent results.

Students

made many comments pertaining to the sexist attitudes in the books
and
how they would change the story to make it non-sexist.

dents reported on only non-sexist books, which offered

Several stua

contrast to

the sexist ones, and were able to explain clearly in what ways the

books were non-sexist.
Day 8 class process juniors

illustrations and comments indicate

All

.

a

students reported.

Their

clear understanding of sex role

stereotyping and the possibilities for change.
Findings from the participant/observer comments suggest that
the lack of male poets in the field curriculum might have led students
to think the curriculum was biased and, therefore, prejudiced their own

responses to the materials.

Findings further suggest the need for

carefully structuring learning opportunities which will clearly indicate to students the potential benefits to males of women's changing
roles.

Overall, the curriculum materials presented an opportunity for

students to explore and question
roles.

a

number of issues concerning gender

Although there seemed to be some movement toward changing atti-

tudes from more to less sexist, the short time period for the experi-

ence basically left the students in the initial stages of awareness

which is

a

state of confusion about the issues.

Students who were ap-

their ability
prehensive about working with poetry gained confidence in
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to read and comprehend it while those who were comfortable with study-

ing poetry in the traditional academic style learned a different way of

approaching it.

The curriculum does lend itself to integration with

other subjects and skills such as grammar, history, writing and verbal
skills, small group process, critical reading skills, and language

awareness; the degree of integration depends on the level and needs of
each class.
The effect of the curriculum reflects

a

trend toward having an

impact on changing students' attitudes from more to less sexist regarding the changing roles of women as reflected in the three kinds of data
(1)

the pre and post questionnaires; (2) comments in students' journals

and (3) participant/observer comments.

The final chapter presents

a

summary of the study, draws conclusions from the field experience, and
suggests implications for further research.

CHAPTER

V

SUMMARY, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The purposes of this concluding chapter are threefold:

to pro-

vide a summary of the study; to discuss implications related to the re-

search objectives as well as implications related to the two week field

experience; and, finally, to suggest recommendations for further research and for classroom practice.

Summary of the Study

The purpose of this study was to develop curriculum materials
to teach specific objectives about the changing roles of women through

the use of twentieth century United States poetry.

designed to be used with secondary school students.

The materials were

Specifically, the

research objectives that guided the study are:
1.

To determine objectives for teaching selected secondary stu-

dents to understand the changing roles of women through the use
of twentieth century United States poetry.
2.

To develop curriculum materials for accomplishing the identi-

fied objectives.
3.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the materials for helping stu-

dents to understand the changing roles of women.
4.

be imTo recommend ways that the designated curriculum can

and sex
proved and to suggest further research on adolescents
123
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role stereotyping.
It is

number

important to note that to aid in implementing objective

the following hypotheses were established:

3,

Hypothesis 1: There will be no differences between combined experience and control groups in attitudes toward female roles.

Hypothesis 2: There will be no change in the combined experience
groups in attitudes toward female roles between immediate and delayed post questioning on attitudes.
In

order to establish that the pre questionnaire of one experi-

ence group had no effect on post experience attitudes and to establish
the equivalence of experience and control groups at the outset of the

study, the following hypotheses were also examined.

Hypothesis 3: There will be no difference between experience
groups in attitudes toward female roles on the immediate post
questionnaire due to pre questioning about attitudes in one experience group.
Hypothesis 4: There will be no difference between experience
groups on the delayed post questionnaire in attitudes toward female roles due to pre questioning about attitudes in one experience group.
There will be no difference between combined exHypothesis 5:
perience and control groups in attitudes toward female roles on
the pre questionnaire.

Differences in attitudes toward female roles between male and
female students were also explored.

In

addition to the above hypoth-

eses, observational data were also analyzed to detect patterns of

change in the students.
was
A review of the literature on the changing roles of women

conducted.
this review.

Objectives to be used in the curriculum were derived from
Since the study involves helping students to understand

consciousness-raising is
the changing roles of women, an element of
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inherent in designing the progression of the objectives.

The investi-

gator thus chose to begin the curriculum with the traditional views of

women's roles and gradually expand those views to include alternative
perceptions.

The objectives were reviewed by

curriculum specialist,

a

a

panel consisting of a

teacher of secondary English, and

a

feminist

poet.
As a means of gaining some idea of the appropriateness of the

curriculum for adolescents and of its effectiveness in increasing students' awareness of changing gender roles, a two week field curriculum

was designed and implemented.

For purposes of evaluating the two week

field experience, ten objectives relating to the changing roles of women were selected from the total curriculum.

A questionnaire of thirty

items (three items for each objective) was then developed and used for
the pre, immediate post, and delayed post responses.

ceived the experience.

Two groups re-

Group One received the pre, immediate post, and

delayed post questionnaires; Group Two received only the two post questionnaires.

The control group. Group Three, received the questionnaire

only one time.
In

the case of all five hypotheses, the findings reveal no sta-

tistically significant differences in students' attitudes as
of the two week field experience.

a

result

These findings are to be expected

task of changing
as this curriculum experience involves the difficult

attitudes of adolescents.

Attitude changes usually require students to

of time.
be exposed to a curriculum over a long period

However, the findings do indicate

a

significant statistical

between female and male
difference in attitudes toward female roles
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students (.001).

This result is important in that it indicates the

possibility of the curriculum producing

a

growing awareness among young

females that there are alternatives available to them in making
life
choices.

In addition,

analyses of the scores by objective and by item,

comments from students' journals, and participant/observer comments indicate

clear trend toward the effectiveness of the curriculum.

a

Implications from the Field Experience

Implications suggested by teaching the two week field experience are:
For

a

two week limit, teaching a section of the curriculum,

rather than making selections which include the whole spectrum of the

curriculum, would allow

a

more intensive exploration into

pect of women's changing roles.

a

smaller as-

The attempt to include the entire

spectrum in two weeks meant that too much material was covered at too
fast a pace.

Male poets should be included even in

a

short field experience.

The lack of male poets in the field experience curriculum provoked

some hostility from some male students.
so concerned with the omission.

A few female students were al-

Poems by male poets expressing some

form of emotion would be particularly useful as
a

a

means of introducing

discussion on the oppression males experience from the stereotype

that to cry is not masculine.
prepare
The development of an in-service program is needed to

teachers to implement this curriculum.

It will

be necessary for most

process about
teachers to experience the same consciousness-raising
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changing gender roles that they will be teaching
to students.
The development of

a

teaching guide is needed to provide teach-

ers with pertinent information regarding the poems,
the poets, and the
visual materials.

Because the field teaching was designed to meet the ten objectives covered by the questionnaire, emerging curriculum had to be
curtailed.

In a two week period, establishing fewer objectives for eval-

uation would allow more time for emerging curriculum.
A different instrument with equivalent questions to measure the

objectives could be designed for each response time.

The students in

Groups One and Two expressed resentment at responding to the same

questionnaire more than once.
Implications suggested by the data related to the hypotheses
are:

The results from the small sample which experienced the curric-

ulum do not guarantee generalization to other populations.

This situa-

tion implies the need for a much larger sample to experience the cur-

riculum to ascertain its effectiveness.
The lack of significant results in testing the hypotheses suggests three major implications:

(1)

the need for a longer field exper-

ience which would allow time for attitude changes to occur; (2) the
need for an evaluating instrument which would more accurately reflect

attitude changes; and (3) the need to revise the existing curriculum.
A significant difference was found between female and male at-

titudes toward women's roles with females being less sexist.

This

finding suggests that females may be more aware of and more accepting
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of alternative life choices than are males.

However, it also suggests

that males may have felt hostile toward the
experience because of the
lack of male poets.

The findings by objective and by right answer suggest

a

need

for eliminating, revising, or strengthening the learning
opportunities
for objectives 1, 4, 9, and 10.

objective

9

and the students'

The discrepancy between the scores for

in-class accomplishment of this objec-

tive, however, suggest that the instrument questions pertaining to this

objective are at fault and not the learning opportunities.
The findings by item give a more precise idea of which learning

opportunities need some revision.

Recommendations for Further Research

Recommendations for further research which will extend the value of this study as well as research for new studies about changing

roles for women follow.
The review of the literature as described in Chapter
a

II

reveals

need for information in certain areas related to the present study.

It is recommended that more research be done in the following four

areas to assist in gathering more complete information in ways to aid

students in coming to terms with the changing roles of women:

more re-

search on the attitudes of and perceptions of secondary female students

regarding their needs; more research on the attitudes of and perceptions of secondary male students regarding their needs; more research

changing genon teachers' attitudes toward female students and toward
male students
der roles; more research on teachers' attitudes toward
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and toward changing gender roles.

In the

review of literature, it was

found that much research has been conducted on the attitudes of counselors regarding female and male secondary students' needs but virtu-

ally none on teachers' attitudes.

Since teachers work more closely

with students than counselors do, teachers' attitudes toward changing
sex roles would have the greatest influence on students.
It is also recommended that different approaches to the devel-

opment of the curriculum be devised.

Three suggestions are offered:

curriculum materials which accomplish the same objectives but employ

a

different instructional approach could be developed and compared to the

curriculum materials in this study for effectiveness in obtaining results; curriculum materials which accomplish the same objectives but

employ

a

different art medium could be developed and compared to the

curriculum materials in this study for effectiveness in obtaining results; curriculum materials which accomplish the same objectives but

employ

a

different subject matter could be developed and compared to

the curriculum materials in this study for effectiveness in obtaining
resul ts

Two possible long range studies are suggested by this study.
reOne is a long range study on attitude changes of secondary students

garding the changing roles of women beyond the secondary school years.
students
Another study could be conducted on the degree of confidence

from content
have in reading and comprehending poetry when approached

rather than from the traditional approach of form.
threat that
Because it is important to consider the apparent

many male

roles, it is
students feel with regard to changing sex
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recommended that

a

series of learning opportunities be devised and

evaluated which address these feelings.

Also, more poetry written by

men which expresses oppression that men feel could be
included.

Since the context of this curriculum is intended to stimulate

students to view their own future lives in a different perspective, and
since the experience of working with poetry in the ways developed in
the curriculum might affect students' self-images, affective objectives

could be devised and added.

These objectives could aid in enriching the

curriculum by helping to focus more closely the feelings and new ideas
students might develop as

a

result of experiencing the materials.

A more appropriate evaluation instrument needs to be developed
for this study.

It is suggested that in a short period of time (two

weeks) an instrument more revealing of how students are feeling would
be more valuable for testing the effectiveness of this curriculum.

A

brief (6 to 8 item) questionnaire which allows students to write one
to three sentences in response might be more appropriate for this short

field experience.

Recommendations for Practice in the Classroom

Recommendations for practice in the classroom which emerged
from the field experience follow.
One of the strong points of the curriculum is its flexibility.

Teachers will be able to select sections of the curriculum which are

appropriate for their needs either with respect to subject matter or
time restraints.

Any given lesson can take as much or as little time

as students need to complete it.
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The variety of learning opportunities lends flexibility
and

makes the curriculum adaptable to various class situations and
student
learning abilities.

Teachers can easily substitute learning opportuni-

ties according to student responses and ideas.
The curriculum is appropriate for both college bound and non-

college bound students.
need

a

slower pace.

The non-college bound students will perhaps

These students tend to respond more from personal

experience, and they often indicate familiarity with many of the issues.

Discussions of sex role stereotyping in female-male classes ap-

parently promotes feelings of guilt and/or threat in male students
which can then develop into hostility.

Time should be allowed to draw

out these feelings and discuss the possible causes of them.

It needs

to be made clear to the males that they are part of these role changes,

not excluded from them, and that they, too, will benefit from the
One means of implementing this process would be to separate

changes.

females and males for small group discussions.
Students in

a

college bound class need guidance in using their

analytical skills to make connections, through the poems, with the historical position of women--how their role has developed and why.

The teacher should read each poem aloud before the students
read them.

The example set by the teacher in illustrating pauses,

to read
line breaks, and words to emphasize will enable the students

with more confidence.
Students often come to poetry with

a

certain amount of tension

are not capable
which seems to be based on their conviction that they
of understanding poetry.

This conviction is apparently related to the
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technical language of the craft of poetry.

The resulting tension can

be relaxed by concentrating on the content of the
poems.

soon realize that they can comprehend what

a

Students will

poem is conveying in terms

of feelings, attitudes, behaviors, and actions.

The craft of

a

poem

can be referred to occasionally when its effect on the content of the

poem can be clearly shown.

Using the poems in the curriculum is at the

discretion of the teacher.

For any poems which teachers consider the

subject matter inappropriate for their students, substitutes can easily
be found in anthologies.

The purpose of this study was to develop curriculum materials
to teach secondary students about the changing roles of women through

the use of poetry.

This curriculum can help prepare adolescents for

their adult lives by making them aware that alternatives to the traditional gender role models do exist.

Since women are in the forefront

of changing roles, it is important to learn first about their experi-

ences in the process and then to consider the subsequent effects on

men's roles.

A primary emphasis in this curriculum is to help students

discover that the choices in life roles are for everyone and that there
need

be no threat involved whether a person chooses a traditional or

an alternative role.

The medium of poetry was chosen for its concise

and intense conveyance of thoughts and feelings, for its flexibility

expressing
in length which allows students to imitate it by creatively
role
their own thoughts and feelings on the subject, and for the new

The changing roles of women in society will be

models it provides.

consider.
continuing issue that educators and others will need to

study presents, in

a

small way, a means for increasing people

s

a

This
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awareness and, thus, understanding of these changes.

Such awareness

makes it possible for people to comprehend more clearly the differences
and similarities between women and men and to increase their insight
for future life situations.
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appendix a
POEMS FOR THE FIELD CURRICULUM
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Her Predicament

when you're going with a guy
(pause to pick a hair off her sweater)
you feel good when other guys
you know
look at you
(Nonchalantly gnawing at a hangnail)
beautiful kind of
but when you break up
(dusting the dandruff off a shoulder)
they still look and
(patting a side of hair in place)
you wish they'd
you know
do something

Jan Francis
Aspect
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The Empty Woman

The empty woman took toys!
In her sisters' homes
Were little girls and boys.
The empty woman had hats
To show.
With feathers.
Wore combs
In polished waves.
Wooed cats

And pigeons.
Shopped.
Shopped hard for nephew-toys.
Made taffy.
Niece-toys.
Popped

Popcorn and hated her sisters.
Featherless and waveless but able to
Mend measles, nag noses, blast blisters
And all day waste wordful girls
And war-boys, and all day
Say "Oh God! "--and tire among curls
And plump legs and proud muscle
And blackened school-bags, babushkas, torn socks.
And bouffants that bustle, and rustle.

Gwendolyn Brooks
Selected Poems
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Heard by

Something said:
From those long

a Girl

You have nothing to
bones, and that

ear.

set well apart.
From the mouth, and the
There's nothing can come which will break your

From the

voice, the
venom breeds to defeat your kind.

And even, it said, those hands are
And large, well designed to

Their fingers (and 0 what more do you
mask.
The secret and the

.

mind,

within
)

Louise Bogan
The Blue Estuaries
Poems 1923-1968

:

Heard by

a

Girl

Something said:
You have nothing to fear
From those long fine bones, and that beautiful ear.
From the mouth, and the eyes set well apart.
There's nothing can come which will break your heart.
From the simple voice, the indulgent mind.
No venom breeds to defeat your kind.
And even, it said, those hands are thin
And large, well designed to clasp within

Their fingers (and 0 what more do you ask?)
The secret and the delicate mask.

Louise Bogan
The Blue Estuaries
Poems 1923-1968
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-ESS

I
look too much like
that suicidess
to be happy in the dark.

Waves of peanut butter
surge over me, pilotess,
gardeneress
danceress

canoess, fisheress,
a trademarkess, a cookess,
smokeress.

Robert Graves (I read
your essay ess )
forgi vess
me ess.

Ann Darr
the myth of a woman's fist
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Kitchen Poem

She let her life be bounded
By other people's needs-Made necessary lists
And always cooked on a low flame.
For them, she measured out
herself, three times a day:
A thousand eggs, a thousand opened cans,
A thousand puddings sprung
From cardboard boxes.
She often offered cakes
For thei r approval
And perfected white sauce, but
Avoided garlic and all foods with foreign names.
(Her plans for them
Did not reach very far.)

And, when they left
(And they all left, of course.
Lured perhaps by rich, suggestive smells

Caught half-unwillingly
From other people's kitchens;
Or else, perhaps, renouncing
All formulae and recipes
For peanut butter spooned
Haphazardly from a communal jar)
When all this happened and she was alone.
She couldn't even cry
Or scream--or burn the kitchen and the house
In one mad, final burst
Of self-assertion.
No, not enough was left
For anything except
Continuation-More eggshells and more boxes-But on a smaller scale.
Enid Dame
the second wave
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Women

Women have no wilderness in them,
They are provident instead.
Content in the tight hot cell of their hearts
To eat dusty bread.
They do not see cattle cropping red winter grass.
They do not hear
Snow water going down under culverts
Shallow and clear.
They wait, when they should turn to journeys.
They stiffen, when they should bend.
They use against themselves that benevolence
To which no man is friend.

They cannot think of so many crops to a field
Or of clean wood cleft by an axe.
Their love is an eager meaninglessness
Too tense, or too lax.
They hear in every whisper that speaks to them
A shout and a cry.
As like as not, when they take life over their door-sills
They should let it go by.

Louise Bogan
The Blue Estuaries
Poems 1923-1968
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The Young Housewife

At ten A.M. the young housewife
moves about in negligee behind
the wooden walls of her husband's house.
I
pass solitary in my car.

Then again she comes to the curb
to call the ice-man, fish-man, and stands
shy, uncorseted, tucking in
stray ends of hair, and I compare her
to a fallen leaf.
The noiseless wheels of my car
rush with a crackling sound over
dried leaves as I bow and pass smiling.

Williams
William
Selected Poems
i

.

When A Woman Gets Blue

No man knows
How empty a woman feels
When she gets blue.
When her man is gone
and troubles cal 1
No man knows.
When a woman's been trying.

When a woman's been trying
When a woman's been suffering.
No man knows.
When a woman is alone.
When a woman feels un-needed
No man knows.
When all the world seems cold
And a woman cries
No man knows.
When a woman's heart aches
And her lips are silent
No man knows.
No man knows
The lonely hurt
When a woman gets blue.

Norman Jordan
New Black Voices
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I

Sit and Sew

I
sit and sew--a useless task it seems.
My hands grown tired, my head weighed down with dreams-The panoply of war, the material tread of men.
Grim-faced, stern-eyes, gazing beyond the ken
Of lesser souls, whose eyes have not seen Death,
Nor learned to hold their lives but as a breath-But--I must sit and sew.

I
sit and sew--my heart aches with desire-That pageant terrible, that fiercely pouring fire
On wasted fields, and writhing grotesque things
Once men.
My soul in pity flings
Appealing cries, yearning only to go
There in that holocaust of hell, those fields of woe-But--I must sit and sew.

The little useless seam, the idle patch;
Why dream I here beneath my homely thatch.
When there they lie in sodden mud and rain.
Pitifully calling me, the quick ones and the slain!
It is no roseate dream
You need me, Christ!
pretty
futile seam.
That beckons me--this
It stifles me--God, must I sit and sew?

Alice Dunbar Nelson
The World Split Open
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XXXI

Oh, oh, you will
Give back my

be sorry for that word!
and take my kiss instead.
Was it my enemy or my friend I heard,
"What a big
!'
for such a little
Come, I will show you now my newest hat.
And you may watch me
my mouth and
Oh, I shall love you still, and all of that.
I
never again shall tell you what I
soft and
shall be sweet and
I
,
any more;
You will not catch me
I
shall be called a wife to pattern by;
And some day when you knock and push the door.
Some sane day, not too bright and not too stormy,
and you may whistle for me.
shall be
I
,
.

Edna St. Vincent Millay
Collected Poems
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XXXI

Oh, oh, you will

be sorry for that word!
Give back my book and take my kiss instead.
Was it my enemy or my friend I heard,
"What a big book for such a little head!"
Come, I will show you now my newest hat.
And you may watch me purse my mouth and prink!
Oh, I shall love you still, and all of that.
I
never again shall tell you what I think.
I
shall be sweet and crafty, soft and sly;
You will not catch me reading any more:
shall be called a wife to pattern by;
I
And some day when you knock and push the door.
Some sane day, not too bright and not too stormy,
shall be gone, and you may whistle for me.
I

Edna St. Vincent Millay
Collected Poems
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Don't Look for Me, I'm Gone

Pawns taken, the red
queen cornered in the Grand
Tier, wearing her jewels
like skin, glitters.
They are figuring how
to finish her off.
As if
the final move were theirs.
I've still got the paintings,
the daughters, a husband
and pots on the stove.
I'll lock the youngest
in a closet.
She'll feed
on darkness, stay small
and white and difficult
One less
to lose.
All
to listen to.
talking at once--do this!
While I'm stroking my own
neck, flowing with pearls.

They marvel I manage,
j
as if who they're seeing
Under the spangles
is there.
Everyone
I'm breathing.
talks to my encrusted ear.

Shirley Kaufman
The Floor Keeps Turning
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Ella, in a square apron, along Highway 80

She's a copperheaded waitress,
tired and sharp-worded, she hides
her bad brown tooth behind a wicked
smile, and flicks her ass
out of habit, to fend off the pass
that passes for affection.
She keeps her mind the way men
keep a knife--keen to strip the game
down to her size.
She has a thin spine,
swallows her eggs cold, and tells lies.
She slaps a wet rag at the truck drivers
if they should complain.
She understands
the necessity for pain, turns away
the smaller tips, out of pride, and
keeps a flask under the counter.
Once,
she shot a lover who misused her child.
Before she got out of jail, the courts had pounced
Like some isolated lake,
and given the child away.
her flat blue eyes take care of their own stark
Her hands are nervous, curled, ready
bottoms.
to scrape.
The common woman is as common
as a rattlesnake.

Judy Grahn
The Common Woman
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Bronzeville Woman in
(Section

a

Red Hat

I)

Hires Out to
Mrs. Miles

They had never had one in the house before.
The strangeness of it all.
Like unleashing
A lion, really.
Poised
To pounce.
A puma.
A panther.
A black
Bear.

There it stood in the door.
Under a red hat that was rash, but refreshing-In a tasteless way, of course--across the dull dare.
The semi-assault of that extraordinary blackness.
The slackness
Of that light pink mouth told little.
The eyes told of
heavy care.
But that was neither here nor there.
And nothing to a wage-paying mistress as should
Be getting her due whether life had been good
For her slave, or bad.
There it stood
They had never had
In the door.
One in the house before.
.

.

.

But the Irishwoman had left!
A message had come.
Something about a murder at home.
A daughter's husband--"berserk," that was the phrase:
The dear man and "gone berserk"
And short work-With a hammer--had been made
Of this daughter and her nights and days.
The Irishwoman (underpaid,
Mrs. Miles remembered with smiles).
Who was a perfect jewel, a red-faced trump,
A good old sort, a baker
Of rum cake, a maker
Of Mustard, would never return.
Mrs. Miles had begged the bewitched woman
To finish, at least, the biscuit blending,
To tarry till the curry was done.
To show some concern
tending
For the burning soup, to attend to the
"Inhuman,"
Of the tossed salad.
Mrs. Miles.
called
Patsy Houlihan had
"Inhuman." And "a fool."

And "a cool
One.
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The Alert Agency had leafed through its files-On short notice could offer
Only this dusky duffer
That now made its way to her kitchen and sat on her
kitchen stool.

Gwendolyn Brooks
The World of Gwendolyn Brooks
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The secretary chant

My hips are a desk.
From my ears hang
chains of paper clips.
Rubber bands form my hair.
My breasts are wells of mimeograph ink.
My feet bear casters.
Buzz.
Click.
My head
is a badly organized file.
My head is a switchboard
where crossed lines crackle.
My head is a wastebasket
of worn ideas.
Press my fingers
and in my eyes appear
credit and debit.
Zing.
Tinkle.
My naval is a reject button.
From my mouth issue canceled reams.
Swollen, heavy, rectangular
am about to be delivered
I
of a baby

xerox machine.
File me under W
because I wonce
was
a woman.

Marge Piercy
To Be of Use
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16.

"Such women are dangerous
to the order of things"

and yes, we will be dangerous
to ourselves

groping through spines of nightmare
dangling with a simpler herb)
( datura
because the line dividing
lucidity from darkness
is

yet to be marked out

Isolation, the dream
of the frontier woman

leveling her rifle along
the homestead fence
still snares our pride
--a suicidal leaf

laid under the burning-glass
in the sun's eye

Any woman's death diminishes me

Adrienne Rich
Poems Selected and New,
1950-1974
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Unti tied

i
am the fire of time.
the endless pillar
that has withstood death.
the support of an invincible nation.
i
am the stars that have guided
lost men.
i
am the mother of ten thousand
dying children,
i
am the fire of time,
i
am an indian woman!

Niki Paulzine
From the Belly of the Shark
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.

.

.

I

am a black woman
tall as a cypress
strong
beyond all definitions still
defying place
and time
and circumstance
assailed
impervious

indestructible
Look
on me and be
renewed.

Mari Evans
Am A Black Woman
I

because i am a reckless gypsy
tear
rolling down okinawan shrines
i
cry for
your sorrow
i
cry for every wound
because the memory lingers
affi xed
to your never ending pain

because
there is no choice-to raise
white flags of surrender
is only a temporary
vacation
from life
my tears lose meaning
as baptismal waters wash the shores
between two comrades

iii

even now, my passion overwhelms
my senses/
knowing no other way
the words have found their way-to be woman is
a constant
struggle
against
unsure footsteps

lacking confidence
lost my way along dark shadows
i
of my own fluctuating moods
being woman
your agile feet
sail paper moons, chase
charmed caterpillars along the nile,
finger holier-than-thou
revolutionaries,
and remain planted on
earth
all the while
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being woman
being companeras

being sisters
the strength of our
love
can overcome
even the meaninglessness
of words

Geraldine Kudaka
Time To Greeze
Incantations
From The Third World
!
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To My Black Sisters

Our sons are dying together
Not here where you and I were always divided,
but in some distant place against another colored people
Is

my son dying because I denied you?
never to reach manhood because

Is my son

Am

I

I

denied your

son his?
paying the price of not accepting you as one of
my own?

In my whiteness I looked away from your Black womanhood
When your children suffered and died, I said,
they are not mine they're Black
When you and yours were murdered, brutalized and
humiliated, I turned away
When your children exploded and said BLACK WAS
BEAUTIFUL did I not panic?

How many crimes and corpses must I view to rid myself
of a whiteness not human.
Before I dare reach out and touch your hand.

Betty Thomas Mayhen
Up from under
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The Stranger

Looking as I've looked before, straight down the heart
of the street to the river
walking the rivers of the avenue
feeling the shudder of the caves beneath the asphalt
watching the lights turn on in the towers
walking as I've walked before
like a man, like a woman, in the city
my visionary anger cleansing my sight
and the detailed perceptions of mercy
flowering from that anger
if I come into a room out of the sharp misty light
and hear them talking a dead language
if they ask me my identity
what can I say but
I
am the androgyne
am the living mind you fail to describe
I
in your dead language
the lost noun, the verb surviving
only in the infinitive
the letters of my name are written under the lids
of the newborn child

Adrienne Rich
Diving into the Wreck

Diving into the Wreck

This is the place.
And I am here, the mermaid whose dark hair
streams black, the merman in his armored body
We circle silently
about the wreck
we dive into the hold.
I
am she:
am he
I

Adrienne Rich
Diving into the Wreck
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Day

1

(both classes

Assignment for tomorrow (Tuesday)

)

:

Look up the following words in an unabridged dictionary:
man

male

masculine
woman
female

feminine
feminist

Make a list of the definitions and synonyms for each word.
Bring the list in tomorrow.

Daily assignment for the two-week unit

:

Keep a journal of daily entries on your reactions to the poems
we discuss.
Also answer any questions you are given as well as writTo be turned in
ing anything else that comes to mind about the poems.
weeks.
the
end
of
the
two
at

The following are questions for today: What do you like about
this poem? What do you dislike about it? What feelings do you get
from reading the poem?

Thank you for your participation today.
seeing you tomorrow.

I

look forward to

Gayle Lauradunn
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Day

Journal assignment

3

(both classes)

:

How do the poems we've read so far make you feel about the role
of women in society? What would you like for women's roles to be?
What would you like for men's roles to be?

Assignment for

:

Bring in ads from magazines, newspapers, TV, or radio which
show or talk about women in sexist ways.
If from magazines or newspapers, paste them on a piece of paper and write a few sentences on
If from TV or radio, write a
the paper saying why the ad is sexist.
description of the ad and also write a few sentences saying why the ad
is sexist.
If you find non-sexist ads, follow the same procedure.
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Day

Journal assignment

4

(both classes)

:

1.

Discuss any aspect that you like or dislike about the poems
we've read so far.

2.

What alternatives (choices) does a woman have in our society
if she does not want to have children?

3.

What alternatives (choices) does a man have if he does not
want to be the only person bringing in money for the family?

State what you think is the reality and, also, use your imagination
to answer these questions.

Assignment due one week from today

:

Go to the library and find three children's books which you
think are sexist or non-sexist either in the language used about females and males or in the illustrations (or in both).
(It will probably be easier if you go to the children's section of the public liThe librarian can help you.) Write a report describing each
brary.
Bring at
book and tell in what ways they are sexist or non-sexist.
class.
books
least one of the
to

(There will be other assignments, so do not wait until the last minute
to do this one.
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Day 6

Sophomore class

:

Journal assignment
Ella and the Bronzeville woman both work
outside the home.
Do they like their jobs? Why are they working at
these particular jobs? Do they need to work or do they just want to
earn a little extra money for themselves? What alternatives (choices)
do they have in the kinds of jobs they do?
:

Reminder
due Friday, November 3--journals and written reports on three books (sexist or non-sexist).
Write at least one paragraph on each book explaining why you think it is sexist or non-sexist.
:

Junior class

:

Journal assignment
Ella and the Bronzeville woman both work
outside the home.
Do they like their jobs? Why are they working at
these particular jobs? Do they need to work or do they just want to
earn a little extra money for themselves? What alternatives (choices)
do they have in the kinds of jobs they do?
:

due Thursday, November 2--journals and written reReminder
ports on three books (sexist or non-sexist). Write at least one paragraph on each book explaining why you think it is sexist or non-sexist.
:
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Day

7

(both classes)

Haiku

your love was a port
of call where many ships docked
until morning came.

Sonia Sanchez
love poems

Haiku is an Oriental form of poetry consisting of three lines.
The first line has 5 syllables, the second has 7 syllables, and the
Write a haiku about the roles of women,
third line has 5 syllables.
Your haiku may be based on any thoughts or
traditional or changing.
feelings you have which were stimulated by our class discussions or
the poems we've read.
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Instructions to the Student s

We are interested in knowing your views about men and women.

Please respond to the statements on the following pages by circling
the word that comes closest to describing your feelings.
test.

a

These are not true/false statements.

in knowing what you think.

This is not

We are simply interested

There are no right or wrong answers.

Thank

you for helping us.

Following is

a

sample statement:

PLEASE CIRCLE THE WORD THAT COMES CLOSEST TO DESCRIBING YOUR FEELINGS.
1.

All women should wear make-up.

STRONGLY AGREE

agree

STRONGLY DISAGREE

disagree

If you think that all women ought to wear make-up, circle

either STRONGLY AGREE or agree.

If you think that women should not

wear make-up, circle either STRONGLY DISAGREE or disagree.
Now you are ready to mark each of the 30 statements which begin on the next page.

Again, thank you for your help.

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE
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Circle one:

1.

Female

Women who work as maids get good pay from their women bosses.
STRONGLY AGREE

2.

STRONGLY DISAGREE

disagree

agree

STRONGLY DISAGREE

disagree

agree

STRONGLY DISAGREE

disagree

agree

STRONGLY DISAGREE

disagree

Men and women both have needs to cry.

STRONGLY AGREE

7.

happy life.

Women don't mind that they have no time to themselves.

STRONGLY AGREE

6.

agree

a

disagree

An advertisement for fishing gear should show a man using the gear.

STRONGLY AGREE

5.

STRONGLY DISAGREE

There is nothing wrong with saying that women are always more
emotional than men.

STRONGLY AGREE

4.

agree

Women have to depend on men if they want to live
STRONGLY AGREE

3.

Male

agree

STRONGLY DISAGREE

disagree

Wealthy women are often good friends with women who work in factories.

STRONGLY AGREE

8.

STRONGLY DISAGREE

disagree

Women are happy about doing all of the housework.
STRONGLY AGREE

9.

agree

agree

STRONGLY DISAGREE

disagree

have less money than
Rich women are always considerate of women who
they do.

STRONGLY AGREE

agree

STRONGLY DISAGREE

(Please turn the page)

disagree
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10.

Women compete against each other for boyfriends.

STRONGLY AGREE

11.

agree

agree

agree

agree

agree

agree

18.

STRONGLY DISAGREE

a

woman

a

disagree

"girl."

STRONGLY DISAGREE

disagree

STRONGLY DISAGREE

disagree

The women pictured in books should always be pretty.

agree

STRONGLY AGREE

17.

disagree

There is nothing wrong with advertisements that use beautiful women to sell a product.
STRONGLY AGREE

16.

STRONGLY DISAGREE

There is nothing wrong with calling
STRONGLY AGREE

15.

disagree

Women can have intelligent conversations with other women.
STRONGLY AGREE

14.

STRONGLY DISAGREE

It is possible for both men and women to be physically strong.

STRONGLY AGREE

13.

disagree

Men and women both enjoy taking care of children.

STRONGLY AGREE

12.

STRONGLY DISAGREE

STRONGLY DISAGREE

disagree

Women are happier doing housework than they are working on
outside the home.
STRONGLY AGREE

agree

Women who marry have
get married.

a

STRONGLY AGREE

agree

STRONGLY DISAGREE

a job

disagree

more satisfying life than women who don

STRONGLY DISAGREE

(Please turn the page)

t

disagree
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19.

Women would always rather spend time with men than with
other
women

STRONGLY AGREE

20.

STRONGLY DISAGREE

disagree

agree

STRONGLY DISAGREE

disagree

agree

STRONGLY DISAGREE

disagree

agree

STRONGLY DISAGREE

disagree

agree

STRONGLY DISAGREE

disagree

true that most wives work only to earn a little extra money
for themselves.
It

is

STRONGLY AGREE

27.

agree

Men make as good nurses as women do.

STRONGLY AGREE

26.

disagree

Men are supposed to be the boss of the family.

STRONGLY AGREE

25.

STRONGLY DISAGREE

It is unfair for advertisements for diapers to show only women
changing a baby's diaper.

STRONGLY AGREE

24.

agree

Most women workers have important jobs.

STRONGLY AGREE

23.

disagree

It is accurate to describe men as always being more adventurous
than women.

STRONGLY AGREE

22.

STRONGLY DISAGREE

The major reason women want to look nice is to please men.

STRONGLY AGREE

21.

agree

agree

STRONGLY DISAGREE

disagree

To lead a happy life, women need to have children.

STRONGLY AGREE

agree

STRONGLY DISAGREE

(Please turn the page)

disagree
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28.

There is nothing wrong with saying that women are always more
sentimental than men.
29.

30.

STRONGLY AGREE

agree

STRONGLY DISAGREE

disagree

Math books should include problems with women figuring out recipes
instead of figuring out how to build a table.

STRONGLY AGREE

agree

STRONGLY DISAGREE

disagree

Females and males who do the same work should receive the same
pay.

STRONGLY AGREE

agree

STRONGLY DISAGREE

THANK YOU!

disagree
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ThG contGmpordry womGn's movGinent is GffGctivG brodd chdnges
in the life styles of women and,

subsequently, of men.

Today's adol-

escents are in transition between the traditionally accepted and the

newly expanding roles of women.

This curriculum is intended to help

students understand these changing roles and how these changes may

effect their lives.
The curriculum is presented in the following manner:

(1) a

list of all the objectives identified by lesson; (2) the lesson plans;

and (3) two bibliographies.

The curriculum consists of 34 lesson

plans, each of which can take as much or as little time as the teacher

wishes, depending on the needs of the students.

Each lesson contains

objectives and learning opportunities which allow students to meet the
objectives.

Ideas for evaluating each lesson are suggested; however,

since the teacher is closest to the students and is, therefore, the
best judge of what they are learning, details of evaluation are left
to the teacher's discretion.

bibliography and

a

Following the lesson plans are

a

poetry

resource bibliography, both of which will enable

the teacher to find additional materials in poetry, films, slides,

and other classroom needs.

Flexibility is
the curriculum.

a

key word in describing the functional use of

For those who do not want to use the entire curricu-

lum one, two, or several

lesson plans can be extracted and taught

Contemporary Problems,
along with other units in Literature, History,
English, Health Education, or Sex Education courses.

Another alterna-

the field curriculum which
tive is to teach the ten objectives used in

curriculum.
attempts to cover the spectrum of the total

The curriculum
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presented here is by no means complete.

It is

hoped that teachers and

others who read and use it will add their own ideas and share their

experiences with this material as

a

way of improving, refining, and

enriching it.
The suggested teaching method for this material

exploration and discovery on the part of students which

is that of
is

stimulated

by open ended questions from the teacher relating to issues raised in
the poems.

The teacher's primary role is that of guide and supporter,

while participating with the students, in the journey through consciousness-raising.

Initially, students will experience confusion

which is the beginning of this journey leading to self and social
awareness and, ultimately, reflection.
in small

Dialogue, both as

groups, is essential to this process.

a

class and

The learning opportun-

ities are designed to maximize emerging curriculum; the teacher needs
to be constantly alert to the possibilities which will arise for en-

riching the experience.
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Curriculum Objectives

Lesson

1

:

1.

to define personal

2.

to recognize the existence of sex role stereotyping

3.

to connect ideas to poetry

4.

to understand that form is a structure for content

Lesson

2

values regarding sex roles

:

1.

to become aware of language used to specify women and men

2.

to identify the woman's view of herself as being that of the
male perspective

3.

to understand the relationship between form and content in

poetry

Lesson

3

:

1.

to explore socially accepted views of women

2.

to experience the poetic process

3.

to understand the relationship between form and content in

poetry

Lesson 4

:

1.

to recognize sexism in advertising

2.

to explore the limited role of women in the home

3.

to learn some differences between free verse and structured

verse

Lesson

5

:

1.

to further explore language pertaining to women

2.

to experience poem-making

Lesson
1.

6

:

to explore traditional

views of women from

a

racial perspective
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2

to explore perspectives of Black women in
the United States

.

3.

to explore traditional

4.

to learn about haiku

5.

to learn about new Black poetic form

6.

to experience the poetic process

Lesson

7

views of women from the male perspec-

:

1.

to learn how to develop unit projects

2.

to learn how to work cooperatively on a long term basis

Lesson 8

:

1.

to recognize women's need to expand their horizons

2.

to understand that women's roles cross cultural

3.

to explore alternatives for secondary students

Lesson 9

lines

:

1.

to learn some reasons for the blues

2.

to explore implications of physical

3.

to recognize the difference between sexist and non-sexist toys

Lesson 10

violence toward women

:

views of women's roles

1.

to learn about different male poets'

2.

to understand that male views of women cross cultural

3.

to understand how the different forms of poems contribute to

their meanings

Lesson

1

:

1.

to understand yearnings of women

2.

to understand form related to content

3.

to understand that women's roles cross cultural

4.

to experience the poetic process

lines

lines
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1.

Lesson 12
1.

:

to expand consciousness about sexism

Lesson 13

:

to recognize some connections between the use of poetry and

understanding women's and men's roles
Lesson 14

:

1.

to recognize women's tensions between role limitations and new
expectations

2.

to understand the connection between form and content

Lesson 15

:

1.

to experience what women in a transitional

2.

to clarify feelings about the role playing experience

3.

to clarify feelings about the content of the role playing

Lesson 16

stage feel

:

1.

to compare the lives of different women as pioneers

2.

to broaden the definition of pioneer

3.

to compare different poetic forms on the same subject

Lesson 17
1.

2.

3.

:

to explore the lives of working women

to understand that working women's experiences are common to
all cultural groups
to become aware that women in different classes oppress each

other
Lesson 18
1.

:

in children
to recognize sexist language and illustrations

books

Lesson 19:
1.

women
to learn about alternatives for working

s
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to learn about the strength of women

2.

Lesson 20:
to expand consciousness about sexism

1

Lesson

21

1

to share ideas on poems about women's roles

2.

to learn about union women

3.

to become aware of class oppression

Lesson 22:
1.

to learn about the history of women in unions

2.

to learn about strength of women

Lesson 23:
1

to explore the lives of poor women

2.

to understand some connections between form and content in

poetry

Lesson 24:
1.

to recognize women as artists

2.

to experience the poetic process

Lesson 25:
to further explore the lives and works of women artists/writers

1.

Lesson 26:
1.

to expand consciousness about sexism

Lesson 27:
1.

liberated
to understand that an individual woman cannot be

2.

in most
to recognize that sexist consciousness is developing

cultural groups

Lesson 28:
1

.

to explore lesbianism
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to be able to articulate feelings and ideas about
lesbianism

2.

Lesson 29

:

1.

to recognize positive and negative aspects in mother-daughter
relationships

2.

to understand that mother-daughter relationships across cul-

tures have common facets

Lesson 30

:

to recognize positive and negative aspects in father-daughter

1.

relationships
to connect poems to personal

2.

Lesson

31

lives

:

to understand different kinds of relationships between women

1.

and men
2.

to recognize some common characteristics of women and men

3.

to experience situations presented in the poems

Lesson 32
1.

:

to learn about individual woman's identification with other wo-

men
groups

2.

to learn of women's identification across cultural

3.

to focus thoughts and feelings stimulated by the curriculum

Lesson 33
1

.

:

to understand the concept of androgyny

2.

to re-examine use of language with women

3.

to evaluate feelings about the curriculum

Lesson 34
1.

:

to illustrate awareness of changing sex roles
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Lesson

Objecti ves

1

:

1.

to define personal

2.

to discuss the concept of sex role stereotyping

3.

to connect ideas to poetry

4.

to understand that form is a structure for content

Learning opportunities

values regarding sex roles

:

1.

groups (separate males and females) plan the future
of a hypothetical person of the opposite sex; assume you will
marry or live with that person eventual ly--what role do you
expect your mate to play in the relationship? What will she
or he do all day? Choose one person to be the recorder and
list the group's ideas

2.

share lists in large group; teacher write lists on board;
teacher's comments based on lists they generate

3.

distribute copies of "Patterns" by Amy Lowell which clearly
relates to an idea (i.e., war); have three people read it and
discuss it as idea couched in poetic form; emphasize ideas,
concepts in poetry; craft as structure for the content

4.

assignment--look up in an unabridged dictionary: man, male,
masculine, woman, female, feminine, feminist; make a list of
the definitions and any synonyms; bring in tomorrow

NOTE:

in

small

students to keep all the poems they receive during the
unit; they will need to use them later

tell
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Patterns

I
walk down the garden paths,
And all the daffodils
Are blowing, and the bright blue squills.
I
walk down the patterned garden-paths
In my stiff, brocaded gown.
With my powdered hair and jewelled fan,
I
too am a rare
Pattern.
As I wander down
The garden paths.

My dress is richly figured.
And the train
Makes a pink and silver stain
On the gravel, and the thrift
Of the borders.
Just a plate of current fashion.
Tripping by in high-heeled, ribboned shoes.
Not a softness anywhere about me.
Only whalebone and brocade.
And I sink on a seat in the shade
Of a lime tree.
For my passion
Wars against the stiff brocade.

The daffodils and squills
Flutter in the breeze
As they please.
And I weep;
For the lime-tree is in blossom
And one small flower has dropped upon my bosom.
And the splashing of waterdrops
In the marble fountain
Comes down the garden-paths.
The dripping never stops.
Underneath my stiffened gown
Is the softness of a woman bathing in a marble basin,
A basin in the midst of hedges grown
So thick, she cannot see her lover hiding.
But she guesses he is near.
And the sliding of the water
Seems the stroking of a dear
Hand upon her.
What is Summer in a fine brocaded gown!
should like to see it lying in a heap upon the ground.
I
All the pink and silver crumpled up on the ground.

would be the pink and silver as
And he would stumble after.
I

I

ran along the paths.

Bewildered by my laughter.
I
should see the sun flashing from his sword-hilt
and the buckles on his shoes.
I
would choose
To lead him in a maze along the patterned paths,
A bright and laughing maze for my heavy-booted lover.
Till he caught me in the shade,
And the buttons of his waistcoat bruised my body
as he clasped me.
Aching, melting, unafraid.
With the shadows of the leaves and the sundrops.
And the plopping of the waterdrops.
All about us in the open afternoon-I
am very like to swoon
With the weight of this brocade.
For the sun sifts through the shade.

Underneath the fallen blossom
In my bosom.
Is a letter I have hid.
It was brought to me this morning by

a rider from
the Duke.
'Madam, we regret to inform you that Lord Hartwell
Died in action Thursday se'nnight.'
As I read it in the white, morning sunlight,
The letters squirmed like snakes.
'Any answer. Madam,' said my footman.
told him.
I
No,
'See that the messenger takes some refreshment.
No, no answer.
And I walked into the garden.
Up and down the patterned paths.
In my stiff, correct brocade.
The blue and yellow flowers stood up proudly in
the sun,
Each one.
stood upright too.
I
Held rigid to the pattern
By the stiffness of my gown.
Up and down I walked.
Up and down.
'

'

month he would have been my husband.
here, underneath this lime.
broke the pattern;
have
would
We
for him,
I
and
me,
He for
Lady,
as
He as Colonel, I
On this shady seat.
He had a whim
That sunlight carried blessing.
In a

In a month,
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And I answered, "It shall be as you have said.'
Now he is dead.
In Summer and in Winter I shall walk
Up and down
The patterned garden-paths
In my stiff, brocaded gown.
The squills and daffodils
Will give place to pillared roses, and to asters,
and to snow.
I
shall go
Up and down.
In my gown.

Gorgeously arrayed.
Boned and stayed.
And the softness of my body will be guarded from
embrace
By each button, hook, and lace.
For the man who should loose me is dead.
Fighting with the Duke in Flanders,
In a pattern called a war.
Christ!
What are patterns for?

Amy Lowell
Collected Poetical Works
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Lesson

Objecti yes

2

:

1.

to become aware of language used to specify women and men

2.

to identify the woman's view of herself as being that of the
male perspective

3.

to understand the relationship between form and content

Learning opportunities

:

1.

share in large group definitions students found in dictionary;
teacher write words on board; discuss the impl ications--what
is the effect of words on our views of female and male roles?

2.

in small groups discuss:
Do men and women have the same privileges in our society?
If yes, what are they?
If no, why not?

--record ideas
3.

large group sharing of responses; teacher write ideas on board;
discussion

4.

pass out copies of "Her Predicament"; three people read it
aloud

5.

groups discuss: What is happening in the poem?
Through whose eyes does she see herself? What is the girl/
woman feeling? Would you call her a "girl" or a "woman"--why?
What difference does it make? Does it have anything to do with
age? Have you ever had a similar experience?

6.

in small

How does the form of the poem relate to the
the form? How would the poem have a differis
What
content?
written in a different form?
if
mood
ent feel or
in large group:

Assignment

:

poems we
begin a journal of daily entries on your reactions to
and men
women
of
roles
to
discuss; on anything else pertaining
unit
the
of
end
the
at
in
that you notice; this will be turned

Supplementary

:

Betra yal Pogns
"Uneasy Rider" by Diane Wakowski in Motorcycle

I

Her Predicament

when you're going with a guy
(pause to pick a hair off her sweater)
you feel good when other guys
you know
look at you
(Nonchalantly gnawing at a hangnail)
beautiful kind of
but when you break up
(dusting the dandruff off a shoulder)
they still look and
(patting a side of hair in place)
you wish they'd
you know
do something

Jan Francis

Aspect
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Uneasy Rider

Falling
is like
you can
the way

in love with a mustache
saying
fall in love with
a man polishes his shoes
which,
of course,
is one of the things that turns on
my tuned-up engine

those trim buckled boots
(I

feel like an advertisement
for men's fashions
when I think of your ankles)

Yeats was hung up with
and

I

a

girl's beautiful face

find myself

a

bad moralist,

a

failing aesthetician,

a

sad poet,

wanting to touch your arms and feel the muscles
that make a man's body have so much substance,
that makes a woman
lean and yearn in that direction
that makes her melt/she is a rainy day
in your presence
the pool of wax under a burning candle
the foam from a waterfall
You are more beautiful than any Harley-Davidson
She is the rain,
waits in it for you,
finds blood spotting her legs
from the long ride.

Diane Wakoski
Motorcycle Betrayal Poems
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Lesson

Objectives

3

:

1.

to explore socially accepted views of women

2.

to experience the poetic process

3.

to understand the relationship between form and content in

poetry

Learning opport un ities

:

1.

pass out copies of "The Empty Woman" and read aloud three
times; in large group ask:
Why is the woman considered empty?
Compare what her sisters have with what she has. What judgment is the poet making on the woman? Is she making a judgment on the sisters also? What are two primary aspects of the
poem's structure?
(rhyme and 3 lines stanzas)

2.

in small groups, pass out copies of "Heard by a Girl" with
blanks; allow 10 minutes to fill in the blanks

3.

in large group, share words for blanks; teacher write them on
the board; have the class narrow the choices down to one or
two each, then give the poet's words

4.

groups, spend remainder of class time finding the similarities in the two poems--"Ki tchen Poem" and "Women"; read
each poem aloud twice before breaking into groups; recorders
save the lists to use tomorrow
in small

Assignment

:

bring in ads from
or write them out
write out in what
radio or TV, draw

Eval nation

magazines, newspapers, TV, radio, etc.; paste
on a piece of paper and along side the ad
ways the ad is sexist or non-sexist; (for
the ad if you want)

:

choice of words for blanks

I
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The Empty Woman

The empty woman took toys!
In her sisters' homes
Were little girls and boys.

The empty woman had hats
To show.
With feathers.
Wore combs
In polished waves.
Wooed cats
And pigeons.
Shopped.
Shopped hard for nephew-toys.
Niece-toys.
Made taffy.
Popped

Popcorn and hated her sisters.
Featherless and waveless but able to
Mend measles, nag noses, blast blisters
And all day waste wordful girls
And war-boys, and all day
Say "Oh God! "--and tire among curls
And plump legs and proud muscle
And blackened school-bags, babushkas, torn socks.
And bouffants that bustle, and rustle.

Gwendolyn Brooks
Selected Poems
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Heard By A Girl

Something said:
From those long

You have nothing to
bones, and that

ear.

From the mouth, and the
set well apart.
There's nothing can come which will break your
From the

voice, the
venom breeds to defeat your kind.

And even, it said, those hands are
And large, well designed to

Their fingers (and 0 what more do you
mask.
The secret and the

.

mind,

within
)

Louise Bogan
The Blue Estuaries
Poems 1923-1968

:

Heard By A Girl

Something said:
You have nothing to fear
From those long fine bones, and that beautiful ear.
From the mouth, and the eyes set well apart.
There's nothing can come which will break your heart.
From the simple voice, the indulgent mind.
No venom breeds to defeat your kind.
And even, it said, those hands are thin
And large, well designed to clasp within

Their fingers (and 0 what more do you ask?)
The secret and the delicate mask.

Louise Bogan
The Blue Estuaries
Poems 1923-1968

Kitchen Poem

She let her life be bounded
By other people's needs--

Mdde necessary lists
And always cooked on a low flame.
For them, she measured out
herself, three times a day:
A thousand eggs, a thousand opened cans,
A thousand puddings sprung
From cardboard boxes.
She often offered cakes
For thei r approval
And perfected white sauce, but
Avoided garlic and all foods with foreign names.
(Her plans for them
Did not reach very far.)
And, when they left
(And they all left, of course.
Lured perhaps by rich, suggestive smells
Caught half-unwill ingly
From other people's kitchens;
Or else, perhaps, renouncing
All formulae and recipes
For peanut butter spooned
Haphazardly from a communal jar)
When all this happened and she was alone.
She couldn't even cry-Or scream--or burn the kitchen and the house
In one mad, final burst
Of self-assertion.
No, not enough was left
For anything except

Continuation-More eggshells and more boxes-But on a smaller scale.

Enid Dame
the second wave
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Women

Women have no wilderness in them.
They are provident instead.
Content in the tight hot cell of their hearts
To eat dusty bread.
They do not see cattle cropping red winter grass.
They do not hear
Snow water going down under culverts
Shal low and clear.

They wait, when they should turn to journeys.
They stiffen, when they should bend.
They use against themselves that benevolence
To which no man is friend.

They cannot think of so many crops to a field
Or of clean wood cleft by an axe.
Their love is an eager meaninglessness
Too tense, or too lax.
They hear in every whisper that speaks to them
A shout and a cry.
As like as not, when they take life over their door-sills
They should let it go by.

Louise Bogan
The Blue Estuaries
Poems 1923-1968

:
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Lesson 4

Objectives

:

1.

to recognize sexism in advertising

2.

to explore limited role of women in the home

3.

to learn some differences between free verse and structured

verse

Learning opportunities
1

.

:

have students tape or tack ads up around the room; everyone
take a few minutes to walk around and read them: Which ads
do you disagree with or with the person's comments on the ads?
Did you notice other sexist ads in your search, or was the one
you brought in the only one you found? Teacher look for other
comments to make and questions to ask based on the ads.

2.

"Kitchen Poem" and "Women"--in large group, teacher ask what
similarities they found and list them on the board; "K.P." is
more explicit, more details; what are the two poets saying
about women's roles?--(l imited, unfulfilling, stifling, waiting); in "Women," what kind of life do they take in which they
should let go by? (other people's, nurturer, service, housekeeper instead of creating own lives)

3.

compare forms of the two poems: Which poem is more vivid,
clear, sharply focused? Why? Does the form create this?
("K.P." is free verse but is structured tightly by the concrete
images which are its content; "Women" is more general, loose in
content, more abstract but structured fairly tightly by 4-line
stanzas and rhyming of the 2nd and 4th lines, and variation in
length between first and third and second and fourth lines.)

Assignment

:

bring in a list of adjectives about men and one about women-the usual or common words we use to describe each sex

Eval uation:

kinds of ads brought in and comments on them
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Lesson

Objectives

5

:

1.

to further explore language pertaining to women

2.

to experience poem-making

Learning opportunities

:

1.

teacher write adjectives on board students share--one list for
women, one for men:
What is difference in the two lists?
(passive and active); are lines between men and women clearly
drawn according to this list? (yes); according to the way women and men actually live their lives? (yes and no). Why this
mixed response? This should lead to more discussion. Teacher
should keep these lists for use in Lesson 6.

2.

pass out copies of "--ESS"
read aloud 3 times; note that the
poem is for fun but has a sharp point; What is it? What is
(diminishes)
the effect of putting "ess" on the ends of words?

3.

in small groups, pass out copies of "Carrier"; record responses
Why are ships (and other inanimate objects)
to these questions:
called "she"? What words does the poet use which describe the
ship and how do they make you feel about the ship? (troubles,
part and close, helpless, lazy, whining, affair, mother image
What other inaniin last three 1 ines--children getting free).
mate objects, and abstractions, do we call "she"? (mountains,
oil well, geyser, volcanoes, the country (U.S., France), fate,

—

hope, justice, love
4.

rewrite the poem using different words to end up
with a different effect about the ship as a "she"; or rewrite
the poem as though it were a "he"; turn in these poems at end
of class
in groups,

Assignment

:

13," "A Blk/Woman/
pass out copies of "Haiku," "Poem No.
and 7
Speaks," and "answer to yo/question" by Sonia Sanchez,
What is Sanchez's view of Black women s
by Ferlinghetti:
the moon and
What happens to women in "Haiku"? Why is woman
women s role
man the sun? Sanchez seems to reflect traditional
women than for
(having babies)--Is this different for Black
in this form
whites? Why or why not? Why does Sanchez write
does
How
you?
on
effect
and this language? What is its
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Sanchez view United States via Black women? I
poem, where is the man in this poem? Why is i
woman? Write short answers to these question

Ferl inghetti s
only about the
'
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-ESS

I
look too much like
that suicidess
to be happy in the dark.

Waves of peanut butter
surge over me, pilotess,
gardeneress
danceress,
canoess, fisheress,
a trademarkess, a cookess,
smokeress.
Robert Graves (I read
your essay ess )
forgi vess
me ess.

Ann Darr
the myth of a woman's fist
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Carrier

She troubles the waters, and they part and dose
Like a people tired of an old queen
Who has made too many progresses; and so she goes.
Leisurely swift her passage between green
South islands; careful and helpless through the locks;
At lazy anchor huge and peacock vain.
On the streaked sea at dawn she stands to the streaks
And when her way and the wind have made her long,
The planes rise heavy from her whining deck.
Then the bomb's luck, the gun's poise and chattering.
The far-off dying, are her near affair;
With her sprung creatures become weak or strong
She watches them down the sky and disappear.
Heart gone, sea-bound, committed all to air.

William Meredith
New
Earth Walk:
and Selected Poems
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Haiku

i
could love you Black
man if you'd let me walk in
side you and become you.

Sonia Sanchez
love poems

Poem No. 13

brother--as-Salaam-Alaikum
si ster--Wa-Al a i kum-Sal aam
brother--and how moves my queen today?
sister--my happiness creases the ground
as i walk my king.
brother--i have not seen you in days; and i
miss your face.
sister--i have carried your picture in my eyes my brother.

brother--in life one searches for his twin; you are mine,
si ster--since birth, i have not moved
waiting for you to sift these waves
until they flaked like diamonds
over me.
brother--i have become the sun
sister--i feel your heat

brother--! t is hard for the sun to keep all the
light and not have a moon to give it to.
sister--it is hard for a moon to deal
without her sun.

Sonia Sanchez
love poems
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A B1 k/Woman/Speaks

i
am
they
with
they

deep/blk/soil
have tried to pollute me
a poison called America,
have tried to
scorch my roots
with dope
they have tried to
drown my dreams with alcohol
with too many men who spit
their foam on top of my fruit
till it drops
rotten in America's
parks.
but i am deeeeeEEEp
bl ue/bl k/soi

and you can hear the
sound of my walken
as i bring forth green songs
from a seasoned breast
as i burn on our evening bed
of revolution.
being bl
i
woooOOOMAN
know only the way of the womb
for i am deep/red/soil
for our emergen Blk Nation
,

Sonia Sanchez
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answer to yo/question
of am i not yo/woman
even if u went on shit again-&

i

a

beginner
in

yo/love

say no.
i

& see u

wud not be yo/woman

disappear
each day

befo my eyes
and know yo/

reappearance
to be
a

one/

nite/stand.
no man.

blk/
lovers
cannot
in wite powder that removes
them from they blk/selves

live

cannot ride

majestic/wi te/ horses
in a machine age.
bl

k/lovers
must live/
push against the

devils of this world

against the creeping
minds,
witeness of they own
i
am yo/woman
my man,
and blk/women
deal in babies and
sweet/bl k/kisses
and nites that
multiply by twos.

Sonia Sanchez
We A BaddDDD People
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7

What could she say to the fantastic foolybear
and what could she say to brother
and what could she say
to the cat with future feet
and what could she say to mother
after that time that she lay lush
among the lolly flowers
on that hot riverbank
where ferns fell away in the broken air
of the breath of her lover
and birds went mad
and threw themselves from trees
to taste still hot upon the ground
the spilled sperm seed

Lawrence Ferlinghetti
A Coney Island of the Mind
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Lesson

Objecti yes

6

:

1.

to explore trdditionel

2.

to explore perspective of Black women in U.S.

3.

to explore traditional

4.

to learn about Haiku

5.

to learn about new Black poetic form

6.

to experience the poetic process

Learning opportunities

views of women from

3

rdcidl

perspective

view of women from male perspective

:

1.

read Sanchez's poems aloud: Were these hard to read? Why?
ask the questions assigned yesterday:
(possible answers--subservient to men; women submerged in men; moon reflects sun, has
no light of its own; Black women trying to increase population
because feel being killed off by whi tes--drugs in ghettoes,
blacks in jails, Black unemployment rate higher than whites,
low pay, menial jobs, only tokenism)
form and language?--Black English, spelled as it's pronounced
repeating letters gives chanting/singing effect; explain haiku
(see Carlson)

2.

Ferlinghetti's poem--read aloud: What is foolybear, future
feet, lolly flowers? (does not matter explicitly, but the efthe incident does not need to be
fect on readers--whimsical
taken seriously--Why?) Where is the man? (not in the poem);
Who bears the burden of the sex act? (women) Why? This poem
is written by a man, why does not he have the narrator take
some responsibility? What will people say about the woman?
(slut, whore, loose, cheap); About the man? (stud, tough, cool,
hip); How do the males in the class feel about this situation,
:

about the man?
3.

using lists of adjectives from Lesson 5,
write group poems:
Each student in each group starts
students write group poems.
by writing a line (not a senpaper
with her/his own piece of
Each
from the lists.
words
tence) using one or more of the
right.
the
to
it
passes
and
student then folds the paper over
the
from
words
other
using
The next student then writes a line
the
to
again,
it,
lists, folds the paper again, and passes
back to
The process continues until each paper comes
right.
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its originator.
At the end, there will be as many peoms as
there are people in the group.
Students read the poems aloud;
then share in large group.
(Later teacher can ditto poems to
provide each student with a copy of all the poems.)

Assignment

:

go to a large store, such as a discount store; find three sexist and three non-sexist toys; write a description for each
toy, explain why you think each one is sexist or non-sexist
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Lesson

Objectives

7

:

1.

to learn how to develop unit projects

2.

to learn how to work cooperatively on a long-term basis

Learning opportunities

:

1.

pass out list of possible unit projects; brainstorm in large
group for other ideas, list on board; explain they can work individually or in groups up to five; allow one class day per
week for working on the project--each time, each person bring
in whatever she/he has committed her/himself to do

2.

meet in small groups to find others to work with; teacher assist with ideas and organization

Assignment

:

during the next three weeks, see a movie playing locally, a
TV movie of the week, two shows of a situation comedy, or listen to one or more record albums and write a report on how the
women are portrayed (if a specific movie comes to town, assign
it and perhaps direct particular questions pertaining to that
movie)
NOTE:

Teacher can develop a list of record albums according to
what is currently popular.
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Suggestions for Unit Projects

1.

compdre the lyrics of blues dnd country western music written by
both black and white women (Rounder Records)

2.

interview one or more women to learn about their lives

3.

report on Harriet Tubman

4.

report on Shaker women

5.

report on Ann Lee (founder of Shakers)

6.

report on Sojourner Truth

7.

report on the lives of any group of immigrant women

8.

compare the laws pertaining to women in Massachusetts in the nineteenth century with those of today

9.

look at women in dramatic works--di scuss their awareness of their
role as women vis-a-vis men ( Macbeth , The Doll's House T he Three
Sisters T he Sea Gul , Mother Courage , ~Who s Afraid of Virginia
Woolf? The Little Foxes , e.g.
,

,

'

,

10.

report on the history of the blues and the roles of women and men
in them

11.

report on the role of women in the American Revolutionary War

12.

report on the role of women in the Civil War

13.

report on the conditions of women pioneers by reading journals,
poems, essays, etc. that they wrote

14.

15.

report on the history of the ERA (why is it taking so long to be
passed?)
read literature about women in a particular occupation; interview
two or three women in this occupation on their views of female
and male roles in their field

16.

report on the role of househusband

17.

problems of divorced mothers (research and interviews)

18.

problems of divorced fathers (research and interviews)

19.

life style?
problems of single women--did they choose this
search and interviews)

(re-
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20.

survey peers in the school on career aspirations of women and men

21.

men who fill nurturing roles (research and interviews)

22.

abortion--is there a need for laws?--interview one woman who had
to have an abortion but didn't want it and one woman who chose to
have an abortion

23.

problems of lesbians (research and interviews)

24.

read Hillbilly Woman by Kathy Kahn and do further research on some
aspect of the book

25.

athletics in the school--are facilities, uniforms, equipment,
status equal for both males and females?

26.

compare the history of fashion in the twentieth century for women
and for men

27.

make

28.

write

photographic exhibit of women and men in alternative roles

a

a

futuristic dramatization on female and male roles
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Lesson 8

Objectives

:

1.

to recognize women's need to expand their horizons

2.

to understand that women's roles cross cultural

3.

to explore alternatives for secondary students

Learning opportunities
1.

lines

:

pass out "ugliness #5" and "Grenoble Cafe"--read aloud three
times; write individual papers on these questions:
How would
you describe the woman in each poem? One of the poets is WASP,
the other is Chicana--how, according to what we learn from the
poems, are they alike? What does each woman
in the poem?
What does each one want to do?

^

2.

"Anything You Want To Be" (8 minutes) and
show two films:
Wonder
Who I Am" (5 minutes); discussion based
"Sometimes I
Do you think you can
Do you ever feel that way?
on the films:
they want to
anything
males
be
be?
Can
be anything you want to
be?

Assignment

:

bring in toy project tomorrow

Evaluation:
papers written in class
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ugliness #5

i

heard her talking:
if i had a rainbow.

'man,

.

.

shyly deafness tickled at my head
i
use to kneel too
and pray with faith
and then wait.
wait to wake up
.

.

wait for the train
wait for Wednesday
or him
or a chance
but mainly for a change
and sometimes.
just once in a while
i 'd
even wait for
tomorrow
or a poem
or simply my next breath
usually, though i'd wait
for what was underneath
to commit my special crime
to be able to scream LOUD
but now, i merely wait
to fall asleep and forget/
.

u

.

and she continued:
know what else i/d do with a rainbow.

.

.

Carmen Martinez
From the Belly of the Shark
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Grenoble Cafe

At breakfast they are sober, subdued.
It is early.
They have not much to say
Or with declamations fit only for whisper
Keep under pressure the steam of their joy.
She listens, usually.
It is he who talks.
Surrounding her with the furious smoke
Of his looking that simply feeds.
Perhaps, her slightly travel ing-away dreams
That, if you judge from her cheek.
Young and incomparably unbroken.
Are rich with the unknowing knowing
Of what he has said the time before
And with the smiles coming down the corridor
Of how it will be for year on year.
Nights as they'll be in his rough arms.

Jean Garrigue
Studies for an Actress
and Other Poems
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Lesson

9

Objectives
1.

to learn some reasons for the blues

2.

to explore implications of physical violence toward women

3.

to recognize the difference between sexist and non-sexist toys

Learning opportunities
1.

2.

3.

4.

:

pass out copies of "Slave Ritual" and "Blades," read aloud
three times; questions in small groups: What roles are the
woman and man in "S.R." playing? What alternatives does the
woman have, in her view? In yours? What does the man think
he is proving to himself?
Is it necessary?
What other way
could he do it? In "Blades," what do we know of the girl or
her mother as people?
Is the narrator the bad guy or not?
How are the
If he didn't actual ly stab, did he in his mind?
women
be
violent
toward
poem
(have
to
in
each
similar?
men
violence?
of
the
symbol
female
the
Why is
to know they exist);
is
Black
Rodgers
Carolyn
white,
C.K. Williams is
NOTE:

share in large group
pass out "Sweet Rough Man" and "Wild Women Blues"--di scuss
briefly explain origin of blues; what relationship do blues
have to first two poems?

share toy projects; continue tomorrow

Evaluation:
them
toys selected and the kinds of comments students make on
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Slave Ritual

when

I

asked him about
it

he said he had to do

that.

had to

knock her down, slap her.
beat her up, chastise her.
how else would she know
he loved her?
she understood
it wasn't nothing serious
nothing, "personal"
she'd get up knowing
she was going down again
she never would hold the floor
and wait out the count,
somehow
that would have been unfair,
not part
of it.
.

.

.

she never even imagined
packing her bags and
leaving him.
what you leave a good man fuh?
he paid the rent, went to work everyday

bought groceries,
occasionally.
why, where would she go?
and to who? who would
love her better? any "differently"
she knew he would never
kill her
she seldom had a bruise,
that showed.
just a knock here & now
a slap there & then
to ease the pain of
BEING
together.
.

.

.

.

.

once, I knocked on their door
and asked if I could help
They BOTH became angry at me
Don't you have any of your own business to mine?
"Go home stupid!
Sometimes when my neighbors are not
fighting
.
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they talk to me
They Say,
THEY LOVE EACH OTHER.

Carolyn M. Rodgers
how i got ovah
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Blades

When

was about eight, I once stabbed somebody, another kid,
1 i ttle
girl
I'd been hanging around in front of the supermarket near
our
house
and when she walked by, I let her have it, right in the gap between
her shirt and her shorts
with a piece of broken-off car antenna I used to carry around
in my pocket.
It happened so fast I still don't know how I did it:
I
was as
shocked as she was
except she squealed and started yelling as though I'd plunged
a knife in her
and everybody in the neighborhood gathered around us, then
they called the cops,
then the girl's mother came running out of the store saying
"What happened? What happened?"
and the girl screamed, "He stabbed me! and I screamed back,
"I did not!" and she you did too
and me I didn't and we were both crying hysterically by that time.
Somebody pulled her shirt up and it was just a scratch but we
went on and on
and the mother, standing between us, seemed to be absolutely terrified.
I
still remember how she watched first one of us and then the
other with a look of complete horror-did not!--as though we were both strangers, as
You did too!
I
though it was some natural disaster
she was beholding that was beyond any mode of comprehension so
all she could do
was stare speechlessly at us, and then another expression came over
her face,
one that I'd never seen before, that made me think she was
going to cry herself
and sweep both of us, the girl and me, into her arms to
hold us against her.
The police came just then, though, quieted everyone down, put
the girl and the mother
into a squad-car to take to the hospital and me in another to
take to jail
except they really only took me around the corner and let me
go because the mother and daughter were black
and in those days you had to do something pretty terrible to
get into trouble that way.
I

a

get
don't understand how we twist these things or how we
them straight again
before 1
but I relived that day I don't know how many times
wrong.
realized I had it all
I
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The boy wasn't me at all, he was another kid:
I was just there.
And it wasn't the girl who was black but him.
The mother was real,
though
I really had thought she was going to embrace them both
and I had dreams about her for years afterwards:
that I'd be
being born again
and she'd be lifting me with that same wounded sorrow or she
would suddenly appear out of nowhere,
blotting out everything but a single, blazing wing of holiness.
Who knows the rest?
I
can still remember how it felt the old way.
How I make my little thrust, how she crushes us against her, how
I
turn and snarl
at the cold circle of faces around us because something's torn in me,
some ancient cloak of terror we keep on ourselves because we'll
do anything,
anything, not to know how silently we knell in the mouth of death
and not to obliterate the forgivenesses and the lies we offer
one another and call innocence.
touch her, we kiss.
This is innocence.
I
stab
stab her.
I
I
can't tell.
I
I'm here or not here.
And this.
still can't.
I
her again.

C. K. Williams
With Ignorance
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Sweet Rough Man

I
woke up this morning
My head was sore as a board
I
woke up this morning
My head was sore as a board
My man beat me last night
With five feet of chopped up cord

He keeps my lips split
God eyes as black as day
He keeps my lips split
God eyes as black as day
But the way he love me
Make me soon forget

Every night for five years
I've got a beaten from my man
Every night for five years
I've got a beaten from my man
People says I'm crazy
How to straighten you understand
My man, my man, Lawd
Everybody knows he's mean
My man, my man, Lawd
Everybody knows he's mean
Cause when he starts to loving
wring, and twist and sing
I
Lawd, it ain't no big thing
About my man being rough
Lawd, it ain't no big thing
About my man being rough
But when it comes to loving
He sho can strut his stuff.

Gertrude "Ma" Rainey
The World Split Open
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Wild Women Blues

I've got a different system
And a way of my own.
When my man starts kicking
I
let him find another home.
I
get full of good liquor
And walk the street all night,
Go home and put my man out
If he don't treat me right.
Wild women don't worry.
Wild women don't have the blues.

You never get nothing
By being an angel child.
You better change your ways
And get real wild.
want to tell you something
I
wouldn't tell you no lie.
I
Wild women are the only kind
That really get by,
'Cause wild women don't worry.
Wild women don't have the blues.

Ida Cox
The World Split Open
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Lesson 10

Objectives
1.

to learn about different male poets'

2.

to understand that male views of women cross cultural lines

3.

to understand how the different forms of poems contribute to

views of women's roles

their meanings
4.

to experience the poetic process

Learning opportunities

:

1.

finish toy project sharing and discussion

2.

in large group, discuss Williams' "The Young Housewife" after
reading aloud three times: What do we think about the wife
being in her negligee at 10 a.m.? (slovenly, unorganized);
Why does Williams say "husband's house"? (wife has nothing);
How does this reflect on the wife? (she is dependent, a nonentity); How is the wife like a fallen leaf? (loss of beauty,
vitality, no longer useful); Is this comparison justified?
Why or why not? What is the effect on us of the poet's car
rushing over dried leaves? What is his attitude toward the
woman? (male world passes heedlessly over female world; condescending; lack of compassion); What is the role of the poet
in the poem? (solitary, quiet, observant yet superior, condescending)

3.

in large group, discuss Norman Jordan's "When A Woman
Gets Blue," after three readings: What is poet's attitude

still

toward women? (compassionate); How does this poem compare with
Williams'? (opposite)
Jordan s--repetition, rhythm, blues; Williams'--three
stanzas, different number of lines, assonance, alliteration

4.

form:

5.

in small

with

As si qnment

'

a

groups--wri te a new last stanza for Williams' poem
different perspective on the housewife

:

"The Mirror" by
pass out copies of "Little Yellow Leaf" and
and Senora
Baraka,
by
James Tate; "Beautiful Black Women"
the male
comparing
paper
Medelez" by David Hernandez; write a
days
view of women in these poems; due in two
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Eval uation

:

rewriting of the last stanza of Williams' poem

Supplementary

:

"That Woman and This Woman" by

N.

Scott Momaday
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The Young Housewife

At ten A.M. the young housewife
moves about in negligee behind
the wooden walls of her husband's house.
I
pass solitary in my car.

Then again she comes to the curb
to call the ice-man, fish-man, and stands
shy, uncorseted, tucking in
stray ends of hair, and I compare her
to a fallen leaf.
The noiseless wheels of my car
rush with a crackling sound over
dried leaves as I bow and pass smiling.

William C. Williams
Selected Poems
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When A Woman Gets Blue

No man knows

How empty a woman feels
When she gets blue.
When her man is gone
and troubles cal 1
No man knows.
When a woman's been trying.

When a woman's been trying
When a woman's been suffering.
No man knows.
When a woman is alone.
When a woman feels un-needed
No man knows.
When all the world seems cold
And a woman cries
No man knows.
When a woman's heart aches
And her lips are silent
No man knows.
No man knows
The lonely hurt
When a woman gets blue.

Norman Jordan
New Black Voices
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Little Yellow Leaf

A woman's pink body could be preserved
separate from the mass and the mill.
An anonymous though urgent love capable
of dissembling the rest of us
like a pure white puzzle of an essay

fraught with hyphens.
Preserved forever
inside a glacier she moves across
the valley like a violin:
our gladness
flares like a pheasant in an empty field.
How strong the need to comprehend
the little lights and bells inside
our heads when she slides by!
Avalanches will begin soon and maybe
think I know
I
flood the town below.
her name, her name is Little Yellow Leaf:
should not let the others know.
I
she holds
She is deathless dream:
loose and spare parts of lost loves

together with one slender, revolving
The world needs a love
finger.
untouchable.
it cannot buy or chain:
Little Yellow Leaf, lure us beyond
Let profit be
loss and gain.
the love we part with, and failure
the first day of the rest of our lives.

James Tate
The Oblivion Ha-Ha
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The Mirror

She tells me
that I can
see right through
her, but I
look and can
see nothing:
So we go ahead and kiss.

She is

fine glass, I
say, throwing
her to the
floor.
.

.

.

James Tate
The Lost Pilot
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Beautiful Black Women.

.

.

Beautiful black women, fail, they act.
Stop them, raining.
They are so beautiful, we want them with us.
Stop them, raining.
Beautiful, stop raining, they fail. We fail them and their lips
stick out perpetually, at our weakness.
Raining.
Black
Stop them.
queens. Ruby Dee weeps at the window, raining, being lost in her
life, being what we all will be, sentimental bitter frustrated
deprived of her fullest light. Beautiful black women, it is
still raining in this terrible land.
We need you.
We flex our
muscles, turn to stare at our tormentor, we need you.
Raining.
This/terrible black ladies
We need you, reigning, black queen.
wander. Ruby Dee weeps, the window, raining, she calls, and her voice
is left to hurt us slowly.
It hangs against the same wet glass, her
sadness and age, and the trip, and the lost heat, and the grey cold
We are
Women.
We need you.
Ladies.
buildings of our entrapment.
sti

1

trapped and weak, but we build and grow heavy with our knowledge.
Women
women.
Help us.
Help us get back what was always ours.
Come to us.
Where
are you, women, where, and who, and where, and who, and will you help
us, will you open your bodysouls, will you lift me up mother, will you
let me help you, daughter, wife/lover, will you

Imamu Amiri Baraka
(LeRoi Jones)
The Black Poets
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Sefiora Medelez

sefiora

medelez chicana
of

azteca bones and blood
in

your woman body that was/is beautiful
hard is your
face from times that were/are
bad
and you sehora medelez know what hunger is
and your children also know
they are older now and you loved
and cried for them
that is why

your
face is hard.
and where is joe your oldest son?
married after a year
in jail
so now he's gone and you've
got 5 left after lucy at 15
got pregnant
married came back and
her husband is
in jail

at 19.

sehora medelez
your eyes are cold and small
your mouth set unmovable like the time you went to
the station for hitting a cop
you said nobody hits my children,
nobody!
the pyramids of aztecas
still are proud
and tall with sands of the desert in
the wind
and sun as
the cactus grows wild
the things
left are strong as the aztecas and
sehora medelez the
pyramids are beautiful
1 i ke
you
when asleep
in the city.

David Hernandez
From the Belly of the Shark
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That Woman and This Woman

That woman:
she is composed-has indeed composed herself-among the shapes and shadows
that call for her,
for which she is the complement.
She brings, with her bag of tricks,
everything into place.
She sits at a small, round table,
rather far away, against the sunlit wall.
I
see that her mouth is expressive,
that she is certainly beautiful.
She does not suspect
the existence of so many things
that are unlike my regard
in one way or another.
Such things, if indeed they existed for her,
she should put aside at once and forever.
She is certainly beautiful,
and one cannot help himself-he must desire her.
But he must also understand
that she consists in his desire.
she laughs easily,
This woman:
and so does she love.
Just now she is of a mind
to raise the hem of her dress to her eyes
and place her thighs to the wind.

Scott Momaday
The Gourd Dancer
N.
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Lesson

Objecti ves

11

:

1.

to understand yearnings of women

2.

to understand form related to content

3.

to understand that women's roles cross cultural

4.

to experience the poetic process

Learning opportunities

lines

:

1.

pass out "I Sit and Sew," read three times:
What is the narrator's view toward sewing? What is the movement in the poem
and how does the form reflect the content in making this movement? (tight rhyme scheme; reflects tightness-rigidi ty-of woman' s place)

2.

read "Mol lie McGee":
How do you suppose Mol lie acted when she
was alive? (passive); Why?

3.

pass out "The Pulse"; read three times: What happens to this
woman? (she sees a bit outside); How does she differ from women in the two other poems? What is the image of the bud in
the end? (Not ready to survive independently)

4.

each student write a poem; lines can begin with one or more of
I
say.
I want to.
am like.
I
;
the following:
;
;
think.
etc.; turn in at end of class
I
.

.

Assignment

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

:

go to art galleries or museums and view paintings of women;
write a report on what you experience as how women are depicted
in the paintings; due in four days (if more appropriate, organize a field trip)

Supplementary
Ms.

:

Van Winkle's Shortest Monologue
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I

Sit and Sew

I
sit and sew--a useless task it seems.
My hands grown tired, my head weighed down with dreams-The panoply of war, the material tread of men.
Grim- faced, stern-eyed, gazing beyond the ken
Of lesser souls, whose eyes have not seen Death,
Nor learned to hold their lives but as a breath-But--I must sit and sew.

sit and sew--my heart aches with desire-I
That pageant terrible, that fiercely pouring fire
On wasted fields, and writhing grotesque things
My soul in pity flings
Once men.
Appealing cries, yearning only to go
There in that holocaust of hell, those fields of woe-But--I must sit and sew.

The little useless seam, the idle patch;
Why dream I here beneath my homely thatch.
When there they lie in sodden mud and rain.
Pitifully calling me, the quick ones and the slain!
It is no roseate dream
You need me, Christ!
futile seam.
pretty
me--this
That beckons
sit
and sew?
must
I
It stifles me--God,

Alice Dunbar Nelson
The World Split Open
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Mol lie McGee

Have you seen walking through the village
A man with downcast eyes and haggard face?
That is my husband who, by secret cruelty
Never to be told, robbed me of my youth and my beauty;
Till at last, wrinkled and with yellow teeth.
And with broken pride and shameful humility,
sank into the grave.
I
But what think you gnaws at my husband's heart?
The face of what I was, the face of what he made me!
These are driving him to the place where I lie.
In death, therefore, I am avenged.

Edgar Lee Masters
Spoon River Anthology
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The Pulse

Sealed inside the anemone
in the dark, I knock my head
on steel petals
curving inward around me.

Somewhere the edict is given:
petals, relax.
Delicately they arch over backward.
All is opened to me-the air they call water ,
saline, dawngreen over its sands,
resplendent with fishes.
All day it is morning,

night the glitter
of all that shines out of itself
crisps the vast swathes of the current.
But my feet are weighted:
all

only my seafern arms
my human hands
my fingers tipped with fire
sway out into the world.
Fair is the world.
The ache
sing.
I
up from heel to knee
of the weights
gives to the song its
ground bass.
And before the song
attains even a first refrain
the petals creak and
begin to rise.
They rise and recurl
to a bud's form

and clamp shut.
wait in the dark.
I

Denise Levertov
The Sorrow Dance
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Ms.

Van Winkle's Shortest Monologue

I
was only gossip.
Mr. Knickerbocker
Didn't dare to bring me on his scene.
That would have mixed up his argument
All right!
He kept me out of sight
Like a mad cousin.
I
was the shrew.
The petticoat government.
I
was the loud
Voice that made the dog's tail droop.
Even my Judith, after she grew up
And married, could only say her mother
"Broke a blood vessel in a fit of passion
At a New England peddler."
behind the scenes, don't worry.
I was
--If you ask me, we were all crazy.
But Rip was a thorn in my side
The size of a big wooden dagger, and that's
How come the village called me termagant.
Eh, eh, if I took time to think about it.
too.
I was human,
It was a lonely life.

Cornelia Veenendaal
The Trans Siberian Railway
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Lesson 12

Objectives
1.

:

to expand consciousness about sexism

Learning opportunities

:

1.

turn in papers assigned two days ago

2.

students work in groups or individually on unit projects

Assignment

:

pass out copies for them to take home of:
"The Impulse," "to
his coy mistress:
II--the lover," "position," and "Wife's
Story"; read and think about these poems in connection with
other poems we've discussed and bring them to class tomorrow;
also bring all other poems to class

Evaluation:
papers turned in
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The Impulse

was too lonely for her there,
And too wild,
And since there were but two of them.
And no child.
It

And work was little in the house.
She was free.
And followed where he furrowed field.
Or felled tree.
She rested on a log and tossed
The fresh chips.
With a song only to herself
On her lips.

And once she went to break a bough
Of black alder.
She strayed so far she scarcely heard
When he called her-And didn't answer--didn' t speak-Or return.
She stood, and then she ran and hid
In the fern.
He never found her, though he looked

Everywhere,
And he asked at her mother's house
Was she there.
Sudden and swift and light as that
The ties gave.
And he learned of finalities
Besides the grave.

Robert Frost
Complete Poems of Robert Frost
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to his coy mistress:

II

the lover

how do you like
the way my army boot feels
across your shin sweetie
now you'll have to acknowledge
I
am here
and I need you
I
have tried being
tenderly lovably present
also disdainfully cold
I
ve stayed away from you now
for weeks
'

but you haven't noticed
so now when you open your door
and I kick you hard
you goddamn well
better admit I exist

because I am not sure
mysel
and I need testimonials

Carol Berge
From A Soft Angle
"Poems About Women

:
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position

i

stand before you

to represent all of the women

you have ever hated

your mother who
whipped the shit out of you
your aunt who
kibitzed the life out of your life
the girl who didn't
or wouldn't or couldn't but didn't
etc

etc

etc

what chance have i got
unless you consider
that you stand before me too

Carol Berge
From A Soft Angle
Poems About Women

:
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Wife's Story

B1

uets

one here
one there
growing in rubble
along the railroad track
1 i ke
songs
heard miles back

Over and over
I
have looked at that cloudy slope
and at those riders
in fur hats and belted sheepskin coats
their faces turned away.
I
have never seen what is in their eyes,
but I can believe
they are men crossing out of this life
leaving sadness behind.

Something in me is joining them
some coldness perhaps
or some outgrowth of spirit.
For what has sadness been to me
(such years of it)
or to anyone
about whom I have been sad?
will ride up the steep mountain path
I
into clouds, to the pass.
will go over
I
into new country.

Cornelia Veenendaal
The Trans Siberian Railway
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Lesson 13

Objectives
1.

:

to recognize some connections between the use of poetry and un-

derstanding women's and men's roles

Learning opportunities
1.

:

write a paper in class relating these three poems (the ones
read overnight) to the others we've read; include the following:

women's views of themselves
men's views of women
your views of the women and the men
how form relates to the content
pass papers in at end of class

Evaluation

:

this paper will reflect students' understanding of this segment
of the unit
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Lesson 14

Objectives
1.

:

to recognize women's tensions between role limitations and new

expectations
2.

to understand the connection between form and content

Learning opportunities

:

1.

pass out "Sonnet XXXI" by Millay, with blanks; in small
groups, fill in the blanks

2.

large group--teacher write lists on board; discussion of
choices; give Millay's words; discuss

3.

discuss form: What is it? (Shakespearian sonnet); How does
it affect content and tone of the poem?
What are the narrafeelings?
teasing,
but
angry);
How does she contor's
(gay,
her
feelings?
(by
trol
form)

4.

pass out, read, and briefly discuss "Don't Look For Me, I'm
Gone"; Does the narrator no longer love her family? What is
she feelings? What does she feel her family does to her?
Do you think your mother ever feels this way?

Assignment

:

read and bring to class tomorrow "Sonnet XXXI," "Don't Look
For Me, I'm Gone," "Divorcing," and "Living Alone (III)"
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XXXI

Oh, oh, you will
Give back my

be sorry for that word!
and take my kiss instead.

Was it my enemy or my friend I heard,
"What a big
for such a little
I"
Come, I will show you now my newest hat.
And you may watch me
my mouth and
Oh, I shall love you still, and all of that.
I
never again shall tell you what I
shall be sweet and
soft and
I
,
any more:
You will not catch me
I
shall be called a wife to pattern by,
And some day when you knock and push the door.
Some sane day, not too bright and not too stormy,
and you may whistle for me.
I
shall be
,
.

Edna St. Vincent Millay
Collected Poems
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XXXI

Oh, oh, you will

be sorry for that word!
Give back my book and take my kiss instead.
Was it my enemy or my friend I heard,
"What a big book for such a little head!"
Come, I will show you now my newest hat.
And you may watch me purse my mouth and prink!
Oh, I shall love you still, and all of that.
never again shall tell you what I think.
I
shall be sweet and crafty, soft and sly;
I
You will not catch me reading any more:
shall be called a wife to pattern by;
I
And some day when you knock and push the door.
Some sane day, not too bright and not too stormy,
shall be gone, and you may whistle for me.
I

Edna St. Vincent Millay
Collected Poems
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Don't Look For Me, I'm Gone

Pawns taken, the red
queen cornered in the Grand
Tier, wearing her jewels
like skin, glitters.
They are figuring how
to finish her off.
As if
the final move were theirs.
I've still got the paintings,
the daughters, a husband
and pots on the stove.
I'll lock the youngest
in a closet.
She'll feed
on darkness, stay small
and white and difficult
to lose.
One less
to listen to.
All
talking at once--do this!
While I'm stroking my own
neck, flowing with pearls.

They marvel I manage,
as if who they're seeing
Under the spangles
is there.

Everyone
I 'm breathing.
talks to my encrusted ear.

Shirley Kaufman
The Floor Keeps Turning
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Di

vorcing

One garland
of flowers, leaves, thorns
was twined round our two necks.
Drawn tight, it could choke us,
yet we loved its scratchy grace,
our fragrant yoke.
We were Siamese twins.
Our blood's not sure
if it can circulate,
now we are cut apart.
Something in each of us is waiting
to see if we can survive,
severed.

Denise Levertov
the freeing of the dust
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Living Alone (III)

I
said, the summer garden I planted
bears only leaves--leaves in abundance-but no flowers.
And then the flowers,
many colors and forms,
subtle, mysterious,
came forth.

I
said, the tree has no buds.
And then the leaves,
shyly, sparse, as if reluctant,
in less than two days appeared,
and the tree, now,
is flying on green wings.

What magic denial
shall my life utter
to bring itself forth?

Denise Levertov
the freeing of the dust
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Lesson 15

Objectives

:

1.

to experience what women in a transitional

2.

to clarify feelings about the role playing

3.

to clarify feelings about the content of the role playing

Learning opportunities

stage feel

:

1.

papers on art museum visit due

2.

role play the four poems from yesterday; take turns so that
different people are doing each poem and each poem is done
more than once

3.

discuss how each person felt while taking the part (perhaps
do this in small groups, depending on how the students feel
about sharing in large group)
(if the teacher or students prefer not to role play, then discuss the poems in greater depth; note the progression from
saying "I'll leave if you don't watch out" to "I'm gone" to
"divorce" to "living alone")

Assignment

:

go to a bookstore or library and read three children's books;
describe each book and tell in what ways it is sexist or nonsexist; borrow the books, if possible, from the library to
show to the class; due in three days

Evaluation:
papers on art museum visit
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Lesson 16

Objectives

:

1.

to compare the lives of different women as pioneers

2.
1.

to broaden the definition of pioneer

3.

to compare different poetic forms on the same subject

Learning opportunities

2.

3.

4.

:

pass out "September 6, 1846, in the desert"; explain who Tamsen
Donner was (wife of George Conner who led wagon train to
California, got caught in storm in mountains, lost all gear,
some of the group resorted to cannibalism, some rescued; when
they returned for Tamsen and George, he was dead and she was
nowhere to be found; Donner Pass is main road over the Sierra
Nevada Mountains in Northern California); in large group:
What is the mood of the poem, i.e., what is the woman feeling?
What do you think she is experiencing? Do you think she regrets leaving her comfortable home in Massachusetts? Why or
why not? What form is the poem? (journal)

spend a few minutes on "No. 11" about Shaker women; ask if anyone can tell about the Shakers (brought to United States by Ann
Lee who was the female manifestation of God--Jesus was the male
manifestation; community of equals--no sex, no marriage, no
children--everyone did same work)
pass out "Harriet Tubman" by Walker; go around the room having
each student read two or three stanzas: Who was Harriet Tubman?
(get answer based on poem, explain a little more; show picture
of her--order from the Sophia Smith Archives); What is the form?
(ballad, narrative--explain form)
action
pass out "Gen'l Tubman, as We Call Her": When does the
Do
persona?
of this poem take place? Who is the narrator or
poem.
s
we learn the same things about Tubman here as in Walker
the same
What is different? How do the two different forms on
make us feel or
topic affect us as readers? How does each poem
think about Harriet Tubman?
How does this
McClaurin:
pass out and read "Harriet Tubman" by
What is Tubman a
view of Tubman compare with the other two?
symbol of? What is the time reference?
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Assignment

:

in one week bring in poems concerning women written by either
women or men; write one or two paragraphs on why you chose
your poem (beyond the reason you liked or hated it)

Supplementary

:

spend the next lesson role playing Tubman's life (or use this
as part of a unit project)
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September 6, 1846, in the desert.

Go light go light

I

must walk lightly

as I moved from one life to another
more and more followed me:
gowns books furniture
paints notebooks

now the seven of us--even the little girls-must have substance
to carry into the new country
we are transporting a houseful:
barrels of flour stuffed with porcelain
pots tin plates silver service quilts
salt meat rice sugar dried fruit
coffee tea
the wagon sags
and the oxen falter
one wagon founders

what shall

I

let go?

books:

the least
needed for survival:
in the cold
desert night
George lifts my heavy
crate of Shakespeare, Emerson, Gray's
Botany, spellers and readers for my school

and hides it in a hill of salt
while the children sleep parched
and the cows and oxen stand mourning:
I
put aside my desk with the inlaid pearl
our great fourposter with the pineapple posts
my love my study

what else can I part with?
will keep one sketchbook one journal
I
to see me to the end of the journey
go light
go light
I

must walk lightly

Ruth Whitman
Tamsen Donner
a woman's journey
:
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No.

11

women counted
hoed and shovelled
snow made the rules

One sister could turn
3 thousand times and
not get dizzy the
next morning dig as
many potatoes as a man

Lyn Li f shin
Shaker House Poems

Harriet Tubman

Dark is the
Darker still
Deep in the
Deep in the

face of Harriet,
her fate
dark of Southern wilds
slavers' hate.

Fiery the eyes of Harriet,
Fiery, dark, and wild;
Bitter, bleak, and hopeless
Is the bonded child.

Stand in the fields, Harriet,
Stand alone and still
Stand before the overseer
Mad enough to kill.
This is slavery, Harriet,
Bend beneath the lash;
This is Maryland, Harriet,
Bow to poor white trash.

You're a field hand, Harriet,
Working in the corn;
You're a grubber with the hoe
And a slave child born.

You're just sixteen, Harriet,
And never had a beau;
Your mother's dead long time ago.
Your daddy you don't know.
This piece of iron's not hard enough
To kill you with a blow.
This piece of iron can't hurt you.
Just let you slaves all know.
I'm still the overseer.
Old marster'll believe my tale;
know that he will keep me
I
From going to the jail.

Get up, bleeding Harriet,
didn't hit you hard;
I
Get up, bleeding Harriet,
And grease your head with lard.

Get up, sullen Harriet,
Get up and bind your head.
Remember this is Maryland
And I can beat you dead.

How
How
How
And
I
I

I
I

far
far
far
the

is the road to

Canada?
have to go?
is the road from Maryland
hatred that I know?

do

I

stabbed that overseer;
took his rusty knife;
killed the overseer;
took his lowdown life.

For three long years I waited.
Three years I kept my hate.
Three years before I killed him.
Three years I had to wait.

Done shook the dust of Maryland
Clean off my weary feet;
I'm on my way to Canada
And Freedom's golden street.
I'm bound to git to Canada
Before another week;
I
come through swamps and mountains,
I
waded many a creek.

Now tell my brothers yonder
That Harriet is free;
Yes, tell my brothers yonder
No more auction block for me.
Come down from the mountain, Harriet,
Come down to the valley at night.
Come down to your weeping people
And be their guiding light.
Sing Deep
Don't you
Sing Deep
Don't you

Dark
want
Wide
want

River of Jordan,
to cross over today?
River of Jordan,
to walk Freedom's way?

stole down in the night time,
come back in the day,
I
stole back to my Maryland
I
To guide the slaves away.
I
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I
met old marster yonder
A-coming down the road.
And right past me in Maryland
My old marster strode.

I
passed beside my marster
And covered up my head;
My marster didn't know me
I
guess he heard I'm dead.

I
wonder if he thought about
That overseer's dead;
I
wondered if he figured out
He ought to know this head?

You'd better run, brave Harriet,
There's ransom on your head;
You better run. Miss Harriet,
They want you live or dead.
Been down in valleys yonder
And searching round the stills.
They got the posse after you,
A-riding through the hills.

They got the blood hounds smelling.
They got their guns cocked too;
You better run, bold Harriet,
The white man's after you.
They got ten thousand dollars
Put on your coal-black head;
They'll give ten thousand dollars;
They're mad because you fled.

wager they'll be riding
I
A long, long time for you.
Yes, Lord, they'll look a long time
Till Judgment Day is due.
I'm
I'm
I'm
And

Harriet Tubman, people.
Harriet the slave.
Harriet, free woman.
I'm free within my grave.

Come along, children, with Harriet
Come along, children, come along
Uncle Sam is rich enough
To give you all a farm.
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killed the overseer.
fooled old marster's eyes,
I
found my way to Canada
With hundreds more besides.
I

I

Come
Come
Come
Come

along
along
along
along

to Harpers Ferry
to brave John Brown

with Harriet, children.
ten million strong.

met the mighty John Brown,
know Fred Douglass too
Enlisted Abolitionists
Beneath the Union Blue.
I

I

I
heard the mighty trumpet
That sent the land to war;
mourned for Mister Lincoln
I
And saw his funeral car.

Come along with Harriet, children.
Come along to Canada.
Come down to the river, children.
And follow the northern star.
I'm
I'm
I'm
And

Harriet Tubman, people.
Harriet, the slave.
Harriet, free woman.
I'm free beyond my grave.

Come
Come
Come
Come

along
along
along
along

to freedom, children,
ten million strong;

with Harriet, children,
ten million strong.

Margaret Walker
October Journey

Gen'l Tubman, as We Call Her

$10,000:
dead or alive won't catch her;
dreamer of dreams and sickness will:

"Serpent in rocks and bushes,
head of a white-bearded old man,
then two younger heads spoke:
Come!
I
was sick,
dreaming wishful deeds:
the heads spoke in tongues."

While at writing table
two wrens flew in
from their porch nest
fluttering attention;
a snake on our post
set to eat our young in the nest;

father killed the snake,
the wren's songs burst
a successful omen.
Heads as flowers
not birds,
and cut off
to blossom
on a table:
then I heard of Harpers Ferry.

Michael S. Harpe
Images of Kin
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Harriet Tubman

Think back on her figure
linked with darkness,
her voice a signal
to tired slaves.
See her now:
marching,
seating her small body
at dime store 1 unchcounters
amid a barrage of taunts & nightsticks.
See her,
praying to church rubble
where pieces of three black girls
lay scattered.

And when I think of Harriet,
my mother,
counting change
over grocery counters
the music of subways
bullets and heroin screams
drumming her ears,
is with her.
My grandmother,
drowning in suds
to scrub Miz Lillian's floors
while her child's fever
burns deep in her wet fingers,
is with her.

Remember her,
this Tubman
ignorant of letters
sleeping under signs
asking her death.

Irma McClaurin
Song in the Night
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Lesson 17

Objectives

:

1.

to explore the lives of working women

2.

to understand that working women's experiences are common
to
all cultural groups

3.

to become aware that women in different classes oppress each
other

Learning opportunities

:

1.

pass out "Ella, in a square apron, along Highway 80"; read
three times

2.

in small groups:
Why is Ella like a rattlesnake? (self-protected, sharp bite); What has made her this way? Do you know
any women like this? What has made them this way? How would
you describe Ella?

3.

pass out and read three times "Bronzeville Woman in Red Hat"
this is the first section of a longer poem); Who is
(NOTE:
the narrator? Describe her and her life.
Who is the "one" in
the house? What are her feelings? How does the narrator feel
toward the "Irishwoman"? Toward the "dusky duffer"? Why does
one woman oppress another? (class differences); Should all women be sisters? Should everyone love everyone?

Assignment

:

copies of "Friday Night Song," "Secretary Chant," and "Mrs.
Malooly"--wri te a paragraph on each poem comparing it to the
ones in class today; or interview two working women and write
a paper comparing their lives to those of the women in the
poems; due in three days

Supplementary

:

."by Snodgrass--this is a different yet
"Seeing You Have.
similar perspective on the "common" woman; "A Lady" by Amy
was wealLowel 1 --contrast to working women; explain that she
women
employed
thy from Lowell, Massachusetts factories which
at low pay and poor working conditions
.
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Ella,

in a square apron, along Highway 80

She's a copperheaded waitress,
tired and sharp-worded, she hides
her bad brown tooth behind a wicked
smile, and flicks her ass
out of habit, to fend off the pass
that passes for affection.
She keeps her mind the way men
keep a knife--keen to strip the game
down to her size.
She has a thin spine,
swallows her eggs cold, and tells lies.
She slaps a wet rag at the truck drivers
if they should complain.
She understands
the necessity for pain, turns away
the smaller tips, out of pride, and
keeps a flask under the counter.
Once,
she shot a lover who misused her child.
Before she got out of jail, the courts had pounced
Like some isolated lake,
and given the child away.
her flat blue eyes take care of their own stark
Her hands are nervous, curled, ready
bottoms.
to scrape.
The common woman is as common
as a rattlesnake.

Judy Grahn
The Common Woman
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Bronzeville Woman in
(Section 1)

a

Red Hat

Hires Out to
Mrs. Miles

They had never had one in the house before.
The strangeness of it all.
Like unleashing
A lion, really.
Poised
To pounce.
A puma.
A panther.
A black
Bear.

There it stood in the door.
Under a red hat that was rash, but refreshing-In a tasteless way, of course--across the dull dare.
The semi-assault of that extraordinary blackness.
The slackness
Of that light pink mouth told little.
The eyes told of
heavy care.
But that was neither here nor there.
And nothing to a wage-paying mistress as should
Be getting her due whether life had been good
For her slave, or bad.
There it stood
They had never had
In the door.
One in the house before.
.

.

.

But the Irishwoman had left!
A message had come.
Something about a murder at home.
A daughter's husband--"berserk," that was the phrase:
The dear man had "gone berserk"
And short work-With a hammer--had been made
Of this daughter and her nights and days.
The Irishwoman (underpaid,
Mrs. Miles remembered with smiles).
Who was a perfect jewel, a red-faced trump,
A good old sort, a baker
Of rum cake, a maker
Of Mustard, would never return.
Mrs. Miles had begged the bewitched woman
To finish, at least, the biscuit blending.
To tarry till the curry was done.
To show some concern
For the burning soup, to attend to the tending
"Inhuman,"
Of the tossed salad.
Mrs. Miles.
called
had
Patsy Houlihan
fool."
"Inhuman." And "a
And "a cool
One.

The Alert Agency had loafed through its filos-On short notice could offer
Only this dusky duffer
That now made its way to her kitchen and sat
on her kitchen stool
Gv;endolyn Brooks
The VJorld of Gwendolyn Brooks
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Friday Night Song

Gettin' on the bus with my weary, weary feet
Peelin' so sad.
think I'll write me a poem
'Bout the lowest damn wages, and high cost of meat-Perk up your face, gal--you're goin' home!
.

.

Here I come--from long time gone
Bus travels on, takin' me home!

Kitchen of my own to be scrubbed so white
Children of my own to be fed
Man of my own waitin' for me tonight
So much to say.
no time to be said.
.

.

.

.

Here I come--from long time gone
Bus travels on, takin' me home!
Long time been in the white boss' town
No face of my folks, where I'm cornin' from
Workin' all week in that sad downtown
But it's Friday night, and I'm cornin' home!

Here I come--from long time gone
Bus travels on, takin' me home!

Rhoda Gaye Ascher
Up from under
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The secretary chant

My hips are a desk.
From my ears hang
chains of paper clips.
Rubber bands form my hair.
My breasts are wells of mimeograph ink.
My feet bear casters.
Buzz.
Click.
My head
is a badly organized file.
My head is a switchboard
where crossed lines crackle.
My head is a wastebasket
of worn ideas.
Press my fingers
and in my eyes appear
credit and debit.
Tinkle.
Zing.
My naval is a reject button.
From my mouth issue canceled reams.
Swollen, heavy, rectangular
am about to be delivered
I
of a baby
xerox machine.
File me under W
because I wonce
was
a woman.

Marge Piercy
To Be of Use
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Mrs. Malooly

Mrs.
Who
She
The
And

Malooly has gone to her rest.
scrubbed Manhattan's marble aisles.
has forgotten, forgotten, forgotten
mop and broom
the patterned tiles.

Mrs. Malooly has gone to her rest
In the smooth-dug loam, to a rest so deep
She has forgotten, forgotten, forgotten

The unmade bed
And the whiskey sleep.

Agnes Lee
The New Poetry
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Seeing You Have.

.

.

Seeing you have a woman
Whose loves grow thick as the weeds
That keep songsparrows through the year.
Why are you envious of boys
Who prowl the streets all night in packs
So they are equal to the proud
Slender girls they fear?
She's like the tall grass, common.
That sends roots, where it needs.
Six feet into the prairies.
Why do you teach yourself the loud
Hankering voices of blue jays
That quarrel branch by branch to peck
And spoil the bitter cherries?

Snodgrass
Heart s Needle

W.

D.
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A Lady

You are beautiful and faded.
Like an old opera tune
Played upon a harpsichord;
Or like the sun-flooded silks
Of an eighteenth-century boudoir.
In your eyes
Smoulder the fallen roses of outlived minutes.
And the perfume of your soul
Is vague and suffusing.
With the pungence of sealed spice jars.
Your half-tones delight me.
And I grow mad with gazing
At your blent colors.

My vigor is a new-minted penny.
Which I cast at your feet.
Gather it up from the dust.
That its sparkle may amuse you.

Amy Lowell
Collected Poetical Works
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Lesson 18

Objectives
1.

:

to recognize sexist language and illustrations in children's

books

Learning opportunities

:

1.

reports on sexist or non-sexist children's books due (they
should bring books to class); everyone give reports to small
group and share books

2.

have groups exchange books, make comparisons; this should
lead to a lot of interaction around the room as students walk
around to look at books and comment on them

Eval uation

:

reports on books
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Lesson 19

Objectives

:

1.

to learn about alternatives for working women

2.

to learn about the strength of women

Learning opportunities

:

1.

show the film "Janie's Janie" (25 minutes)

2.

discuss or write your reactions to the film; teacher formulate
questions based on the film

Reminder

:

papers due on the three working women poems or the interviews
tomorrow

Assignment

:

bring project materials to class tomorrow

Lesson 20

Objectives
1.

:

to expand consciousness about sexism

Learning opportunities

:

1.

turn in papers on working women

2.

work on unit projects

Evaluation:
papers on working women
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Lesson

Objectives

21

:

1.

to share ideas on poems about women's roles

2.

to learn about union women

3.

to become aware of class oppression

Learning opportunities
1.

:

students bring in poems assigned in Lesson 16 and put them up
around the room; give time for people to walk around and read
a few; discuss ones they particularly like in large group (or
duplicate poems ahead of time and pass out copies for everyone)

2.

pass out and read three poems/songs:
"I Am A Union Woman,"
"The Mill Mother's Lament," and "Let Them Wear Their Watches
Fine"; read each one once

3.

write in class: How does the woman in each song feel about
her life? What is her life like? Her family's life? Who controls her life? What does each woman do about her situation,
if anything?
Do you know anyone like these women? What form
are these songs? Why do you think this form might be common
among working class people? (catchy rhythm, music is a comfort, songs make music even without instruments)

Evaluation:
class papers
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I

am

I

a

Am A Union Woman

union woman,

As brave as I can be;
I
do not like the bosses.
And the bosses don't like me.

Refrain
Join the NMU,
Come join the NMU

was raised in old Kentucky,
Kentucky borned and bred;
And when I joined the union
They called me a Rooshian Red.
I

In

When my husband asked the boss for a job
These is the words he said:
"Bill Jackson, I can't work you sir.
Your wife's a Rooshian Red."
This is the worst time on earth
That I have ever saw;
To get shot down by gun thugs
And framed up by the law.
If you want to join a union
As strong as one can be.

Join the dear old NMU
And come along with me.
We are many thousand strong
And I am glad to say.
We are getting stronger
And stronger every day.

The bosses ride fine horses
While we walk in the mud;
Their banner is a dollar sign
While ours is striped with blood.

Aunt Molly Jackson
The World Split Open
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The Mill Mother's Lament

We leave our homes in the morning.
We kiss our children good bye
While we slave for the bosses
Our children scream and cry.

And when we draw our money
Our grocery bills to pay.
Not a cent to spend for clothing.
Not a cent to lay away.

And on that very evening.
Our 1 ittle son will say:
"I need some shoes. Mother,
And so does sister May."
How
You
But
Our

it grieves the heart of a mother.
everyone must know.
we can't buy for our children
wages are too low.

It is for our little children,
That seem to us so dear.
But for us nor them, dear workers.
The bosses do not care.

But understand, all workers.
Our union they do fear;
Let's stand together, workers.
And have a union here.

Ella May Wiggins
The World Split Open
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Let Them Wear Their Watches Fine

I
live in a town away down South
By the name of Buffalo,
And I work in the mill with the rest of the 'trash,'
As we're often called, you know.

You factory folks who hear this song
Will surely understand
The reason why I love you so
Is I 'm a factory hand.

We get up early in the morn
And work all day real hard
To earn our little meat and bread.
Flour, buttermilk and lard.
We work from week end to week end.
From early until late.
We don't have time to primp and fix
Or dress right up to date.
We work from week end to week end.
And never miss a day.
And when that awful pay day comes
We draw our little pay.
On pay day night we go back home
And set down in a chair.
The merchant knocks upon our door
He's come to get his share.

Our children they grow up unlearned
No time to go to school.
They never learn to read and write.
They learn to spin and spool.
Those fancy folks that dress so fine
And spend their money free
They don't have time for a factory hand
That dresses like you and me.
As we go walking down the street
All dressed in lint and strings.
They call us fools and factory trash.
And other low down things.
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Well, let them wear their watches fine.
Their rings and pearly strings.
When the day of judgement comes
We'll make them shed their pretty things.

a West Virginian Woman
Women At Work
1974 SCEF
Calendar

by

:

(SCEF--Southern Conference Education Fund)
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Lesson 22

Objective s:
1.

to learn history of women in unions

2.

to learn about strength of women

Learning opportunities
1

.

2.

:

show "Union Maids"

discussion based on questions teacher formulates from film
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Lesson 23

Objectives

:

1.

to explore lives of poor women

2.

to understand some connections between form and content in

poetry

Learning opportunities

:

1.

pass out "The Mountain Woman" and "Blood Knowledge"; read
aloud twice each

2.

in large group:

describe the lives of these women; in
"Mountain Woman" tremendous emotion is conveyed--how does the
poet control it? (tight form; describe and discuss form); the
poet is male; how would you describe his feelings toward the
woman? What do you know about mountain people? What do you
know about their migrations to northern cities? What do they
do there? (become poorer or work in factories such as we saw
in "Union Maids")

3.

in "Blood Knowledge"--What does the narrator mean by "in a

life whose surface rights I don't control or own"? (class
oppression, lack of human rights; Have the problems these
poems talk about been solved?); What is meant by "blood knowledge"? Are all women related? How or why not?

—

groups read "The True Southern Belle" What is happening with this Belle? What class does she probably belong to?

4.

in small

5.

How do these women differ from Mrs. Malooly and the "dusky
duffer"--or do they?

Supplementary

:

prison poems--"no lady" and "The Women's House of Detention

The Mountain Woman

Among the sullen peaks she stood at bay
And paid life's hard account from her small store.
Knowing the code of mountain wives, she bore
The burden of the days without a sigh;
And, sharp against the somber winter sky,
saw her drive her steers afield each day.
I
Hers was the hand that sunk the furrows deep
Across the rocky, grudging southern slope.
At first youth left her face, and later hope;
Yet through each mocking spring and barren fall.
She reared her lusty brood, and gave them all
That gladder wives and mothers love to keep.

And when the sheriff shot her eldest son
Beside his still, so well she knew her part.
She gave no healing tears to ease her heart;
But took the blow upstanding, with her eyes
As drear and bitter as the winter skies.
Seeing her then, I thought that she had won.
But yesterday her man returned too soon
And found her tending, with a reverent touch.
One scarlet bloom; and, having drunk too much.
He snatched its flame and quenched it in the dirt.
Then, like a creature with a mortal hurt.
She fell, and wept away the afternoon.

DuBose Heyward
The New Poetry

Blood Knowledge

I

am not

An old mountain woman
trapped by the circumstance
of poverty and the coal company's
mudroad with the bottom out
and the sides off down the hill;

Don't have hands started bleedin'
from haulin' rocks before I was ten,
nor a heart that aches in winter
thinkin' of a papa lost in some
black gassy-holed seam;
No my to claim the trap
of wallpaper peelin' down,
linoleum cracked, and a tinroof leakin'
on a saggin' gray house
my man forgot to mend;

And there never was the torture
of babies cornin' after I was some past forty
and had to dig steep acres
of potatoes in the hot-dust sun
of fields we couldn't even buy.

When I wake up cryin', then,
can't use a borrowed reason
I
for pained cycles of struggle
lay in' claim to my body
and my battered head;

Only there 're times in
the godforsaken twilight all alone,
too smother from feel in' mostly dead
I
in a life whose surface rights
don't control or own;
I
Dispossessed,

I

wander

on a journey through stripped layers
of a mountain pass that never ends,
survivin' on the old blood knowledge
shared deep with women kin;
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I
hold to believin' that there' re
spirit-rights, wise earth, sweet friends
transcend it all, recalling strength
that waits for each of us to use,
to never lose, to fiercely hold.

So

.

.

.

Joy Elvey Lamm
Southern Exposure
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The True Southern Belle

I'm a Southern belle, new style, a grafted hybrid.
Strictly homegrown, the very devil to domesticate.
Impossible to hem up, box in or tie down.
I'm stubborn as kudzu, stronger than morning
glory vine
And rough as pig iron.
I
wasn't born.
I
was spawned.
Bit off, chewed up and spit out to germinate
Betwixt dying honeysuckle and scrawny
scrubpines.
Catamounts raised me.
Copperheads
and cottonmouths
Taught me how to blend, facing, fit in against
any background
And lay low, waiting every danger out; how,
when attacked.
To strike first, strike hard and strike last, biting
Back faster than sheet lightning forking down.
I'm a Southern Belle, old style.
Heavy odds don't
faze me.
fight my own battles.
And I win, when winning
I
counts.
I've enough tar and turpentine on my heels,

enough gumption
To know when to turn tail and run like
twenty hells;
When to wheel and snarling, stand pat,
sticking fast.
don't hold with lost causes, nightriders or wars
I
And do.
But I can Stonewall it with the best.
Everyday.
Had ought to, having a smidgen of Jackson gut
and grit,
Enough to see me through, I'm a fool, too.
Fifth generation.
trust deeds
I
don't traffic with malice and lies.
I
air
than
more
dirt
respect
vows.
I
More than
matter
no
know
I
there.
grows
Because life
what hue
The skin, hearts speak the same tongue and
all blood
Is red, red as the dark rich clay I walk each day.
eventually, finally learn
I
Tough hides and tender hearts will always survive.
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Dreaming, scheming, I grow, change, expand, plot
And plan my fields.
I
can break new ground all
day long
And commence to raise cane when the sun goes
down
Because I'm a Southern belle, true style. My aim
is the sky.
I
can storm, plunder, swear, fight, shout,
holy-roll, shoot straight.
I
can smoke, joke, run, race, win, lose, draw, turn
on a dime
And meet you coming back for change.
Everytime,
Because I'm just what you see--little but loud
And poor but proud to be a Southern belle
country style.

Virginia L. Rudder
Southern Exposure
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No Lady

Prison didn't improve me none.
There was ten of us girls in the county jail
five white, five black awaitin' trial for soilin' shit.
The white girls, they all on probation.
Us black girls, we all go to Dwight.
Me, three months gone.
An I ask myself sittin on them concrete benches in the county.
How come? How come me an my sisters goin to jail
An the white girls goin back to college?
Their mothers come in here an weep--they get probation.
My mamma come in here--nose spread all over her face--she weepin too
But I goin to Dwight
An I think about that--But I don't come up with no answers.
Ain't got no money for a lawyer.
Hell, I couldn't even make bail.
Met the defender five minutes before my trial
An I done what he said. Didn't seem like no trial to me, not like T.V.
I
didn't understand none of it.
Six months to a year they give me.
They ride us out there in a bus.
See my playin' the game--goin to charm class an the body dynamics,
(to learn my Feminine Role)
An I take keypunch! n, an I do real well.
My boyfriend, he come to see me twice, and then he stop cornin'
An when I have the baby, I give it up.
Weren't nothin else for me to do.
They give me twenty-five dollar when I get outta there
An I wearin my winter clothes in July, an everyone knows where I comin
from
Six months I try to find a job, make it straight.
But every door I push against closed tight.
This here piece of paper say I'm a first-class keypuncher
But the man who give the job, he say I flunk that test
Sheeit man, I didn't flunk that test.
done my time, but you ain't reclassified
I
You think I'm a criminal.
.

.

me.

always be a criminal to you.
I
One of the counselors say I "mentally ill,"
Two hours a week they give me group therapy.
need treatment.
I
The other hundred and fifteen, they lock me up like an animal.
An I ain't got no neurosis noways.
Sheeit, it's this place make you ill.
Other night, I took sick with the cramps;
There weren't no doctor 'til mornin.
He poke me in the sore spot an say, "Girl-Get you some tea and toast.
You jus wanna go to the hospital.
Tea an toast!
^
anythin for her.
My gi rl fri end--she die of diabetes, before they do
.

.

—

.

.

,

,
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Looks liko it won't bo no difforont for

.

how it is. Lady.
Prison didn't improve me none.
s

Country Noman
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The Women's House of Detention

Here amid the nightsticks, handcuffs and interrogation
Inside the cells, beatings, the degradation
We grew a strong and bitter root
That promises justice.

rita mae brown
The Hand That Cradles
The Rock
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Lesson 24

Objectives

:

1.

to recognize women as artists

2.

to experience the poetic process

Learning opportunities
1.

:

divide class in three groups:
group 1
"Be a Poet," "thoughts about Clare Schumann"--What
has happened to the creative work of these women? Why? How
do you feel about the unused creative power of the women?
How does the form of these poems affect/reflect the content?
Why do husbands stop creativity in wives?
:

group 2
"Women Can't Paint, Women Can't Write" and "Euridice"
--Arbus and Alta are both known for their creative work--what
is the difference in their attitudes toward male oppression of
female artists? (teacher give book of Diane Arbus' photographs
to this group); speculate on why Arbus might have chosen the
subjects she did to photograph; How would you describe her subjects? (upsetting, disturbing)
:

"Poems of Poor Women" and "Moved the furniture.
group 3:
--Why do these wives feel that husbands stop their creativity?
What kind of poems do we have from poor women?
Do you agree?
What is her problem?
Is the narrator in Somer's poem poor?
.

2.

each group rewrite one or part of one of their poems to change
the feelings, the mood, the alternatives for the women, or to
put the same words in a different form; turn in at end of class

Reminder

:

keep journals up to date

Evaluation:

rewriting of poems
NOTE:

following women
teacher explain to appropriate group who the
and her life
Clara Schumann, Diane Arbus, Virginia Woolf
are:
style, Euridice, Amy Lowell and her life style
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Be a poet
Peel down the layers of your heart

for parchment.

Burn it with hate.
Coat it with the honey of your love.

Then,

crumple it up,
throw it away.

because-what would your husband say?

Pauline Tesler
Up from under
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thoughts about Clara Schumann
who
years after
the discipline
the concerts
the performances
the applause
is a paragraph in an encyclopedia:
wife pianist
is a handclasp in her husbands music
the borrowed themes
woven through Roberts tapestries that banner the length of Europe
Clara completely used up, you would think, by the business of
giving
consolations and martyrdoms
in a word, subsumed
not at all
theres a Clara who stays light and contained
songs
impromptus
a solitary devising what she loves most:
a polonaise
mazurkas
variations
why, along
one small space on the horizon
disappear in his own mirror
you may observe Brahms dwindle
protesting no woman could ever write the concerto
she wrote at sixteen

alive
the concerto itself
breaks loose
falls and unwinds bright labyrinths
leaps
you could ask
and pools of sound so unexpected
is this the
true dimension then Clara travelling the length of her music?
and after the concerto
the variations, yes
where are the songs
where are the others?

Mary Winfrey
the second wave
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"Women Can't Paint, Women Can't Write"

The woman who stands in this picture is Diane Arbus with her
camera walking the city, her camera's eye reflecting the light, her
eyes are the clear water she fell into, the sleep she fell through,
the blank page where she could not write.
The negatives are not
printed now, the white paper stacked by the window, she could not
write, she could not take pictures; you aren't a woman if you don't
have children, you aren't a woman if you write, you're a man, you're
a dyke.
"I want to have books instead of children," I said; the
clear water she fell into, the sleep in the sunlight, the blank page
"Women can't paint, women can't write."

Alison Colbert
Let the Circle Be Unbroken

(quotation taken from To The Lighthouse by Virginia Woolf)

Euridice

all the male poets write of orpheus
as if they look back & expect
to find me walking patiently
behind them,
they claim i fell into hell.
damn them, i say.
i
stand in my own pain
& sing my own song.

al ta
i

am not a practicing angel
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Poems of Poor Women

I
long for the poetry
of poor women
who worked the earth
for turnips and pork
who spent days
in airless factories
owned by rich white men

Women whose words
found no pen
poverty made them illiterate
Their songs were sung
to each other, their children
their poetry was strong

Virginia Woolf
wanted space of her own
what luxury
in a world of hunger
in which we live
Amy Lowell
wrote poems
fed her dogs beefsteak
When we read her poems,
let us remember
ten factories her family owned

where women could
not write their thoughts
when the American dream
turned the lives of women
to a working nightmare
I
am thinking
about today
and we women
who write
and read
revel in our freedom
of expression

Our heroines
are not published
in gilt edged
Moroccan leather
Their words
not inscribed by the Harvard Library
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Their words
found
in forests
tenements
smel ling of musk
shrieking of childbirth
energizing/alive
ours for the taking
the price is truth

Country Women #23
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Moved the furniture again today.
Don't those pillows look nice against the mahogony?
Gail wants to start an all-female commune.
I
don't react well to test-tube breeding.
Those men must have been looking pretty hard
To see I was bra-less.
Or was it the women
Who got me fired?
I
found myself girl -watching
Today.
Through the window.
I
starched and
Ironed all your shirts.
I
enumerate to you
All my good housekeeping what do I expect?
Praise as if I had written a book? Every poem,
It seems, since we've been together, has been

When

Written while you were away and ended with
And somehow the lilt
When you came back.
And the rhyme disappeared
And the poem turned prose.
Not that there were that many.

Carol Somer
the second wave
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Lesson 25

Objectives
1.

:

to further explore lives and works of women artists

Learning opportunities
1.

:

show a slide show either on women artists or on women writers;
discussion based on accompanying teacher guide

Assignment:
bring project materials to class tomorrow

Lesson 26

Objectives
1.

:

to expand consciousness about sexism

Learning opportunities
1.

:

students organize last stage of unit projects
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Lesson 27

Objectives

:

1.

to understand that an individual woman cannot
be liberated

2.

to recognize that sexist consciousness is developing in
most

cultural groups

Learning opportunities:
1.

divide class in five groups:
group

1

untitled

...

I

The Self Affirms Herself

group 2:

A Woman Speaks

The Woman Who Loved Worms

group

2.

3:

Letters to the Outside
From Part VI of Loba

group 4:

For Strong Women

group

Soul

5:

Claiming
rite to passage

each group choose how they want to present poems to the rest
of the class:
role play, mime, rewriting, etc.

Evaluation:

presentations
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Untitled

am the fire of time.
the endless pillar
that has withstood death.
the support of an invincible nation.
i
am the stars that have guided
lost men.
i
am the mother of ten thousand
i

dying children,
i
am the fire of time,
i
am an indian woman!

Paulzine
From The Belly of The Shark

Niki
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.

am

a

tall

.

.

I

black woman
as a cypress

strong
beyond all definition still
defying place
and time
and circumstance
assailed
impervious
indestructible
Look
on me and be
renewed.

Mari Evans
Am a Black Woman
I
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THE SELF AFFIRMS HERSELF

Neither stars nor gods can guide me
A law unto myself
And a self apart
I move
in the shadow of the great guillotine
That rhythmically does its work
On heads remaining unbowed.

rita mae brown
The Hand That Cradles
The Rock
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A WOMAN SPEAKS

Moon marked and touched by sun
my magic is unwritten
but when the sea turns back
it will leave my shape behind.
I
seek no favor
untouched by blood
unrelenting as the curse of love
permanent as my errors
or my pride
I
do not mix
love with pity
nor hate with scorn
and if you would know me
look into the entrails of Uranus
where the restless oceans pound.
I
do not dwell
within my birth nor my divinities
who am ageless and half-grown
and still seeking
my sisters
witches in Dahomey
wear me inside their coiled cloths
as our mother did
mourning.

I
have been woman
for a long time
beware my smile
I
am treacherous with old magic
and the noon's new fury
with all your wide futures
promised
I
am
woman
and not white.

Audre Lorde
The Black Unicorn
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The Woman Who Loved Worms
(from a Japanese legend)

Disdaining butterflies
as frivolous,
she puttered with caterpillars,

and wore a coarse kimono,
crinkled and loose at the neck.

Refused to tweeze her brows
to crescents,
and scowled beneath dark bands
of caterpillar fur.
Even the stationery
on which she scrawled

unkempt calligraphy,
startled the jade-inlaid
indolent ladies,
whom she despised
like the butterflies
wafting kimono sleeves
through senseless poems
about moonsets and peonies;
popular rot of the times.
No, she loved worms,
blackening the moon of her nails
with mud and slugs,

root gnawing grubs,
and the wing case of beetles.
And crouched in the garden,
tugging at her unpinned hair,
weevils queuing across her bare
and unbound feet.

Swift as wasps, the years.
Midge, tick and maggot words
crowded her haikus
and lines on her skin turned her old,
thin as a spinster cricket.
Noon in the snow pavilion,
gulping heated saki
she recalled Lord Unamuro,
preposterous toad
squatting by the teatray,
proposing with conditions,
a suitable marriage.
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She stoned imaginary butterflies,
and pinching dirt,
crawled to death's cocoon
dragging a moth to inspect
in the long afternoon.
Ha!

Colette Inez
The Woman Who Loved Worms

Letter To The Outside

Dear Sky,
I've been inside
for years now,
seeing that same
fresh, light blue
square, haunted by
one airy cloud
passing by, for years
I've been inside institutions,
my family,
kindergarten,
grammar school, high
school, college and then
marriage, waiting
to be

grown up, graduated, & divorced,
but before I
turned around,
here I am
back in as the
jailor, a
mother and a
teacher.

Susan Griff
Dear Sky
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From Part VI of Loba
--true events move upward
This wolf is black.
She does not
stand among columns.
She does not hand
the
white rose
or the red to
the two gentlemen
who flank her.

Look at her, she is about
to run a race.
She is about to run
circles around the sun.
She sits demure
telling the stars
like silver beads
they glide
thru her motionless paws
they twist
like ebony chaplets

enclosing
golden secrets.
She is sleek
& perfect like the falcon
she stands
angular as maiden
in a silk dress
coiled tight as the spiraling
labyrinth
w/ bloody
lamb at its heart.
She is poised, quivers slightly, prepares
to run circles around the sun.

Diane Di Prima
Chrysalis
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For Strong Women

A strong woman is a woman who is straining.
A strong woman is a woman standing
on tiptoe and lifting a barbell
while trying to sing Boris Gudunov.
A strong woman is a woman at work
cleaning out the cesspool of the ages,
and while she shovels, she talks about
how she doesn't mind crying, it opens
the ducts of the eyes, and throwing up
develops the stomach muscles, and
she goes on shoveling with tears
in her nose.
A strong woman is a woman in whose head
a voice is repeating, I told you so,
ugly, bad girl, bitch, nag, shrill, witch,
ballbuster, nobody will ever love you back,

why aren't you feminine, why aren't
you soft, why aren't you quiet, why
aren't you dead?
A strong woman is a woman determined
to do something others are determined
not be done.
She is pushing up on the bottom
of a lead coffin lid.
She is trying to raise
a manhole cover with her head, she is trying
to butt her way through a steel wall.
Her head hurts.
People waiting for the hole
to be made say, hurry, you're so strong.
A strong woman is a woman bleeding
inside, a strong woman is a woman making
herself strong every morning while her teeth
Every baby,
loosen and her back throbs.
a tooth, midwives used to say, and now
every battle a scar. A strong woman
is a mass of scar tissue that aches
when it rains and wounds that bleed
when you bump them and memories that get up
in the night and pace in boots to and fro.
A strong woman is a woman who craves love
like oxygen or she turns blue choking,

strong woman is a woman who lives
strongly and weeps strongly and is strongly
terrified and has strong needs. A strong woman is strong
in words, in action, in connection, in feeling;

a

she is not strong as a stone but as a wolf
suckling her young.
Strength is not in her, but she
enacts it as the wind fills a sail.

What comforts her is others loving
her equally for the strength and for the weakness
from which it issues, lightning from a cloud.
Lightning stuns.
In rain, the clouds disperse.
Only water of connection remains,
flowing through us.
Strong is what we make
each other.
Until we are all strong together,
a strong woman is a woman strongly afraid.

Marge Piercy
Chrysalis
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Soul

Claiming

Alone on the road
crop-headed woman
bird-boned hitchhiker
spotting bad rides

carrying her past
like a photo in her pocket
choosing her future
by the highway signs

Mountain girl recluse
planting by the new moon
picking wild mushrooms
under veils of rain
gone for days
up near the glaciers
come back trembling
with fire in her veins.

Minstrel poet
singing for her supper
hungry for listeners
afraid of fame

painting her dreams
with her own bright bleeding
weaving robes for the spirits
changing her name.

Jody Aliesan
Soul Claiming
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rite to passage

i
have seared
my right breast from my chest
i
have cut the mass of hair from my head
with my books i've sharpened my labyris
with my sisters i've honed my love
the enemy penetrates
drips his semen into my head
my life is a gauntlet
alone i scream thru n\y teeth
each day is a battle
each day i learn to kill
I
am an Amazon
a warrior until women rule the world.

Ellen Marie Bissert
Chomo-Uri
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Lesson 28

Objectives

:

1.

to explore lesbianism

2.

to be able to articulate feelings and ideas about lesbianism

Learning opportunities

:

1.

pass out "To Susan: Written in Grass," "driving a cab on the
full moon," "For Judy," and "Women Who Love Men"

2.

read each aloud twice

3.

each student choose two of the poems to write about: Are you
threatened by the idea of lesbianism? Why? Are you threatened by homosexuality? Why? Do you feel that something is
missing from these relationships? Could something be added
which is missing from heterosexual relationships?

To Susan:

Written in Grass

Soft in the breathing, you lie knees loose,
breasts slide each down a rib to the floor.
Tucked into an egg, I roll where you reach me;
your reaping fingers glide through my hairs,
blades in a grainfield, each stalk
bending and returning, in the moving
making patterns with the others.
I wonder, with what's left of thinking,
if the earth feels her fields sway
and trembles with the living roots
in her thin scalp, when the wind touches.

Jody Aliesan
Soul Claiming
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driving

a

cab on the full moon

The moon is red and swollen
in the blue slate sky
an eye
snaring all our wayward eyes

Any policeman will tell you
all the crazies come out
on a full moon
ask the sales clerks
the emergency nurses

Tonight they are stone drunk
I
rolled one man to the side of his house
the body soaked with sleep so heavy!
In the middle of the road
a raccoon
breathes still
the head is moving
I
radio "an animal is hurt" knowing
no one cares for one that's wild
I
stroke and stroke it
carry it to the shoulder so heavy!
and then really dead
I tell
the radio "never mind"
air in my throat tastes acid
two boys stare at my badge and crewcut and tears
something to dissolve the weight
alive inside me
Next ride Navy again
"If you run into any women
you don't care about
send them our way"
I'd keep them for myself"
"No
I want you to know
meaning:
I'm a lesbian you bastards
but that' s wrong
"There aren't any women I don't care about."
say to myself and it's too late
I

something I am feeling is red and swollen
and hangs over me like an eye

Miriam Dyak
the second wave
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For Judy

For the love you bear women
which I do not understand but
know as brave
I
took your hand
in mind one night in Maine
when we walked out on the men,
the house, the sleeping children.

Our excuse, night blindness.
Fog rolled in, leveling hills.
We lay on our backs feeling the earth
rise, breathing,
dark over/against dark
everything opening
into the primal field.
I
didn't care if you like me.
You didn't judge the possibilities.

We were free.
We were nowhere
but there in the burnt-over blueberry
field in the sky & the twin tractor ruts
that lead to the house had vanished.

fallen stars.
Stones:
Ferns white froth in moonlight.
felt my way.
I
smelled the sea.
I

Susan Wilkins
the second wave
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Women Who Love Men

women who love men
enjoy the company of gay men.
there is not fulfillment here; there is
a space for the closing of eyes.

women who love men
rest their heads in the laps of unicorns.
women who love men
stare through glass walls
at the miracle of woman and woman,
the richness of possibility.
they long
for that most sensible longing,
and touch their bodies
only in themselves.

women who love men
live in gray rooms above bars,
with no hot water, and the night
filled with alien sounds.
women who love men
lust after secrecy,
hide behind bathroom doors
to smile at the blood weaving down their legs,
the smell of their cunts on their hands.
women who love men
know diogenes was a woman,
they shelter her sad little lamp,
letting themselves quiver at the sight of shadows
they know are shadows.

women who love men
learn to love solitude more.

Karen Lindsey
the second wave
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Lesson 29

Objectives
1.

:

to recognize positive and negative aspects in mother-daughter

relationships
2.

to understand that mother-daughter relationships across cultures have common facets

Learning opportunities
1.

:

read all nine poems aloud once; divide class into four groups

Mothers, Daughters
Jessie Mitchell's Mother

group

1

:

group

2

:

On Visiting My Mother, Christmas Eve
It Is Deep

group

3

:

She is alone
Keeping Hair
Lineage
The Power of Names

Our Mothers-Oursel ves
Sestina
(teacher work with this group to explain sestina)

group 4

2.

:

.

discuss poems; each group decide how to present them to the
whole group as in Lesson 27, #2

Evaluation:

presentations
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Mother, Daughters

Through every night we hate,
preparing the next day's
war.
She bangs the door
Her face laps up my own
despair, the sour, brown eyes,
the heavy hair she won't
tie back.
She's cruel,
as if my private meanness
found a way to punish us.
We gnaw at each other's
skulls.
Give me what's mine.
I'd haul her back, choking
myself in her, herself
in me.
There is a book
called Poisons on her shelf.
Her room stinks with incense,
animal turds, hamsters
she strokes like silk.
They
exercise on the bathroom
floor, and two drop through
the furnace vent.
The whole
house smells of the accident,
the hot skins, the small
flesh rotting.
Six days
we turn the gas up then
I'd fry
to fry the dead.
her head if I could until
she cried, love, love me!

she won't let me do.
Her stringy figure in
the windowed room shares
its thin bones with no one.
Only her shadow on the glass
waits like an older sister.
Now she stalks, leans forward,
concentrates merely on getting
Her feet
from here to there.
I hear her breathe
are bare.
If I
where I can't get in.
break through to her, she will
drive nails into my tongue.

All

Shirley Kaufman
The Floor Keeps Turning
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Jessie Mitchell's Mother

Into her mother's bedroom to wash the ballooning body.
"My mother is jelly-hearted and she has a brain of jelly:
Sweet, quiver-soft, irrelevant.
Not essential.
Only a habit would cry if she should die.
A pleasant sort of fool without the least iron.
Are you better, mother, do you think it will come today?"
The stretched yellow rag that was Jessie Mitchell's mother
Reviewed her.
Young, and so thin, and so straight.
So straight! as if nothing could ever bend her.
But poor men would bend her, and doing things with poor men
Being much in bed, and babies would bend her over.
And the rest of things in life that were for poor women.
Coming to them grinning and pretty with intent to bend
and to kill
Comparisons shattered her heart, ate at her bulwards:
she, almost hating her
The shabby and the bright:
daughter.
"Jessie's black
Crept into an old sly refuge:
And her way will be black, and jerkier even than mine.
Mine, in fact, because I was lovely, had flowers
."
Tucked in the jerks, flowers were here and there.
She revived for the moment settled and dried-up
triumphs.
pulled
up the droop.
petals,
old
into
perfume
Forced
.

.

.

.

Refueled
Triumphant long-exhaled breaths.
Her exquisite yellow youth.
.

.

.

Gwendolyn Brooks
The World of Gwendolyn Brooks
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On Visiting My Mother, Christmas Eve

Absorbing chores, as usual,
like an o-cello sponge does water
my mother
(Angie)
moves through this house.

Never stopping (yet wanting)
to waste work time talking.
Never stopping (yet wanting)
to look into the dark eyes of
those three daughters
she scrubbed and starched and bred.
Her vigilance is perfect and pure.
No sweater falls upon a chair
no dried milk clouds a glass for long
before she's there.
But please, mother, put an end to absorbing now.
The housework, after how many thousand years?
must surely be done.

There are dark eyes to see,
soft words to be spoken.
The faces of these millions-all daughters-are ablaze.
The Christmas ornaments dull
beside their fire.
The world is created again tonight.
Woman begets woman.
All daughters
(all equal now)
we beget daughters
of a strong new light.

Pat Lyman
A Journal of Liberation
Women
:
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IT IS DEEP

(don't never forget the bridge
that you crossed over on)

Having tried to use the
witch cord
that erases the stretch of
thirty-three blocks
and tuning in the voice which
woodenly stated that the
talk box was "disconnected"
My mother, religiously girdled in
her god, slipped on some love, and
laid on my bell like a truck,
blew through my door warm wind from the south
concern making her gruff and tight-lipped
and scared
that her "baby" was starving.
she, having learned, that disconnection results from
non-payment of bill (s).
She did not
recognize the poster of the
grand le-roi (al) cat on the wall
had never even seen the books of
Black poems that I have written
thinks that I am under the influence of

**communists**
when I talk about Black as anything
other than something ugly to kill it befo it grows
in any impression she would not be
considered "relevant" or "Black"
but
there she was, standing in my room
not loudly condemning that day and
not remembering that I grew hearing her
curse the factory where she "cut us slave"
and the cheap j-boss wouldn't allow a union,
not remembering that I heard the tears when
they told her a high school diploma was not enough,
and here now, not able to understand, what she had
been forced to deny, still--
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she pushed into my kitchen so
she could open my refrigerator to see
what I had to eat, and pressed fifty
bills in my hand saying "pay the talk bill and buy
some food; you got folks who care about you.
.

.

My mother, religious-negro, proud of
having waded through a storm, is very obviously,
a sturdy Black bridge that I
crossed over, on.

Carolyn M. Rodgers
how i got ovah
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she is alone
wrinkled and gray.

Alone with clear memories.
Hard work shows its reflection on her.
Tired
worn feet and hands.
Holes in her teeth where
sinew was pulled.
Eyes dimmed so light and dark
have no meaning.
Hands tired & worn from tanning hides
and buffalo robes.
She's too weary to think and hope.

Loneliness she has, for long time friends
who have gone away.
Many moons & suns have passed;
time has no meaning, but life keeps marching on.
Old songs.
Smell of pipe smoke.
Dry meat cooking brings the past back clear
set aside to wait
to meet old friends again.

Minerva Allen
Come to Power
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KEEPING HAIR

My grandmother had braids
at the thickest, pencil wide
held with bright wool
cut from her bed shawl
No teeth left but white hair
combed and wet carefully
early each morning.
The small wild plants found among stones
on the windy and brown plateaus
revealed their secrets to her hand
and yielded to her cooking pots.
She made a sweet amber water
from willows,
boiling the life out
to pour onto her old head.
"It will keep your hair."
She bathed my head once
rain water not sweeter.
The thought that once
when I was so very young
her work-bent hands
very gently and smoothly
washed my hair in willows
may also keep my heart.

Ramona Wilson
Voice of the Rainbow
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Lineage

My grandmothers were strong.
They followed plows and bent to toil.
The moved through fields sowing seed.
They touched earth and grain grew.
They were full of sturdiness and singing.
My grandmothers were strong.
My grandmothers are full of memories
Smelling of soap and onions and wet clay
With veins rolling roughly over quick hands
They have many clean words to say.
My grandmothers were strong.
Why am I not as they?

Margaret Walker
The World Split Open
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THE POWER OF NAMES

Slipping my mother's name on like a glove
I wonder
if I will be come like her
absol utely.
No years number the times I have worn her pain-as a child, as a teenager, as a woman-my second skin;
or screamed her screams
as she sat, silver head bowed

silent
hedging the storm
This name, at times, does not fit me.
I
slip it on, turn it over on my tongue,
a

key.

Shape my lips around its vowels hoping to unlock
elusive doors and
understand the instincts my body scientifically follows;
haunted by others who have become this name.
I
follow them to destiny.
Each year I return home,
salmon caught in an act of survival.
search my mother's face
I
neatly carved in obsidian
and wonder
how much of myself do I owe this woman
whose name I have swallowed like a worm
her inner soul transferred through the eating.

a

slip niy mother's name on
I
wonderingly
and be come like her
absolutely.

Irma McClaurin
(in manuscript)
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Our Mothers--Oursel ves

Last night I dreamed my mother stomped my guts into the floor
With raging Army feet all cast in silver spurs and I threw up and
over everything I lay there waiting to be tramped again
into the floor
she only looked at me--the silver shining from her eyes
gleaming Army boots inside
When I was young she always listened
fed herself into her young
and never made a sparrow of a noise
We tramped her in the living room
Marched upon her in the garden, buried her with tulip bulbs,
We pushed her down the stairs
and stuffed her in the kitchen sink to drown.
One time she came around
brandishing a chair into our faces upside down
A lion tamer pacing round and round
jabbing at the air and stomping
Stomping up and down until she cried
she cried/ran down/slumped down upon the hardwood floor
Last night I dreamed my mother stomped my guts into the floor
The silver tears ran down her eyes
Until I couldn't see her anymore/no more/
no more.
.

.

Chocolate Waters
To the Man Reporter from
the Denver Post
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Sestina

September rain falls on the house.
In the failing light, the old grandmother
sits in the kitchen with the child
beside the Little Marvel Stove,
reading the jokes from the almanac,
laughing and talking to hide her tears.
She thinks that her equinoctial tears
and the rain that beats on the roof of the house
were both foretold by the almanac,
but only known to a grandmother.
The iron kettle sings on the stove.
She cuts some bread and says to the child.
It's time for tea now; but the child
hard tears
dance like mad on the hot black stove,
the way the rain must dance on the house.
Tidying up, the old grandmother
hangs up the clever almanac
is watching the teakettle's small

Birdlike, the almanac
hovers half open above the child,
hovers above the old grandmother
and her teacup full of dark brown tears.
She shivers and says she thinks the house
feels chilly, and puts more wood in the stove.

on its string.

says the Marvel Stove.
know what I know, says the almanac.
With crayons the child draws a rigid house
Then the child
and a winding pathway.
puts in a man with buttons like tears
and shows it proudly to the grandmother.
It was to be,
I

But secretly, while the grandmother
busies herself about the stove,
the little moons fall down like tears
from between the pages of the almanac
into the flower bed the child
has carefully placed in the front of the house.

Time to plant tears, says the almanac.
The grandmother sings to the marvellous stove
and the child draws another inscrutable house.

Elizabeth Bishop
The Complete Poems
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Lesson 30

Objectives
1.

to recognize positive and negative aspects in father-daughter

relationships
2.

to connect poems to personal

Learning opportunities

lives

:

1.

read and discuss the three poems ("The Horsewoman," "Father's
Blessing," and "III. to my father"): What is each narrator's
view of her father?

2.

write individual poems/songs/essays relating a personal experience or feelings about your father or mother; turn in at end
of class

THE HORSEWOMAN

It is said to begin with the father
who is strong with a mustache
and a full mouth as bright as a semaphore
mixing up kisses with rages.
Nothing contains his breathing.
The triphammer of his chest
strains even the best suitcloth.
Hairs grow from his knuckles.
The crop is stuck in his right boot.

And here comes the loving cup lady
leading her Thoroughbred.
They are a perfect fit.
She loves his sweat.
Sweetly she wheels his manure
down the barn floor
and sweetly into the ring
he lifts the proud startle
of his great feet
highest of all the fliers
over the spines of fences.
this for her daddy-the scrape of the curry
the sweat strap, the hoofpick
the pyramid droppings.
All this for her daddy-the banging on iron
the foaming on leather.

All

She returns at a trot for her ribbon
with her slim neck and good teeth
with her hair wayward in the wind.
Reins slack, leaning back in the saddle
she comes on like a messenger
to the king.

this for the fantasy daddy
that princely blackboot
when in fact the bona fide father
hunkered over his bourbon
and never went out of doors
except to dry out on the cure
or begin again with AA

All
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on Coke and straight water
and kept his indifferent eyes away
from his wishbone of a daughter.

Maxine Kumin
House, Bridge^ Fountain, Gate
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Father's Blessing

II

A Doll

For Daddy

Daddy's little lapseat,
sweet girl baby bride:
all the apron strings are not
tied on Mommy's side.

Daddy loves his darling
petticoated sleek;
when he wants to take a nip,
he has his choice of cheek.

Daddy saw to it that dolly
remains of silken dust,
so dolly can love his rough stuff
as a dear little dolly must.
The voice of love is Daddy,
Daddy's voice is God
so deep intoned it seems to hail
from stones beneath the sod.
dol ly
1 i ttle
Daddy's faithful bride;
she'll never steel the will
to push the stones aside.

Loyal

Eve Merriam
the double bed
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III.

to my father

When I call home
you say, "Here's Mother,"
and after we hang up
ask what I said.
But I can remember you
used to sing to me
riding in the car,
"I'd make a string of pearls
out of the dew, for you
for you.

Ellen Bass
I'm Not Your Laughing Daughter
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Lesson

Objectives
1.

31

:

to understand different kinds of relationships between women

and men
2.

to recognize some common characteristics of women and men

3.

to experience situations presented in the poems

Learning opportunities
1.

:

in three groups (do not read poems to whole class) students
role play poems, or the essence of them; then students switch
roles with women playing men and men playing women

group

1

:

group

2

:

group

3:

Another Strongman (the macho)
Richard Penniman (the androgynous male)
The Eskimos Have No Word for Divorce (equality)
The Single State (equality, if men
Maid of Honor:
capable)

Macho (male liberation)
Prayer For Revolutionary Love (androgyny for both
women and men)

2.

presentations

3.

discussion:

Evaluation:

presentations

How did you feel playing these roles?

Another Strongman

He comes to women
with boxing gloves on.
We are pianos.
He calls it music.

Wendy Knox
Chomo-Uri
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Richard Penniman
when his Mama and Daddy died
put on an apron and long pants
and raised up twelve brothers and sisters.
When a whitey asked one of his brothers one time
is Little Richard a man (or what?)
he replied in perfect understanding
you bet your faggot ass
he is

you bet your dying ass.

Lucille Clifton
Good News About the Earth
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The Eskimos Have No Word for Divorce

but a boat is called a kayak

.

The first time out in one
seems clumsy
when you have been accustomed to
an American canoe
that glides so easily
(and can just as easily

overturn
if you do not hold your bow and stern
firmly in mind and
separate.
You must know where your place is
and keep it wholly
do not try to shift
and remember to hold your paddle clearly to one side-left or right don't dabble.)
In a kayak
you sit anywhere you like
and always dip with a double paddle
neither side is the head
either side is the head
since both pull with equal weight
and you grasp in the center:
kayak , a most peculiar word
that you can spell
from either end
and come out
even.

Eve Merriam
the double bed
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Maid of Honor:

The Single State

As one ranks higher than none,
any married is better than un-,
affirm as she will her freighted full life,

she's fated
I'll

a

negative half-of-a-wife.

have nothing to do with that old husbands' tale.

earn my own living, I make my own way.
I've lovers who take off and lovers who stay.
I'm a gracious hostess, a most welcome guest,
and by nephews and nieces and brains I've been blessed.
I've friends of both sexes. I'm no hermaphrodite,
and when I want to read in bed, I keep on the light.
I

.

.

The view is bright and airy from my room.
There's only one darkening corner of gloom-slight as a crack in the ceiling, or floorboards that
squeak-that I am doomed to singularity forever
as a feminist crank or freak

because I dare to speak my mind
and also my womanly flesh and soul.
All three I summon to become the whole.
I
tell the truth almost entire.
The missing I seek and never yet have found:
that man uniquely free
in his own triplicity
that he can take me so in kind
and weld one flesh one soul one mind.
Such a binding would be free.
But so far as I can see-there's no necessity.

Eve Merriam
the double bed

MACHO

The lamplites are lite with blood
How can we find our way home
Where mother washes our agony and
Hangs it on the line to dry?
In these times is it proper for men to cry?

rita mae brown
The Hand That Cradles
The Rock
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Prayer for Revolutionary Love

That a woman not ask
That

a

man to leave meaningful work to
follow her.
man not ask a woman to leave meaningful work to
follow him.
a

That no one try to put Eros in Bondage.
But that no one put a cudgel in the hands of Eros.
That our loyalty to one another and our loyalty to our work
not be set in false conflict.
That our love for each other give us love for each other's
work.

That our love for each other's work give us love for one
another.
That our love for each other's work give us love for one
another
That our love for each other give us love for each other's work.
.

That our love for each other, if need be,
And the unknown.
give way to absence.
That we endure absence, if need be,
without losing our love for each other.
Without closing our doors to the unknown.

Denise Levertov
the freeing of the dust
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Lesson 32

Objectives

:

1.

to learn about individual woman's identification with other
women

2.

to learn of women's identification across cultural groups

3.

to focus thoughts and feelings stimulated by the unit

Learning opportunities

:

1.

in small groups relate "16." by Adrienne Rich to other poems
we've read--What women are dangerous? Who is groping through
nightmares? Who dreams of frontier women? Who is suicidal?
Why does any woman's death diminish the narrator?

2.

share responses in large group

3.

read in large group "ii" and "iii" by Kudaka and "To My Black
Sisters":
Why do these women feel identity with women of
other races or ethnic groups? What earlier poems we read do
these relate to?

4.

write individual poems based on feelings stimulated by our
discussions in this unit or any of the poems we've read

Evaluation

:

discussions and poems

Supplementary

:

"Where Mountain Lion Lay Down With Deer" by Leslie Marmon
to learn about women's
Silko, native American; objective:
group
ethnic
with
strength
of
identity
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16.

"Such women are dangerous
to the order of things"

and yes, we will be dangerous
to ourselves

groping through spines of nightmare
dangling with a simpler herb)
( datura
because the line dividing
lucidity from darkness
is yet to be

marked out

Isolation, the dream
of the frontier woman

leveling her rifle along
the homestead fence
still snares our pride
--a suicidal leaf

laid under the burning-glass
in the sun's eye

Any woman's death diminishes me

Adrienne Rich
Poems Selected and New,
1950-1974

because i am a reckless gypsy
tear
rolling down okinawan shrines
i
cry for
your sorrow
i
cry for every wound
because the memory lingers
affixed
to your never ending pain

because
there is no choice-to raise
white flags of surrender
is only a temporary
vacation
from 1 i f
my tears lose meaning
as baptismal waters wash the shores
between two comrades

i i i

even now, my passion overwhelms
my senses/
knowing no other way
the words have found their way-to be woman is
a constant
struggle
against
unsure footsteps

lacking confidence
lost my way along dark shadows
i
of my own fluctuating moods
being woman
your agile feet
sail paper moons, chase
charmed caterpillars along the nile,
finger holier-than-thou
revol utionaries
and remain planted on
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earth
all the while
being woman
being companeras
being sisters
the strength of our
love
can overcome
even the meaninglessness
of words

Geraldine Kudaka
TIME TO GREEZE!
INCANTATIONS
FROM THE THIRD WORLD
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To My Black Sisters

Our sons are dying together
Not where where you and I were always divided,
but in some distant place against another colored people
Is

my son dying because I denied you?
never to reach manhood because

Is my son

I
denied your
son his?
Am I paying the price of not accepting you as one of
my own?
In my whiteness I looked away from your Black womanhood
When your children suffered and died, I said,
they are not mine they're Black
When you and yours were murdered, brutalized and
humiliated, I turned away
and said BLACK was
exploded
children
When your
BEAUTIFUL did I not panic?

How many crimes and corpses must I view to rid myself
of a whiteness not human.
Before I dare reach out and touch your hand.

Betty Thomas Mayhen
Up from under
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WHERE MOUNTAIN LION LAY DOWN WITH DEER

climb the black rock mountain
stepping from day to day
silently.
I
smell the wind for my ancestors
pale blue leaves
crushed wild mountain smell.
Returning
up the gray stone cliff
where I descended
a thousand years ago.
Returning to faded black stone
where mountain lion lay down with deer.
It is better to stay up here
watching wind's reflection
in tall yellow flowers.
The old ones who remember me are gone
the old songs are all forgotten
and the story of my birth.
How I danced in snow-frost moonlight
distant stars to the end of the Earth,
How I swam away
in freezing mountain water
narrow mossy canyon tumbling down
out of the mountain
out of deep canyon stone
down
the memory
spilling out
into the world.
I

Leslie Marmon Silko
Voices of the Rainbow
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Lesson 33

Objectives
1

.

:

to understand the concept of androgyny

2.

to re-examine use of language with women

3.

to evaluate feelings about the unit

Learning opportunities

:

1.

pass out and read aloud two times "The Stranger" and "Diving
Into the Wreck":
What do you think "androgyne" means? What
is the narrator doing in these poems?
Why does she say language is dead? Whose language? How do her comments relate
to the work we did with language at the beginning of the unit?
What do you think of the concept of androgyny? What other alternatives would you like to see for women and for men?

2.

repeat learning opportunities
unit; compare the lists

Evaluation

#1

from the first lesson of the

:

repeat of Lesson 1, L.0.1

Assignment

:

tomorrow begins the presentations of unit projects
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The Stranger

Looking as I've looked before, straight down the heart
of the street to the river
walking the rivers of the avenues
feeling the shudder of the caves beneath the asphalt
watching the lights turn on in the towers
walking as I've walked before
like a man, like a woman, in the city
my visionary anger cleansing my sight
and the detailed perceptions of mercy
flowering from that anger
if I come into a room out of the sharp misty light
and hear them talking a dead language
if they ask me my identity
what can I say but
I
am the androgyne
I
am the living mind you fail to describe
in your dead language
the lost noun, the verb surviving
only in the infinitive
the letters of my name are written under the lids
of the newborn child

Adrienne Rich
Diving into the Wreck

Diving into the Wreck

This is the place.
And I am here, the mermaid whose dark hair
streams black, the merman in his armored body
We circle silently
about the wreck
we dive into the hold.
I
I
am she:
am he

Adrienne Rich
Diving into the Wreck
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Lesson 34

Objectives
1.

:

to illustrate awareness of changing sex roles

Learning opportunities
1.

:

presentation of projects

NOTE:

allow as many class meetings as needed to have all the
presentations

Unit evaluation

:

presentation of projects
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